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1. Introduction

Over the past fifteen years of high-energy physics, electron-positron

annihila-

tion has been the most -productive of all reactions probing the fundamental in-- __teractions. The e+e- annihilation process is unique in offering at the same time
copious production
-

physics,

of novel particles,

and the most efficient

low backgrounds

use of the energy which an accelerator

_ These features have allowed the detailed characterization
quark-antiquark
cial ingredients

systems and the unambiguous
in the establishment

theory of the strong interactions-as
the confirmation

of the charm and bottom

of Quantum

Chromodynamics

cru-

as the correct

well as the discovery of the tau lepton and
properties

of all of the quarks

Over the next few years, experiments

SLC and LEP, and we anticipate

provides.

discovery of gluon jets-the

of the weak and electromagnetic

and leptons at high energy.

from more conventional

will begin at

new discoveries from the detailed study of the

2’ resonance. It is time, then, to begin to think out how one might continue this
mode of experimentation

to still higher energies.

This document is the report of a committee
Burton

Richter,

. -

periments
experiments

of SLAC,

to set out the major physics goals of an e+e- collider in the en-

ergy range 600 GeV - 1 TeV, corresponding
technology.

convened by the Director

The committee

to the next feasible step in accelerator

was charged with the task of outlining

that such a collider might carry out and the requirements

the main exwhich those

place on the accelerator design.

It is clear that a high-energy

e+e-

collider,

energy below 1 TeV, will have great opportunity

even one with

a center of mass

to address the central open ques-

tions of particle physics. At the moment, we seem to understand very well the laws
which govern the basic strong, weak, and electromagnetic
5

forces among quarks and

leptons.

However, these laws apparently

or set of particles,
force.

the Higgs bosons, which mediate

This force is responsible

also for generating

require the existence of a further

particle

a new, so far undiscovered,

for giving the W and 2 bosons their masses, and

the masses of the quarks and leptons.

the Higgs bosons, the new forces associated with

In theoretical

models of

this new sector become evident

at energies below or of-the order of 1 TeV. In many models, new types of fermions
or weak bosons also become
nomenon.

apparent

at the energy scale set by the Higgs phe-

An e+e- co&der will be able to search directly

will also produce and make visible whatever

for the Higgs bosons and

other new species might exist within

its energy range.
Along ,with this promise, however, come new problems associated with the move
The most important

to higher energies.

consideration

for any study

physics at very high energy is that increased luminosity
any interesting
under which

experiment.
modest

is required

Though there do exist speculative

luminosities

would

of particle

to do almost

theoretical

suffice, most theoretical

scenarios

models predict

that the cross sections for new physics will be of the order of the elementary

QED

point cross section:
lR=3s=
To produce

47ra2

86.8 fb
[E (TeV)]2

lo3 events per year of a reaction with the point cross section at a cen-

ter of mass energy of 1 TeV requires a luminosity
alone provides a substantial
combined requirements
introducing
chrotron

of high luminosity

This feature

designers. We expect that the

and high energy cannot be met without

in the conduct of experiments.

To avoid large syn-

losses, the accelerator will need to be a linear collider rather than

a storage ring. To achieve high luminosity,
which collide must then be exceedingly
in turn, that the nonlinear

and probably

of 1O33 cm-2sec-1.

challenge to accelerator

some complication

radiation

be extremely

(14

*

interactions

large, leading to significant
to significant

disruption

the bunches of electrons and positrons
small and highly

focussed.

This implies,

of these bunches at the collision
synchrotron

radiation

(“beamstrahlung”)

of the bunches during the collision
6

point will

process.

One of the goals of this study was to assess the new experimental
this energy smearing

and other obstacles of the machine

hinder experiments.

Because the basic environment

is so simple, it is not difficult
and efficient.

carry out clear and Gfinitive

discuss and a large proton-proton

which bear on accelerator
for energy, luminosity,

annihilation

2, we will

annihilation

collider

of this chapter, we will
in more detail and give
of the type that we will

such as the proposed

summarize

Superconducting

the main results

of our study

design, discussing in some detail appropriate

and the quality

in this energy regime.

reaction

e+e-

collider

also emphasize here the importance

e+e-

In the remainder

between a high-energy

In Chapter

which are clean

experiments.

review the advantages of the e+e-

Supercollider.

provided by e+e- annihilation

is high enough, we believe that we can

The plan of this report is as follows:

some comparisons

It

need not significantly

to design searches for new particles

As long as the luminosity

that

design would entail.

is one of our main conclusions that these new complications
<

problems

In Chapter

events within

of the experimental

of longitudinal

guidelines

environment.

polarization

We will

as an analysis tool

3, we will review the general characteristics
the standard

of

model in the energy region we will

discuss.
The remaining

sections of this report will discuss in some detail the four physics

issues which we see as the most important
lation experiments

topics to be addressed by e+e- annihi-

in this energy region. Chapter
for the new collider,

4 will discuss the most straight-

forward

experiments

searches for new quarks and leptons.

Chapter

5 will discuss the search for the Higgs boson.

will discuss two possible probes of modifications
gauge theory:

Chapter

of a new 2’ resonance.

In Chapters

of the standard

6 and 7 we

weak interaction

6 will discuss the physics associated with the appearance
Chapter

7 will discuss the pair-production

emphasizing

the use of this reaction

ory. Finally,

in Chapters 8 and 9, we will discuss two specific examples of searches

for new particles
Chapter

as a precision

of W bosons,

test of weak interaction

the-

associated with a possible new sector of forces at TeV energies.

8 will discuss the search for supersymmetric
7

particles in high-energy

e+e-

collisions.

Chapt er 9 will discuss the search for charged Higgs bosons and other

signs of an extended Higgs sector. In each of these discussions, we will present both

importance

the theoretical

of the study and the detailed experimental

technique

by which it can be carried out.
Our work in this report

builds

on previous

high energy which have -been presented
-

committee

has been reported

two of our member<t;iji*the
ref. 7 summarizes
including

gives a heuristic
might

the basic theoretical

provide

overview

in refs.

l-6.

in more pedagogical

1987 SLAC

a careful discussion

studies of e+e-

Summer

Some of the work of our

form in the contributions

Institute

proceedings.

results on high-energy

of the physics underlying

of the experimental

e+e-

the formulae,

considerations.

the reader a useful complement

physics at very

by

Of these,

annihilation,
and ref. 8

These two articles

to the analyses which we report

here.
1.1.

THE ADVANTAGES OF e+e-

ANNIHILATION

We have already noted the important
in the development
special qualities

of particle

of this reaction

physics.

role that

responsible

properties

follow, is that the particular

annihilate

into new specie>---despite

rated from other possible e+e-

available

the

for its great success. We will argue
will remain valid for the very high

the annihilation

e+e- collisions, from which all other essential
process in which the electron and positron
its small cross section-can

reactions.

In the current

process competes

tion and with purely electromagnetic
two-photon

have played

that we consider here.

The central feature of high-energy

and PETRA,

reactions

We will now review more specifically

in the body of this report that these qualities
energy experiments

e+e-

only with

energy regime of PEP
the two-photon

processes such as Bhabha

processes characteristically

scattering.

involve only a small fraction

center of mass energy, but with no imbalance

and since, in any event, the two-photon

be cleanly sepa-

of transverse

reacSince

of the total
momentum,

cross sections are not large, it has been

possible to remove these events from searches for new physics with relatively

sim-

This h as allowed searches for a wide range of possible new particles

ple cuts.

in which the cuts applied have relatively

high efficiency

but remove virtually

all

background.Ig-113
In the energy regime we will consider in this report,

several new reactions come

into play. In addition to processes involving photon-photon
-

reactions

in which one or both of the the electron

The radiative
Production
section.

annihilation

and positron

into a 2’ boson has a relatively

emit W bosons.

large cross section.

of W and 2 boson pairs becomes a major part of the annihilation

It remains true, however, that the annihilation

are kinematically
- result

collisions, one can have

The photon

well separated.

in final states with

total

and W reactions

one another by their transverse momentum
to be crucial

not interfere

of that

way with

processes

available

spectra; this observation

processes available in e+e- reactions

in an important

events

from the

can even be separated from

The final picture

for Higgs boson searches.

in which the additional

and W bremsstrahlung

mass only a fraction

processes. The photon

annihilation

and non-annihilation

cross

the crucial isolation

that

turns out

we reach is one

add richness but do
of novel annihilation

processes.
Once the annihilation

channel has been separated from other possible processes,

one can begin to take advantage
isotropy:

Pair production

of its two special virtues.

due to the annihilation

the lab frame, so that the natural
significantly
democracy:
are produced

process is roughly

is that

of

isotropic

in

angular cuts which detectors impose do not

decrease signals for new physics.
Almost

The first

all pagticles pair-produced

The second advantage

is that

of

as final states of e+e- annihilation

with cross sections of the same order of magnitude:

a(e+e-

+ Xx)

=

A. (1R) ,

(1.2)

times phase space, where A is a number between 0.25 and 5 and (1R) is the point

cross section. The result (1.2) is true for pair-production
9

of quarks and leptons, and

for charged bosons and other exotic species. It also holds for e+eW+Ww-,

Zy,

and 22,

if one considers only the angular

which excludes the large forward

and backward

processes appear with comparable

probability.

77, et-e-,

region 20’ < 0 < 160°

peaks. Familiar

and exotic physics

This result means that, in searches

for some new species, the ratio of signal to background
before detailed

+

begins at roughly

cuts on the nature of the final state are imposed.

l:l,

even

It is easy, then,

for exotic processes to stand out in the data.
Carrying

this argument

one step further,

the most important

cesses turn out to be rather simple in form-quark-antiquark
a bit of gluon radiation,
straightforward
studied

or simple W+W-

to characterize

production;

and remove.

striking.

pair production

prowith

thus, the backgrounds

are

This means that new physics can be

using the full range of its final states, rather

which are particularly

background

than only those signatures

For example, we find that one of the most efficient

ways to find heavy leptons at a high-energy

e+e- collider is to search for their de-

cay to hadrons, plus missing neutrinos.

One of our most important

that W and 2 bosons may be identified

by calorimetric

mass determination

their hadronic final states. This gives a powerful experimental
weak bosons, which appear prolifically

conclusions

tool for tracking

is

using
the

both in the signals and in the backgrounds

for new physics.
An additional

potential

advantage

consider here is the availability

reactions

of e+e-

of longitudinal

electron polarization

the reactions one observes. All e+e- annihilation

virtual

Z” contributions.

these contributions
quite large.

Certain

as a probe of

reactions have some dependence

due to the interference

on beam polarization,

at the high energies we

between

the virtual

photon

and

In the regime of center of mass energies above 150 GeV,

have~comparable

size, and so the polarization

processes, such as e+e-

large polarization-dependence

+

W+W-,

effects should be

have an exceptionally

and can be removed or enhanced by the choice of

electron polarization.
Leaving

aside the question of the small size of cross sections, then, e+e10

col-

liders provide an ideal environment

for discovering

The best features of this environment,
by experiments

at currently

and characterizing

which have been exploited

new physics.
so successfully

accessible energies, will remain valid after the further

step in energy that we consider here.
Our main goal in this report is to illustrate

--

and amplify

the central argument

set out in this section- By examining the standard model background processes,
and then by working through specific searches for a variety of novel states, we will
illustrate

the cleanliness’and

We will

show that

straightforward

a wide range of their
removing

be capable of producing

of e+e- physics in the high energy regime.

analysis

This conclusion

detail, to address questions of branching

this introduction,

high energy e+e-

colliders

the next scale of physics.

pattern

fractions,

which might

will

mixing

effects,

be important

in

on the relation

of

in the exploration

of

we would like to comment

to high energy hadron
In the Chapter

colliders

2, we will describe in specific terms the

of searching for a new sector of particles

and interactions
enterprise

physics over the next fifteen to twenty years. Proton-proton
colliders have different
colliders

and complementary

distinguishable

cross secti0n.s.

of high energy

and electron-positron

roles in this search.

resonance and by using leptonic
couplings

studies span-

on processes with particularly

large or

The ‘.r resonance and the W and 2 bosons were

by using the energy distributions

ble. The fundamental

in the energy

have been used to great effect in exploratory

ning a wide range of energy, concentrating

discovered

substantially

a grander pattern.

region 100 GeV - 1 TeV. We consider this the central

Hadron

while

in

vs. pp COLLIDERS

To complete

importance

high efficiency,

new particles

larges samples of exotic states which may then be probed

fixing the role of these states within
e+e-

identify

assures us that e+e- experiments

and other specific aspects of the coupling

1.2.

techniques

and with

final states,

the background.

in considerable

simplicity

of proton

constituents

to scan for a

decay modes to make the resonant
of QCD have been made manifest
11

events visi-

at the CERN

collider

in the very large cross section process of high transverse

production.

Similar

every hypothesis

experiments

can be imagined

States and in Europe,

of this type have been carried out both

and the proponents

now actively

seeking-funds

to begin construction.

the American

machinG,.the

Superconducting

one, the Large Hadron Collider
the late 1990’s. Either

expected at TeV energies,

effect which should be visible at a 20-40 TeV pp col-

lider!123 Design studies for an accelerator
in the United

jet

for higher energies. Indeed, for

on the nature of the new interactions

there is some characteristic

momentum

(LHC)

are

It now seems clear that either

Supercollider

at CERN,

of these machines

(SSC), or the European

will be funded for completion

of these devices will have the potential

in

to explore broadly

for new effects in the energy region around 1 TeV, and either might well produce
the crucial piece of evidence for the general nature of new physics at those energies.
On the other hand, we do not believe that pp experiments

alone will suffice to

unravel the physics of the TeV energy scale. As we will stress in the next chapter,
the problem
parameters

which

must be solved is not simply

new physics.

The contrast

section is striking.

for new physics

to the picture

which we have set out in the previous

can be carried

and, even here, some promising

cross sections due to conventional

out only by looking

for distinctive

protons is essentially

completely

new elementary

will be available only in experiments

years.

Thus, the many

characterization

at an e+e-

of new

collider.

We have argued that a high energy e+e- collider is important
physics over the next twenty

backgrounds.

degraded at the level of

processes.

section for the detailed

Searches

final states,

channels are removed by unexpected

handles described in the previous

physics are

from these processes are complex.

the quarks and gluons which initiate

fundamental

interactions.

to answer detailed questions about this

At pp colliders,

of the initial

a few

ability

large, and the final states resulting

phenomena

of verifying

but is, rather, a profound question about new fundamental

Hadron colliders have only a limited

Polarization

the matter

to the needs of

But we would like to add that,

over an even longer term, such a collider will have a still more essential role. The
enormous

scale and cost of the SSC make clear that this will be the last proton
12

synchrotron

built

along conventional

and practicality

of accelerators,

lines.

But beyond the question

of the cost

pp collisions

suffer a more fundamental

limitation

at energies higher than that of the SSC. On the one hand, the cross sections for
c

parton-parton

subprocesses decrease as EcM-~

I

I

I

I

I

I

III

_ _-~

IO -

5
c

I

1

as the energy of the subprocess

4-

i+:
-.

6
LLii
I -

0.4
100

40

IO

E,.,.,,.(pp)

1-05

(TeV)

5008A24

Figure 1. Comparison of effective center of mass energies of e+e- and pp colliders
for discovering various hypothesized new particles, assuming a maximum pp luminosity
of 1O33cm-2sec-1, from ref. 3. The searchesconsidered are those for new vector bosons,
supersymmetry partners,heavy quarks, heavy leptons, and fermion compositeness. The
dashed line represents eq. (1.3).
-

is increased.

On the other

hand,

the large size of the proton-proton

cross section leads to severe experimental
pileup at luminosities

problems of radiation

greater than 1O33 cmV2sec-l;
13

inelastic

damage and event

these problems become much

worse if one changes the form of the accelerator
example,

a pp linear collider.

from a large synchrotron

This means that one cannot achieve the full promise

of higher energy pp collisions by raising the luminosity
A comparison

of the discovery

with fixed luminosity,
justifies

to, for

reach of an e+e-

to access rarer subprocesses.

collider

to that of a pp collider

based on the work of ref. 12, is shown in Fig. 1. The figure

the empirical

law
--

_ _.- EcM(e+e-)

(14

N da,

with both energies in TeV.
-

The future
liders.

of high-energy

Accelerator

physicists

needed to build high-energy
tors incorporating

physics, then, belongs to the electron-positron

around the world are now assembling the techniques
colliders using high-gradient

the efficient

to achieve high luminosity.

This is essentially

The machine

a new line of accelerator
test in the Stanford

which we will discuss in this report

the next step after the SLC in the evolution

of this technology

From here on, we will emphasize the importance
in addressing

linear electron accelera-

power sources and tiny beam spot sizes necessary

one which is only now receiving its first practical
lider project.

the key issues that confront

of fundamental

us now.

physics.

14

technology,
Linear Col-

would represent

to higher energies.

of this machine in its own right
But one should keep in mind

also that this machine provides the unique avenue to further
pushing back the frontier

col-

technical

progress in

2. Requirements

for the New Collider

In this chapter, w’e will discuss the design of an e+e- collider for the 600 GeV1 TeV energy range? from
-;. _. the viewpoint

of experimentation.

We will present an

overview of the basic physics goals that we see for experimentation
organized in terms of the constraints
collider

itself.

The conclusions

that the experimental

in this range,

program places on the

about points of physics that

we set out in this

chapter will be supported by detailed analysis in Chapters 3-9.
Our most important

recommendations

we have reached no surprising

concern energy and luminosity.

conclusions:

We recommend

that

Here,

the center of

mass energy of the collider be as high as can be managed in a feasible step-l
-7.

.;-;_
--

TeV, if possible. Even so, we note that many interesting
.

milestones in speculative

theories are passed already at the lower center of mass energy of 600 GeV. We
recommend
possible.

that special attention

be given to obtaining

as high a luminosity

as

Though we will give some examples of physics processes which can be

studied in event samples of a few fb-‘,

we believe that a mature physics program

at 1 TeV would require an event sample of the order of 30 fb-‘,

corresponding

to

2500 events of a process with cross section 1 R. Even if this sample were obtained
over several years, it would require an actual delivered luminosity
cm-2sec- l. We emphasize that these two requirements
cross sections decrease as Eb2, an increasing luminosity
potential

are linked:

in excess of 1O33
Since the basic

is needed to exploit

the

offered by increased energy. (If the energy of the machine were kept to

the lower value of 600 GeV, the equivalent event sample size would be 10 lb-l.)
The least trivial
environment

conclusion

of our study is that many of the features of the

of e+e- reactions which lead to their extreme cleanliness at current

energies can be relaxed substantially

without
15

compromising

the most important

experiments.

Operation

synchrotron
final-focus

radiation
system.

of a linear collider

in the collision

angles.

region (‘beamstrahlung’)

These features will lead to a substantial

of mass energy of annihilation
forward

at high luminosity

and a complicated
smearing of the center

events and also to problems

These effects will certainly

we find that neither signi&antly

in working

make experiments

affects the ability

will entail sizable

at very

more difficult,

of e+e- collider experiments

but
to

search for new physics.
An additional

fac%r

is that of polarization.

which we call to the attention
We feel that longitudinal

an essential tool in the study of e+e- reactions
should plan for such polarization
no barrier to maintaining
collision

2.1.

as an integral

substantial

polarization

of accelerator

polarization

designers

of electrons will be

in this energy region, so that one
part of the collider design. We see
through

the beam transport

and

processes at an e+e- linear collider.

ENERGY

We will begin by describing the physics goals of the collider which pose definite
requirements
that

for its center of mass energy.

we do not find an ironclad

argument

We should begin with

the statement

that 600 GeV, or even 1 TeV, in the

center of mass will necessarily suffice to uncover the next scale of physics.
other hand, we do find compelling
100 GeV contains

the idea that the decade or so in energy above

a new sector of physical

forces waiting

believe that the search for this new sector of fundamental
major

goal of the particle

available

techniques.

On the

physics community

The machine-we

region of this search in e+e- reactions,

to be discovered.

We

physics should be the

and should be carried on with

envision here will dramatically

all

extend the

by a factor of 5 beyond the highest LEP

energies. In this section, we will review the argument for new physics in this energy
region and survey specific speculative
models typically

predict

dramatic

models of its nature.

new phenomena

TeV e+e- collider.
16

We will see that these

which would be visible to a 1

We should first explain why theoretical

predictions,

acter, are relevant at all to the motivation
years of high-energy
of an additional
c

tification

even of a very general char-

for a new accelerator.

physics, and continuing

through

During

the early 1970’s, the promise

factor of 3 in center of mass energy was considered sufficient

for a new machine.

able, and even comp&ng.
based on detailed

situation

Arguments

which were apparently

theories of the extrapolation

off the mark.

jus-

And, indeed, while we explored the interesting

complex region of center-of mass energies up to 4 GeV, this argument

completely

the early

and

was reason-

more well-reasoned,

to higher energies, proved to be

But by the time PEP and PETRA

began to operate, the

had changed in an essential way. At these energies, we have apparently

discovered the start of the asymptotic

region, promised by the standard

ory of strong, weak, and electromagnetic

interactions,

in which all e+e- reactions

are well described by simple gauge boson exchanges.
this state of affairs continues to arbitrarily
can arise only from the breakdown

gauge the-

Within

the standard

model,

high energy. New physical phenomena

of this elegant and broadly

(if not all-) inclusive

theory.
However, the great success of the standard
sider all of its implications,
standard

both positive

and negative.

model gauge theory is incomplete

model its successful implications
must add to it additional

structure

model requires us to seriously con-

in itself; to derive from the standard

for the structure
with

One of these is that the

of the weak interactions,

characteristic

energy below 1 TeV. The

masses of weak bosons, quarks, and leptons arise, in the standard
interaction

breaking

will refer to this new system generically

number

explicit

of the SU(2)

agent

x U(1) gauge symmetry.

as the Higgs sector. The standard

We

model

about its form; the Higgs sector can be realized in any of a large

of ways, from a weakly coupled theory of one scalar field to a new set of

strong interactions
L

model, from the

of these particles with Higgs bosons, or with some other external

which causes the spontaneous

is hardly

one

in all the& complexity.

W boson mass, that one characteristic
250 GeV. But it rests on firm theoretical

We know only, from the value of the

parameter

of this theory is of the order of

grounds that the standard
17

model cannot

b r e a k its o w n s y m m e try, o r g e n e r a te its o w n masses, with only th e set o f fu n d a m e n tal interactions w e k n o w to d a y . S o m e th i n g l a r g e a n d p r o fo u n d is m issing, a n d
w e m u s t fin d it.
c

It is clear, th e n , th a t th e H i g g s sector exists a n d is waiting to b e discovered.
U n fo r tu n a tely,

it is less clear exactly w h e r e to look. V e r y little

c a n b e said a b o u t

this q u e s tio n o n g e n e _ r a gl r o u n d s , a n d s o w e m u s t survey th e r a n g e o f th e o r e tical
m o d e ls. W e e n c o u r a g e th e r e a d e r , h o w e v e r , to ta k e th e r e m a i n d e r o f this section
.
only a s r o u g h g u i d e , - b e c a u s e specific, m o d e l - d e p e n d e n t predictions o u tsid e th e
s p h e r e o f c o n firm e d th e o r y a r e n o m o r e likely to b e correct th a n th e c o r r e s p o n d i n g
predictions o f th e 1 9 6 0 ’s.
T h e o r i e s o f th e H i g g s sector fall g e n e r a l l y into th r e e classes: m inimal, w e a k coupling, a n d strong-coupling m o d e ls. In th e m inimal m o d e ls, th e H i g g s sector is
a s small a s possible: It consists o f o n e self-interacting S U ( 2 ) d o u b l e t scalar fie l d o r
a system indistinguishable from this o n e in th e e n e r g y r a n g e b e l o w 1 T e V . In this
m o d e l, th e H i g g s m e c h a n i s m c a u s e s th r e e o f th e fo u r d e g r e e s o f f r e e d o m o f this

-”

.I

‘.

fie l d to b e a b s o r b e d a s th e longitudinal polarization sta te s o f th e w e a k b o s o n s . A ll
.-

--

.

th a t r e m a i n s b e y o n d th e w e a k b o s o n s th e m s e l v e s is o n e n e u tral p a r ticle with scalar
c o u p l i n g s to m a tte r . T h r o u g h o u t o u r r e p o r t, w h e n w e s p e a k o f a (singular) H i g g s
b o s o n , w e will b e r e fe r r i n g to this p a r ticle. W e a k - c o u p l i n g m o d e ls complicate this
structure b y a d d i n g m o r e p a r ticles. This a d d i tio n m a y b e a sim p le m o d ification,
in w h i c h th e H i g g s sector is built u p o f a set o f S U ( 2 ) d o u b l e t fields, o r a m o r e
c o m p l e x generalization involving n e w m a tte r p a r ticles a n d g a u g e b o s o n s . T h e m o s t
a m b itio u s s c h e m e o f this typ e is g i v e n b y p o s tulating s u p e r s y m m e try, a s y m m e try
..

b e t w e e n fe r m i o n s a n d b o & n s which, in practice, r e q u i r e s d o u b l i n g th e w h o l e set o f
k n o w n e l e m e n tary p a r ticles. S t r o n g - c o u p l i n g m o d e ls involve b u i l d i n g u p th e H i g g s
sector u s i n g s o m e n e w strong interactions. M o d e ls involving technicolor forces, a n d
m o d e ls in w h i c h th e q u a r k s a n d leptons a r e composite structures, a r e g e n e r a l l y o f
this typ e .

T h e th r e e classeso f m o d e l s h a v e quite different e x p e r i m e n tal signatures. In th e
18

minimal

scenarios, one must search for the unique neutral

of this boson is not especially

well predicted

below 1 TeV. In the weak-coupling
I

new particles
scalar partners,

with electroweak

Higgs boson. The mass

by the theory;

it could be anywhere

scenarios, one must search for some type of

quantum

numbers-new

quarks and leptons, their

charged Higgs bosons, or gauge fermions.

In the most optimistic

scenario, one might also find new 2” bosons. In general, these particles
the mass range of a f&v hundred
-

the new strong interactions
usually

is normally

scenario, the scale of

above 1 TeV. However, these interactions

have visible effects below 1 TeV; these may occur through

the predictions
particles,

GeV. In the strong-coupling

of the standard

will be in

model for simple electroweak

corrections

to

processes, or through

the analogues of 7r and K for these new strong forces, which naturally

have masses well below the forces’ natural
narios in turn

and ask what indication

scale. Let us consider these three sce-

each gives for the energy of the proposed

collider.
Minimal

Higgs

Boson.

Consider first the minimal

of new physics is precisely one elusive particle.
to its self-coupling

X through

scenario. Here the signal

The mass of this particle

is linked

the relation:

mH

=

where (a) is the Higgs field vacuum

di

(a)

)

expectation

(24

value.

In this scheme, the W

boson mass is given by the relation

mw

= g(Q) 12 ,

P-2)

and thus we can compute
(a)

=

246 GeV .

P-3)

In more general models of the Higgs sector, the W boson mass is always given by the
formula

(2.2), with

(a) some more general parameter
19

of the Higgs sector carrying

mass dimensions.

The value of ((a) is essentially

have about the Higgs sector.
postulated

information

This value sets the energy scale of any new physics

this information

clear, in the minimal

is never sufficient.

Reasonable theoretical

tell us about this valu&over
to a minimal

the next ten years.

asking what experiment
Experiments

Higgs boson of mass below 40 GeV.113’ The extension

mass region up to 80 GeV. 114’Beyond that
the SSC or the LHC.

2mz,

.

the dominant

point,

further

to comb the

constraints

will come

However,

the search for the Higgs boson in hadron

depends crucially

on the final state of Higgs decay and thus,

in turn, on the mass of this particle.
-7,
.- .
.---

will

at the Z” should

of LEP to 200 GeV in the center of mass should allow experiments

collider ‘experiments

is made

bounds on this number allow

Higgs boson masses as large as 1 TeV. It is worth

be sensitive

Its shortcoming

models, from the fact that we have no idea of the size of

the Higgs field self-coupling.

from

we

to explain the origin of the weak boson masses.

Unfortunately,

c

the only definite

If the mass of the Higgs boson is greater than

decay modes are those to W+W-

and Z”Zo.

Of the various

possible final states in this decay, only the case of a decay to Z”Zo

in which both

2 bosons decay leptonically

signature,

may be considered

an unambiguous

but

that reaction should be quite clean for Higgs boson masses below 600 GeV.lr5’ For
larger masses, the Higgs becomes so strongly
is too wide to be distinguished

coupled to its decay products

as a resonance; Chanowitz

and Gaillard

however, that the coupling to this heavy Higgs produces a significant
and 22

the observable

WW

is below 2mz,

the search for this particle

in this mass range through
dominant

have shown,
distortion

scattering

becomes more difficult.
for observing

minor decay modes, for example,

Gunion,

A high-energy

background
e+e- collider

hadron collider experiments.

Kane,

the Higgs boson

Ho 4

yy.

decay of these Higgs bosons to quark pairs would be completely

by strong-interaction

of

cross section. WI If the mass of the Higgs

and Wudkal17’ have suggested a set of methods
-

that it

But the
obscured

processes.
would neatly

complement

the capabilities

of the

We will show in Chapter 5 that an e+e- collider with

center of mass energy 1 TeV will be sensitive to Higgs bosons from the LEP region
20

(a)
e+

-..

e-

->

5-88
6042A1

Figure 2. Two reactions which produce the Higgs boson in high-energy e+e- collisions.

-.
_
i-.
_ -

.

up to masses of roughly 500 GeV, including
region below the W+W-

threshold.

The only serious difficulty

Higgs boson mass is very close to mw.
be reconstructed
this collider

with

high efficiency

almost the whole of the troublesome
arises when the

In the whole range, the Higgs boson can
in its major

decay modes.

If one intends

to cover as much of the Higgs mass range as possible,

one should press the machine to energies as high as possible.
concentrate on the problem of covering the intermediate

then clearly

If one wishes to

mass regime, we find that

the preferred machine energy is still 800 GeV - 1 TeV. This value follows from
the following

considerations,

argued out in full in Chapter

e+e-

collider,

Fig.

2. The first of these reactions,

reconstruction
constraint,

5: At a high-energy

the Higgs boson can be sought in either of the reactions shown in
e+e-

of the Higgs, by identifying

or by reconstructing

4

H”Zo

may be used either without

the Z” and applying

both the Higgs and the 2’.
21

the beam energy
The first method

is the one traditionally

mentioned

found that the second method
has the advantages
beamstrahlung.
<

in discussions

can be carried out straightforwardly.

of higher efficiency

Unfortunately,

of Higgs searches, but we have

and insensitivity

This method

to energy smearing

the cross section for e+e- + N”Zo

by

is never large;

it is of the order of 0.1 R even when all 2’ .and Higgs final states can be used in
the analysis.
On the other hand, the second reaction
large cross section, a&1&1
from backgrounds,
This reaction

fusion-has

a

unit of R at 1 TeV. The process is quite distinguishable

unless the Higgs is closely degenerate with the W and 2 bosons.

does require that the Higgs be reconstructed,

puts the Higgs into an isolated kinematic
We find no difficulty
dominantly

shown in Fig. 2--WW

in using WW

but, since the reaction

region, this is generally

fusion to identify

straightforward.

a Higgs boson which decays

into tT, or even b’ld,and the reaction continues to be effective above the

W pair threshold.
The broad range of energy covered by SSC gives this machine special sensitivity
to the case of a heavy Higgs boson. Chanowitz
realization

[“’ has claimed that, for any possible

of the Higgs sector, the SSC can give some evidence of its nature if

this machine
Chanowitz’s

can operate
argument

at its most ambitious

applies also to e+e-

luminosity

colliders,

of 1O33 cm-2sec-1.

but only at center of mass

energies of 2 TeV or above. However, we will argue below that some signatures of
the large Higgs mass scenario can be observed even in 1 TeV e+e- collisions.
Heavy

Quarks

and Leptons.

Before discussing the search for more interest-

ing Higgs sectors of the weak-coupling
. -

type, we would like to address the question

of the expected masses of new quarks and leptons.
the value of the Higgs field vacuum expectation
mf
Quarks

become strongly

ing order of perturbation

=

$@)

These masses are also tied to

value, through

the relation

(2.4)

*

coupled to the Higgs sector, in the sense that the leadtheory for quark-quark
22

scattering

violates

its unitarity

bounds, at quark masses of 550 GeV. 1”’ In principle,

any quark masses up to this

value are equally well allowed, and there is no difficulty

of principle

have still larger masses. Most probes of the quark mass spectrum
corrections

are sensitive to the mass difference within

rather than the quark mass itself.

for quarks to

through radiative

a weak doublet

Thus, it is quite likely that

(mu - mo)

e+e- experiments

through

LEP II will not give a bound on undiscovered heavy quarks stronger than
-..
the constraint that they are above threshold. The Tevatron experiments, at a luof 1030 cm-%ec -l,

minosity

should be sensitive to new quarks up to 200 GeV.12”

The SSC or LHC should be sensitive to new quarks in the full allowed mass range,
but only through

their semileptonic

decay modes.

An e+e- collider of energy 1 TeV can survey the whole spectrum
modest coupling to the Higgs sector, almost up to the unitarity

of quarks with

limit

of ref. 19. We

will argue in Chapter 7 that they can even search for higher mass states through
indirect

effect, the perturbation

the anomalously

of the cross section for W pair production

large radiative

corrections

a 1 TeV collider has a powerful
Beyond

induced by these heavy flavors.

even more accessible milestone.

Several authors,

couplings

beginning

which leads to an

with

Pendleton

Ross 1211and Hi11l221 have noted that

the standard-model

equation

has a fixed point at a certain

coupling

the growth of the coupling due to QCD renormalization
of the coupling

Thus,

we would like to note also a remarkable,

theory of the fermion-Higgs

for the quark-Higgs

due to

reach in searching for new heavy fermions.

this general consideration,

though more speculative,

an

renormalization-group
value where

is balanced by the decrease

This fixed point

due to its self-interaction.

and

value depends on the

number of heavy flavors but generally corresponds to a quark mass between 150 and
200 GeV. It is actually
new quark generations

the generic case, in models with heavy fermions, that several
appear at this fixed-point

value. This multiple

appearance

of new fermions would be accessible to a collider with center of mass energy above
500 GeV.

Weak-Coupling

Scenarios. Now let us turn our attention
23

to other manifes-

tations

of a weak-coupling

it is unfortunately

sector which generates the Higgs bosons.

difficult

to make any concrete statement

gies, because models of this type generally
parameters.
c

Supersymmetric

been studied more thoroughly
of supersymmetry

their predictions.

models of a minimal

eters beyond those of the standard

number
dinary

which characterize

of unknown
matter

parameters

model.

gauge theory have probably

These models will then provide

structure

contain numerous param-

One must provide at least two different

the mass scale of supersymmetry

dimensionless

couplings

associated

with

to the sector which breaks supersymmetry.

more concretely

in Chapter

are excessively large, the parameter
breaking.

free

our analysis.

Even supersymmetric

parameters

of unknown

than other models of this class, and the constraints

serve to limit

a reasonable context-for

about preferred ener-

have a large number

models of the standard

In this case

plus a

the coupling

of or-

We will discuss these

8. If none of the dimensionless

couplings

(a) will be tied to the scale of supersymmetry

In this case, the supersymmetry

scale of a few hundred

breaking,

breaking

parameters

GeV and so the supersymmetric

will have a mass

partners

of the quarks,

leptons, and gauge bosons will also have masses of this order. The panoply of predicted

new particles is exceptionally

3. It is our impression,
bulk of the parameter

obtained

rich; a typical

mass spectrum

by surveying many published

space available to supersymmetric

ners are below 200 GeV in mass and most superpartners

is shown in Fig.

models, that, in the

models, some superpartare below 400 GeV. These

models could be studied in some detail by a 1 TeV collider.
ric models obey this general rule; in fact, Claudson,
constructed
:

partners

otherwise

pegfectly

Not all supersymmetHall, and Hinchliffe 1231have

reasonable models in which no observable super-

have masses below 900 GeV. But a 1 TeV collider covers a large segment

of the overall parameter
supersymmetry

space. We should note that the structure

places additional

constraints

Higgs sector.

Several authors

persymmetric

models of the weak-interaction

on more conventional

have noted that,

boson with mass below about 100 GeV.
24

inherited

elements of the

under mild assumptions,

symmetry

breaking

from

contain

all sua Higgs

Gaucginos
-----=I
Higgsinos
- -

400

---

2 300
s?

-

Higgs
---

E 200

-

-

100

-

-

-

s-Matter

-

-

4-66
6003All

Figure 3. Spectrum of particles in a supersymmetric model of the fundamental
interactions, at a randomly chosenpoint in the space of model parameters.1241
The existence of a second 2’ boson, which would appear as a dramatic
nance in e+e- annihilation,

is a very real possibility

model.

Such bosons appear almost

inspired

phenomenology’.

ubiquitously,

reso-

in extensions of the standard
for example,

in ‘superstring-

Despite this, we know of no compelling

arguments for

the range of masses of such particles, beyond the obvious statement

that, in super-

symmetric

models, they are near the scale of supersymmetry

boson should exist below the maximum
new resonance, with a dramatic

breaking.

If such a

energy of an e+e- collider, it will provide a

enhancement of the e+e- annihilation

total cross

section by a factor of 103. We will describe the physics of such a resonance in
Chapter

6. Even at higher masses, a new 2’ is still visible through

asymmetries

in fermion pair production.

1 TeV collider,

its effect on

We will show in Chapter 6 that, with a

it is possible not only to discover the presence of a new 2” at a

mass up to about 3 GeV but also to measure its couplings to fermions.
Strong-Coupling

Scenarios.

Finally,

we turn to models in which the Higgs

sector arises from a new set of strong interactions.
25

In these models, one could

hope to observe the new interactions

directly

by the form of these interactions.
new particles,
<

Let us discuss first the possible appearance

it is almost unavoidable

that this system will have spontaneously

and+ therefore,

approximate

Goldstone

receive zero mass from the new strong interactions,
mass from their electro.weak, or more exotic,
out in some detail for a particular

modelsj281 in which the new interactions
models may contain

this type,

combinations

-_ - .

._

within

are very light,

so that they

with

mass of the order of
to color octet

pairs. 12” These bosons should be well

the reach of a 1 TeV collider.

If the new strong interactions

to quarks and leptons, their direct
effects are also easily visible at manageable energies. Eichten, Lane, and Peskin [301
pointed

couple directly

out that such new interactions

pair-production

and Bhabha scattering

model amplitudes.
strong contact

correct the form of the cross sections for
by adding contact terms to the standard-

Because the standard

model contributions

terms can stand out in relief.

were potentially

Experiments

sensitive to contact interactions

are of order CY,the
at PEP and PETRA

arising from a strong interaction

scale 30 times or more larger than the center of mass collision
. ..

QCD. Such

But in other models of

to those of Higgs bosons, coupling

of quarks or to quark-lepton

has been

‘technicolor’

are taken to precisely mimic

states are colored particles

similar

The situation

energies.

broken

receive some

class of models, labelled

at PEP and PETRA

the first exotic

200 GeV and couplings
-~

couplings.

gauge

These bosons

but they normally

a pair of charged bosons which

should have been visible

bosons.

of

If these

are similar to QCD in being built around a strongly-coupled

global symmetries

worked

required

the analogues of r and I< mesons for these interactions.

new interactions
theory,

or to observe new particles

that a similar
collider

level of sensitivity

is possible at these higher energies.

could not only discover contact

interactions

up to 10 TeV but also give some information
interactions.

Further

energy. We expect

corresponding

on the space-time

A 500 GeV

to mass scales

structure

of these

discussion of this issue may be found in refs. 7 and 31.

On the other hand, new strong interactions
sector may be more difficult

which couple only to the Higgs

to detect at an e+e26

collider

with

center of mass

energy

1 TeV.

It is possible that

such interactions

would

produce

no dramatic

deviations

from the standard model; a scenario of this type has been presented by
Lee, Quigg, and Thacker. [321 In this model, the interactions of the Higgs sector
are strong only in the J = 0 partial
in e+e-

collisions

presumably

at energies below 2 TeV. However,

models, and

a vector resonance analogous to the rho meson of the

strong interactions.

We will show in Chapter

the cross section for pair production
some scenarios, the position
significant

in technicolor

to access

in more general models with strong coupling among the Eggs particles,

the new interactions-form
familiar

wave, and this channel is difficult

enhancement

the minimal

of longitudinally

polarized

W bosons.

In

of the resonance can be below 1 TeV; this produces a

of the e+e- cross section, with peak value 25 R. Even in

scenario for technicolor,

perturbation

7 that this resonance affects

where the resonance position

of the W boson pair production

is 1.8 TeV, the

cross section is quite significant

at

center of mass energies of 1 TeV.
Summary.

We have now surveyed the range of theoretical

models which have

been put forward to explain the physics of SU(2) x U( 1) symmetry

breaking.

These

models range from austere ones to quite intricate

schemes. In any comprehensive

survey, we would expect to find some theoretical

models which cannot be tested

even with a large step in energy, and we have been careful to point out examples
of such models for the machine we propose.

But it is striking

phenomena predicted

with the weak interaction

breaking

to appear in association

what a wealth of
symmetry

can be expected at e+e- center of mass energies below 1 TeV.

To this detailed
general argument.

summary

of models,

we would

We ha-ve seen that the structure

become complex, with a sizable multiplet

like to add a further,

very

of the Higgs sector can easily

of new particles.

At first sight, it seems

that the simplest models of the Higgs sector are to be preferred.

But on closer

examination,

that

one finds that

it is only the more complex

explain the breaking of SU(2) x U(l),

breaking.
through

models

rather than just parametrizing

In these more complex models, the weak interaction
the breaking

of some symmetry

which is bound
27

actually

this symmetry

symmetry breaks

up with

the structure

of the new sector.

In supersymmetric

this role. This more fundamental
obtaining
I

models, for example,

symmetry

masses, and so its breaking

masses at the weak interaction

can protect

readily

plays

many other particles

creates a multiplet

scale. Such a set of new particles,

is thus a generic feature of models of the weak interaction
extended

supersymmetry

of particles

from
with

a ‘TeV multiplet’,

symmetry

breaking.

The

argument

that -we have given in this section may be simply cast as the
-that these particles are expected to appear in e+e- annihilation,
and,

statement

most probably,

in just the region that would be explored

by an e+e-

collider

of

center of mass energy 1 TeV.
-

Two

Postscripts.

of setting

We should make two additional

comments

the center of mass energy of the new collider.

fact that

our arguments

recommend

are general in character,

a feature

physics occurred
this threshold

at the collider,

well below 1 TeV, it would

be worthwhile

the energy gives an advantage
constant
that

production

for new

to work as close to

as allows a reasonable phase space for new particle

the new physics is seen only in continuum

maximum

the

which has led us to

that the threshold

the new physics includes a new 2’ resonance, this point

then,

stem from

a large step in machine energy over LEP. If we knew in advance, or

discovered in the course of experiments

roughly

Both

on the problem

production.

is obvious.

But even if

of novel particles,

because cross sections for particle

If

lowering

production

are

in R units, and the R unit falls steeply with energy. It is likely,

one would

often wish to run this new collider

energy for which it is designed.

at energies below the

In this respect,

usage of this new collider will follow the pattern

of SPEAR

we expect

that

the

and CESR rather than

that of PEP and PETRA.
This expectation

makes it essential to plan in advance for the ability

the energy of the collider.

We hope that it will be possible to operate this machine

at any center of mass energy between 300 GeV and the maximum
design. Fortunately,

to vary

the conditions

energy of the

on a change of the energy are not very severe.

First, because cross sections increase as the energy is lowered according to an &$
dependence,

we only insist that the luminosity
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of the machine not decrease faster

than E2. Second, it should never be necessary to operate this collider in a scanning
mode. W e will argue in Chapter 6 that a collider with appreciable energy spread
through beamstrahlung

is already automatically

conducting a scan in energy, and

that this scan is sufficient to discover a new 2’ boson at any energy accessible to
the collider.

W e know no examples of interesting

to be expected in this energy region. It will-suffice,

but less prominent

resonances

then, to fix the energy of the

collider for each runn&g year and to schedule all changes in this energy for m a jor
shutdown periods.

I :

If the threshold of new physics is discovered before the design of the new collider
is complete, the collider can be optimized
exciting possibility
experiments
ticular,

for that energy region.

A particularly

is that this threshold will be discovered in the SLC or Tevatron

which are now beginning their data-taking.

can produce evidence for supersymmetric

up to about 150 GeV and can unambiguously

The Tevatron,

in par-

partners of quarks and gluons

indicate the location

of a new Z ”

boson up to about 500 GeV. If the first of these discoveries were made, an e+e-7.

.- --

collider of center of mass energy 400 GeV and luminosity
.

be optimal

for the detailed characterization

5 x 1O32 cm2/sec would

of the new phenomena. In the second

case, one could use the same lower energy, and even a much lower luminosity.

We

will describe the experiments of interest for these scenarios in Chapters 6 and 8.
In either case, the collider required would be less of a technical challenge than the
1 TeV machine, and should be cheaper to construct and operate. O n a longer tim e
scale, the discoveries of the SSC or LHC may also provide guidance on the energy
scale of this new collider. Whatever new phenomena the hadron machines uncover,
must, we feel, be brought into the clearer light of e+e- reactions in order to be
fully understood.

This process m ight well give accelerator builders a clearer, and

perhaps also a technically

simpler, goal.
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2.2.

LUMINOSITY

Let us now turn to our recommendations
We insist that the new collider
c

luminosity,

be built

of the order of 30 fb-‘,

may not be needed in the first,

for the luminosity

of the new collider.

to guarantee large samples of integrated

or 2500 R-l,
exploratory,

at 1 TeV. Such large event samples
stages of the experimental

but they will certainl-y be required to allow a mature program

program,

of particle

searches.

We have identified

theoretical
scenarios in which new physics enters with cross
.
“.sections much larger than the unit of R. We will discuss these scenarios briefly

later in this section.

However, in the absence of direct experimental

evidence for

these scenarios, we believe it would be foolish to use them as bases for the collider
design. The new machine, then, should be designed to search for new phenomena
with cross sections of the order of a unit of R.
There are two ways that one can estimate
integrated
-. -^I.,
..-.. - .

luminosity.

of experiments
PETRA

which excluded

important

based on the history

In Table 1, we list a selection of papers from
possibilities

for hypothetical

particles,

generally

came later, but the program

certainly

mature by the summer of 1984, when PEP had collected 50 pb-l

requirements

of particle

to 5000 R -‘.

search experiments

Our estimate

at PEP was
of data

of the luminosity

for the new collider accords with this experience.

We have tested this rough argument
search experiments
the Monte

along

samples on which these papers were based. Results from PEP

at 29 GeV, a sample corresponding

. -

reasonable samples of

The first of these is a rough argument

at PEP and PETRA.

with the luminosity

the minimum

by detailed analysis of a variety of particle

which one would expect to carry out at this new collider.

Carlo studies of particle

this report, we have limited

search experiments

ourselves to luminosity

In

discussed in the body of

samples of 30 fb-l.

The reader

can glean from this detailed discussion our general conclusion that a sample of this
size would allow us to do justice
energy, whereas a substantially
To complete

to the physics of e+e-

collisions

at the machine

smaller sample would not.

this discussion of luminosity,
30

we would like to discuss briefly

the

Table 1. A sampler of PETRA

Heavy lepton L

_

Higgs: H+ -+ T+E

Excluded

MARK

m < 16 GeV

520 R-l

3 < m < 16 GeV

800 R-l

m < 15 GeV

3000 R-l

m < 13 GeV

5400 R-l

MARK

Higgs: H+ ---) c’s

Jt331

J1351

TASS0l361
--

-

two scenarios which predict
nihilation.

large enhancements

for

SL

of the cross section for e+e- an-

These entail the appearance of a new Z” boson or the appearance

strong interactions
nomenology

for leptons with a characteristic

of the new 2’ will be discussed in some detail in Chapter

the same as for the conventional

region of lb GeV in energy.

to mass of a few percent,

of the standard

fermion

with

model, over

For 2’ masses up to 500 GeV, it is likely

that this resonance would be discovered in advance at the Tevatron
new 2’ mixes substantially

6. In short,

2 ‘. This leads to peak cross sections en-

hanced by a factor of about lo3 over the expectation
a narrow

the familiar

Z”, the precision

collider.

If the

determination

of

couplings to the 2’ should give evidence for the existence of this state at

some mass below 1 TeV, although
determined.

the precise value of the mass will not be uniquely

If the new 2’ does not mix with the familiar

to be seen at the Tevatron,
new collider

it may not be apparent

begins operation.

one, and if it is too heavy

in any experiment

This last scenario has a window

before this

of modest size. If

the existence of the resonance is not known in advance, it would be a mistake
anticipate

of

scale below 6 TeV. The phe-

however, we expect that it should have a ratio of width
roughly

searches.

Experiment

CELLO [341

Slepton e”,p

particle

the presence of this resonance in setting the luminosity

of the collider.

On the other hand, we have already noted that it would be straightforward,
the luminosity

we have requested,

region of the machine

by sitting

to discover a new Z” anywhere
at the maximum

energy spread of the machine to make a scan.
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to

given

in the energy

energy and using the natural

In this summary

of the properties

possible to realize in an experiment
theoretically

At first sight, this seems unrealistic,

since

will spread the center of mass energies of collisions over a range of

energies of order lo-30%

of the nominal operating

that realistic beamstrahlung
within

the large increase in cross section expected

at the resonance peak.

beamstrahlung

of a new Z”, we have assumed that it is

spectra

point.

However, we have found

[371leave a substantial fraction of the collisions

2% of the nominal

machine energy, even while the rest of the events are

spread into a long tail,This

peak at the full machine energy contains 25-50% of the

events, depending on the machine design. This phenomenon allows one to make
use of any resonance which is discovered, realizing this same fraction
-

cross section, without
production
principle,

of the peak

adjusting the machine design. Backgrounds from continuum

processes will not be negligible, but they will be readily subtracted.
one might imagine adjusting

ergy spread; however, any adjustment

the running conditions

In

to decrease the en-

which decreases the luminosity

substantially

would not be worthwhile.
The second scenario which gives large cross sections involves lepton
;--.
-

.

interactions;

this case is much less extreme in character.

scale of lepton strong interactions

strong

If we assume that the

is below 6 TeV, one-expects lepton cross sections

to stop falling with the R unit at an energy of a few hundred GeV and then to rise
to roughly

ten times the standard model cross section at a center of mass energy

of 1 TeV. This scenario is discussed further, from a theoretical

viewpoint,

in ref. 7.

One will be able to confirm or rule out this scenario in advance, since lepton strong
interactions

at this level have a small but noticeable effect on Bhabha scattering

in the region just above the 2 ‘. Indeed, current experiments
restrict

the scale of lepton strong interactions

quite far above the Higgs vacuum expectation

at PEP and PETRA

to be above 2 TeV, a value already
value (2.3).

Though neither of these two scenarios is out of the question, and even though
some theorists
guaranteed.
put luminosity

would consider the existence of a second 2’ likely, neither can be

Any other option, unfortunately,
at a premium.
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gives us small cross sections which

2.3.

ENVIRONMENT

Because of the very stringent
nosity,
<

we have considered

considered

a natural

part

requirement

relaxing

we have put forward

other standards

of the environment
colliding

for the lumi-

which have previously

of e+e-

annihilation.

rings, the condition

that-the

spread of collisions

tE a value smaller than 1 part in 103. Mini-beta

In storage

beams be stored stably restricts

somewhat

been

the energy
quadrupoles

may obstruct

experimentation

at small angles, but most experimental

arrangements

allow some type of low-angle tagging device. It would be wonderful

if the design of a linear collider could allow the same tight
of mass energy and the same ease of small-angle
it is likely
luminosity.

that

both. of these features

The requirement

particle

definition

detection.

must be compromised

of maximizing

the luminosity

of the center
Unfortunately,

to achieve a high
pushes one into the

regime of strong nonlinear

interaction

between the bunches, large disruption,

substantial

radiation.

It also requires a delicately

beamstrahlung

positioned

of final focus quadrupoles;

these should be small objects in themselves

require

structure.

a massive support

one can accept these compromises

We have investigated

in the experimental

essary to achieve higher luminosity.

In particular,

possible to carry out the crucial new particle
has a substantial
the forward

spread, or if experiments

and backward

in the environment
seriously detract

direction.

the extent

environment

set

but may
to which

if this is nec-

we have asked whether it is still

searches if the e+e-

collision energy

must exclude regions of solid angle in

We conclude that, while these disturbances

require more carefully

from the substantial

and

planned experimentation,

advantages which e+e-

they do not

annihilation

offers.

-

A new feature of experimentation
helps to counter the degradation
high-energy

collider

which becomes relevant in this energy region

of the environment.

to rely heavily

on calorimetry.

detect jets and to measure jet and jet-jet
have concentrated

invariant

We expect detectors
They

will

masses. With

at this

be optimized

to

this in mind, we

in our study on analysis methods which make use of jet energies

and angles to replace the information

of the center of mass frame.
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In addition,

two aspects of the physics itself relax the requirements
most interesting
understand

events, signal and background,

a large fraction

by reconstructing

contain W and 2 bosons. One can

the bosons using jet analysis.
generally

Second, searches for events with

involve large values of the unbalanced

transverse momentum,

due to neutrino

Thus, the requirement-

on forward tagging in such experiments

than in comparable

emission or intermediate

virtual

are much less severe

of this degradation

of the environment,

eled these effects as a part of our Monte Carlo study of particle
To assess the effect of beamstrahlung,
positron

interaction
photon
<g
.

simulation

The parameters

the collision

the disruption

to a nominal

S = 0.1,0.26,0.4.

collision

as a distribution

4. We performed

gave mean fractional

some contributions

in excess

energy losses
the full

to backgrounds
tail,

which is sensitive

with almost no energy loss. The intermediate

of the center of mass energy of e+e- collisions

exploratory

de-

One should also recall that about 30% of the

studies with

that they did not, in the end, give very different
analyses were all done with the intermediate

all three distributions
conclusions.

distribution

We found that the inclusion of bearristrahlung
the design of experiments

interaction.

this measure does not capture

in the distribution;

are still occurring

their

sets of machine parameters,

on the length and flatness of the low-energy

e+e- annihilations

Fig.

Three

bunches and

energy of 1 TeV and luminosities

One should note that

to the precise machine parameters.

case is plotted

and positron

of the two bunches through

The three distributions

contained

pend mainly

energy distribution.

of the electron

of the bunches were based on realistic

of 1O33 cm-2sec-1.

information

electron and

for our study by P.-S. Chen, using a beam-beam
code written by K. Yokoya. 1371This code includes multiple

during

in detail

corresponding

search experiments.

were computed

radiation

computes

we have mod-

we have assigned the colliding

energies chosen from a realistic beamstrahlung

such distributions

W bosons.

searches
at PEP.
C..,

To study the importance
-

First,

of the events in which these bosons decay hadronically

missing energy at a TeV collider

.--.
--

for the environment.

but found

Our final, detailed

shown in Fig. 4.

presented a serious challenge to

by creating new sources of background.
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in

However, in every

-

200

0

3-RfJ

1000
5959AS

Figure 4. A typical spectrum of center of mass energy in e+e- collisions in the
presence of beamstrahlung, computed for a collider of nominal energy 1 TeV.r371The
dashed curve represents the spectrum multiplied by Em2 to approximate the cross section for e+e- annihilation. Note that 30% of the events have a collision energy within
1% of the full 1 TeV.

_-.
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600
800
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case that we analyzed in detail, these problems could be substantially
overcome by careful refinement
jet reconstruction
found that

of the search technique.

additional,

formally

redundant

suitable set of cuts had been identified,
without

loss in efficiency.

a significant

tolerate

cuts needed to be applied to the data
distribution.

However, once a

we found that the signals we sought could be

degradation

in their significance and with very little

9 uses a beam energy constraint,

guide to resolving combinatoric

problems.

and there it provides
Even this analysis can

a 25% loss of total center of mass energy. In the remainder

experiments

we discuss, and in the reconstruction

W pair production

Often, we

Among the analyses we report, only the search for charged Higgs

bosons set out in Chapter
only a qualitative

The use of calorimetric

came to play a central role in many of our analyses.

to remove events from the tail of the beamstrahlung

extracted

or completely

of the search

and precision measurement of the

cross section that we will present in Chapter 7, our analyses are
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actually
matter

boost-invariant

and so are insensitive

to beamstrahlung

and in our actual experience.

The question
to experiments

of whether

two-photon
tracking

angles can be permitted

broken into two different

want to make detailed measurements

physics 0-r W pair production.

and calorimetry

see these as important
W pair production,
standard

forward

should actually,be

might in principle

.goals for the new collider.

by the production

controversial.

to new particle

capabilities

by insisting,

beam direction
restriction

is essentially

search experiments,
and backward

striction

in particle

polar-

model-independent

experiments

as

this
which

search experiments

in the forward

the severity of a constraint

should simply be ignored.

particles

in

and backward

on small-angle

The experiments

particle

de-

closer than 10’ to the
most sensitive to this

which depend on missing transverse momentum

states described in-chapter

can be tolerated,

The

regions in order to minimize

tures, the Higgs boson search described in Chapter
supersymmetric

scattering.

we find that it is always advan-

particles

in all of our analyses, that

are experiments

test the

down to small angles.

which one would like to veto events with
W e h ave studied

to study

When we consider W pair production

On the other hand, there are circumstances

regions.

We do not

of transversely

We do not expect, then, that there are important

require full detector

one

angles, to study

which most crucially

concern its shape in large-angle

exchange; this contribution

tageous to cut away the forward
background.

at forward

First,

It will be interesting

but the aspects of this reaction

and it is not theoretically
a background

questions.

For this, one would like to extend the

peak is generated entirely

ized W’s by neutrino

to be inaccessible

as close as possible to the beam direction.

model and its variants

strong forward

tection

both as a formal

signa-

5 and the searches for neutral

8. In both cases, we find that this re-

since the typical

angles of recoil particles

processes are quite large, though it is of some experimental

in background

advantage

to be able

to at least count charged tracks down to very small angles.
It is worth

restating

the main point

of this discussion: We have emphasized
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already

the central

high-energy

collider.

e+e-

the experimental

importance

to any experimentation

If it is necessary to seriously

environment

price that we are willing

of high luminosity

as the price of achieving

to pay.

The intrinsic

decrease the quality

high luminosity,

simplicity

at a
of

that is a

of the physics of e+e-

c
annihilation
2.4.

insures that that price is almost never too high.

POLARIZATIGN

Our final recommendation
constructed,
-

polarized.

for the design of the new collider is that it should be

from the beginning,

to allow the electron beam to be longitudinally

This would be a difficult

requirement

for a synchrotron,

but in a linear

collider this is mainly a matter of taking care in the design to smooth the path along
which the beam is transported.
can be maintained
beam-beam

without

interaction

We hope that the electron longitudinal

a significant

perturbation

in the collision

of the collider

process involves

polarization
design.

The

strong fields which

can

precess the electron spin, but this should lead only to a 10% depolarization!”
-.*-,
-.

In the energy region that we are discussing for this machine, polarization
on a significance

which it does not have at lower energies.

that the weak interactions

are essentially

the weak interactions

contribute

to the basic reactions

in e+e-

takes

The reason for this is

handed, and at energies above 100 GeV,

as strongly
collisions.

as the electromagnetic

Putting

model considers the left- and right-handed

this another

interactions

way, the standard

electrons to be fundamentally

distinct

species; the electron mass appears only because the Higgs sector produces a small
These considerations

mixing

bet ween these species.

ization

dependence even for standard

Table 2, where we list the polarization
nonstandard
ground,

e+e- reactions.

cross section for e+e- +
left- to right-handed
exchange diagram

W+W-

polar-

model processes. This point is illustrated
asymmetries

Given the ubiquity

we would like especially

lead to a substantial

for a variety

of standard

in
and

of W bosons in signal and back-

to note the phenomenon

shown in Fig.

5: The

falls by a factor of 30 when one switches from

electrons, even in the backward
does not dominate.

direction

where the neutrino

The fact that polarization-dependence
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is

Table 2. Polarization

asymmetries

for e+e- reactions.

A DO1
Standard

Model:

e+e- + uTi

0.34

e+e- + d;i

0.62

e+e- -3 W+Wc ~..
e+e- + Z”Zo

0.94
0.32

Superpartners:
e+e- + GLEL

0.94

e+e- -+ iiR?i~

-0.60

Higgs Physics:

intrinsically

First,

model backgrounds.
be essentially

model,
that

1.00

e+e- + H+H-

0.65

embedded in the structure

consequences:

if the left-

e+e- -+ uijH”

polarization

But,

are independent

In Chapter

for example,

more importantly,

also by any new interactions
The measurement

of new physics will then be an important

6, we will illustrate

can

species in the standard

appear for the first time in this energy region.

the polarization-dependence
origin.

electrons

the polarization.

they are likely to be treate’d independently

might

handle on standard

from W pair production,

by adjusting

and right-handed

model has two important

gives a new, independent

The background

eliminated

of the standard

of

clue to its

this point in great detail for the specific

case of a new 2’ boson.
We note parenthetically
tion can be obtained
is that helicity-flip
standard

that the full information

without

annihilation

polarizing

the positron

from longitudinal
beam.

polariza-

The reason for this

cross sections are very small at high energy in the

model and in all its reasonable variants.
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The interaction

vertex which

e’(L) + l3+

\

cos

4-06

8

6003A40

Figure 5. Differential cross sections for e+e- + W+ W- at 6 = 1 TeV, computed
for left- and right-handed polarized electrons on unpolarized positrons.
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--*v.
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would allow a left-handed
tially

contributes

electron to annihilate

to the amplitude

a left-handed

for mixing

positron

also poten-

of left- and right-handed

electrons

which produces the electron mass. The fact that the electron mass is very small
._

compared

to the Higgs vacuum expectation

plings are suppressed.
annihilation

is CT-

The simplest

(me/E~~)2

larger, but not sufficiently

-

estimate
lo-l2

value (2.3) indicates

for the cross section for helicity-flip

units of R. (In some models the rate is

to counter this strong suppression.)

Peripheral

such as the two-photon

process do arise from collision of left-handed

left-handed

bu_t these are mainly

positrons,

backgrounds.

the rule, the process of double-Z”-bremsstrahlung

electron beam will naturally

collides those particles
the positron

double if the positron

unpolarized.

to

by 2’ fusion to form
a

beam with which it

state. This will be true even if

It is true that reaction

beam could itself be correctly
39

electrons with

Thus, we expect that

pick out of the positron

of the opposite polarization

beam is completely

small.

processes

The one exception

followed

a Higgs, has a cross section which is numerically
polarized

that these cou-

polarized.

rates would

If this could be

done without
same footing

a compensatory

loss of luminosity,

as any other technique for increasing

--
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it would be worthwhile,
the event sample.

on the

3. General Characteristics

of Events at fi

= 1 TeV

In this chapter, we will discuss the various classes of events which the standard
model predicts for an - eke-

collider with an energy well above the Z” resonance.

This discussion will provide a reference point for the discussion of new particle
searches to be given in Chapters
basis: parameters
acoplanarity,

4-9.

One of our goals will

of events in this energy region-particle

be to set out the

multiplicities,

thrust,

track densities, etc. We will discuss separately the features of each

type of standard-model

process and explain how each process can be independently

characterized.
At current energies of e+e- reactions, the cross section is built up entirely from
Bhabha scattering 7 e+e- annihilation,

and two-photon

processes. At energies well

above the Z”, the first two of these classes receive new contributions
exchange. In addition,
processes e+e-

+

entirely

W+W-,

collinear
events.

component,

photon,

e+e- ---) 2’7,

and e+e-

+

Z”Zo

of eSe- annihilation

which becomes the most important

These new event topologies

source of low-multiplicity

Our discussion will give particular

background

and isolated using

being constructed

for Z” physics.

stress to the study of weak boson pair pro-

This process has special importance

most important

to the backgrounds.

is still quite manageable.

We will show that all of these processes can be characterized
as those currently

also

to a 2’ plus a hard

give a new complexity

We will argue, however, that this increased complexity

duction.

become dominant

The second of these processes contributes

the reaction

detectors of the same quality

Z”

new classes of reactions appear. The annihilation

mechanisms of hadron production.
a peripheral

from virtual

to new particle

for our study, because it gives the
search experiments,

involve looking for missing energy due to neutrinos
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which generally

or other exotica.

In addition,

many of the signatures
sociation

of new states involve

with hadrons or leptons.

We will therefore

the special features of weak boson production
structing
3.1.

of W bosons in as-

spend some time discussing

and the practical

problems of recon-

W and 2 bosons.
THE STANDARD DETECTOR

All of the results-that
--

the production

we will present for standard

specific model for theconfiguration

of the detector

events in center of mass energy and longitudinal
strahlung.

We begin by explaining

The properties
performance

of the detector

of the SLD detector

sider this the minimal
accelerator.

performance

model processes assume a

and a specific distribution

momentum

these basic assumptions

generated by beamof our analysis.

were chosen as an idealization

information

is useful for removing
information

of a detector which might be used at this new

for hadrons,

background.

which would be supplied

at appropriate

of the expected

at SLAC.[381 We con-

now under construction

Since the emphasis in our analysis is on calorimetry,

nore tracking

though

we generally

We also ignore, in our formal
by a vertex

assumes unpolarized

7 or b quark tagging.

ig-

in some analyses charge-counting

detector,

though

analyses, the
we will note

points in our discussion of new physics which backgrounds

reduced by systematic

of

Similarly,

can be

all of our Monte Carlo work

electron beams; we will note the effect of polarization

where

it is relevant.
To simulate the effect of the detector, we smear the particle momenta generated
by Monte
..

-

Carlo simulations

For muons and electrons,-we
by a tracking
distribution

chamber.

of signals and backgrounds

manner:

assume that the angle of the track is well determined

For muons, the energy of the track is smeared by a Gaussian

with a standard

deviation

AE
-=
E

with

in the following

given by

(3.1)

3 x 10-4. E ,

E in GeV, for E above 2 GeV. This resolution

drift chamber of radius 1.8m, 72 position

should be achievable with

measurements
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with 200 pm resolution,

a
a

magnetic

field of l.OT, and a tight vertex constraint.

same smearing for relatively

For electrons,

low energies and the calorimetric

AE
E
-=a’

we apply the

formula

8%

P-2)

with E in GeV, for energies above 40 GeV. We assume that the charges of electrons
and muons can be assigned unambiguously.
Photons

and charged
;. and neutral hadrons are treated indiscriminately
ters of calorimetric energy. Tracks within 4’ of one another are combined;
combined

tracks are smeared in a square box of size f

as clusthen the

2’. The energies of these

tracks are smeared by
AE
E
-=zr

50%
(3.3)

In the Higgs boson search analysis, we added a 2% constant

offset to the formulae

(3.2), (3.3). Th is made almost no difference to the results.
Finally,

we are very conservative

the beam direction
support

them.

Monte

about the obstruction

by the final focus quadrupoles

Tracks within

and the apparatus

near

needed to

10’ of the beam axis are simply ignored.

Carlo events were generated for a collider

energy 1 TeV unless we explicitly
generated with distribution

of the detector

note otherwise.

of nominal

The Monte

center of mass

Carlo events were

in center of mass energy and longitudinal

momentum
by Chen and Yokoya, 1371as

given by one of the beamstrahlung

spectra computed

described

The bulk of our analysis was done with

in the previous

intermediate

chapter.

case shown in Fig.

4, corresponding

loss of S = 0.26. This beamstrahlung
synchrotron

radiation

and realistic

TeV and 3 x 1O33 cmm2sec -‘.
of longitudinal

momenta

this distribution,
prescription

disruption

The simulation

produced

initial-state

simulation
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the effects of multiple
at 1

also included the correct distribution

corrections

of Berends, Kleiss, and Jadach.

included

energy

for an e+e- machine operating

by the multiple

radiative

to a mean fractional

the

PI

photon

emission.

On top of

were applied according

to the

3.2.

PERIPHERAL

An e+e-

collider in the energy range we consider gives two sources of periph-

eral, low momentum
<

PROCESSES

transfer

events.

First,

from low energies while

the annihilation

Second, the process

cross sections have been falling

e+e-

-h

However,

neither

annihilation

as EEi.

(3.4

Z”+y

has a large cross section when the photon

is collinear

of these processes is particularly

of low multiplicity

photon reactions, and photon-electron

with

important

processes, since both may be characterized,

data sets, by their properties

.

the beam direction.
as backgrounds

and low transverse momenta.

reactions, form more significant
involve significant

the process of Higgs boson production

by W fusion, e+e- -+ ~/FII’,

analyzed

in Chapter

5. As a part of our discussion

the moment,

provided by two-photon

Two-

backgrounds

missing energy, such as
which will be

of Higgs boson searches, we
reactions in some detail.

For

though, we would like simply to show that these reactions are cleanly

separated from the annihilation

events.

Using the Lund Monte Carlo, we have generated events resulting
(with

to

and cut out of interesting

to physics processes which themselves

will examine the background

6 light

fl avors) and yy +

Weiszacker-Williams
due to beamstrahlung.
..

process, for

which the cross section has been growing logarithmically

; -

..
.._ -

there is the two-photon

by the familiar

distribution

W+W-,

with

folded with

The pair-production

expression

the photon
the electron

from yy + qij

spectrum

given by a

or positron

spectrum

cross section for quark pairs is given

-

P-5)
where cos 6 is the angle in the photon-photon
44

center of mass frame.

The production

cross section for W pairs is [401

da
dcos6

4
.(;+?T$)
i - pcose

=

(3.6)
+ (l+&oso)2-(~+~)}

--

where p = (1 - 4772$/s)+.
fb-I.

Our plots correspond

In Figs. 6 and 7, we plot the distribution

two variables
invariant

7

to a luminosity

of two-photon

events in terms of

which will be crucial in our analysis of annihilation

mass of hadrons,

by the calorimeter,

electrons,

and photons

sample of 10

events: the total

in the event, as reconstructed

and the angle between the thrust

axis and the beam direction.

It is clear that all but a few of the qq events appear below 150 GeV in invariant
mass, and above 1cos &hrl = 0.8. This labels these events as distinctly
from annihilation

events at large effective 4.

central (remember

that their threshold

different

The W pair events are slightly

in invariant

more

mass is 165 GeV) but come at

a much lower rate.
The second peripheral
annihilation

o(e+e-

. -

of a forward photon followed by e+e-

at the 2’ resonance, has a cross section given by

+ ~2’)

=

This corresponds
luminosity

process, radiation

47ra2
7
-

(3 - sin2 f3,)2 + (sin2 0W)2

. (1 - ms/s)

2 sin2 8, cos2 9,

to a cross section of 31 units

1

1 $ m$/s2

of R for a collider

with

invariant

mass peaks neatly

the 2’ decay products

are not themselves

its full

and detector

However, these events have a very characteristic

The observed hadronic

A(4 >
(3.7)

at 1 TeV, and more than 40 units of R after beamstralung

cuts are taken into account.

*log

form:

at the mass of the 2’ (when

lost down the forward

hole), and the

reconstructed

Z” bosons are highly boosted, to y z 11. These events were included

in our Monte

Carlo simulations

among the radiative
45

corrections

to e+e-
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Figure 7. Distribution of the direction of the thrust axis, in the photon-photon
center of mass frame, for two-photon reactions: (a) yy -+ qq; (b) yy -+ W+W-. The
distributions are normalized to an event sample of 10 fb-’ .
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They will appear distinctly

in the results on e+e-

+

@ that we will present in

section 3.4, and we will see there that they are cleanly eliminated

by the most basic

cuts.
c

3.3.

ANNIHILATION

REACTIONS:

CROSS SECTIONS

We now turn to the most important class of standard model reactions for our
-study, the e+e- annihilation processes. At energies of 1 TeV in the center of
mass, we must consider not only ‘the familiar

processes of e+e-

annihilation

quark pairs but also new processes of weak boson pair production.
we will present the theoretical

expectations

to

In this section,

for each of these reactions within

the

standard model. In the next section, we will present the results of our Monte Carlo
study which translate

these theoretical

results into concrete estimates of expected

backgrounds.
The familiar

processes of e+e- annihilation

into quark and lepton pairs remain

major components of the e+e- cross section well above the 2’.

-

new feature of these reactions, within
----

.

annihilation

The only significant

the standard model, is that the processes of

into a photon and into a 2’ become comparable in magnitude

and in-

terfere. In the total cross section, the 2’ effect is generally small, since the electron
couples relatively

weakly to the 2’.

(0 ne should note, though, that fermions with

small electric charge, such as d quarks, have their relative production
enhanced.)

But the interference

tions is visible through

substantially

between the photon- and Z”-exchange

the presence of large forward-backward

contribu-

and polarization

asymmetries.
The cross section for .e+e- annihilation

into a fermion pair, for some fermion

._
..

f, is given by
da
dcos0

=

g

Nc

[IhI

+ lfm12].(l

+ ~0~8)~

co@I ,
(3.8)
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where

6

ILL

=

-Q

+

fRL

=

-Q

-I-

fLR

=---Q

-I-

(-f

+ sin2 0w)(13 - Q sin’ 0,)
sin’ ew ~0~28,

( sin2 0,) (13 - Q sin2 0,)
sin2 8, cos2 8,

s
s-m;

s
s-m;

(-g+sin2&)(-Qsin2&,)
sin2

s

8, ~0828,

s-m;

-r
fRR

-Q

=

+

(sin2 0,)(-Q sin2 6,)
sin2 8, ~0~28,

s
s-m%

’

The factor NC accounts the number of colors and the QCD correction

to the cross

section; it is
1

for leptons

NC =

(3.10)
% + . . .)

I 3 - (1+
In this formula,

the form factors

states; for example,
both the initial

the expected

the expected

fLR gives the amplitude

must be opposite

model.

asymmetries
effects.

Figs.

s >>

to annihilate

conservation

dictates

cross section,

for e+e-

-+ p+p-,

In Table 3, we summarize

to fRTL.

(In

that the helicity

of the particle.

Fig.

8 shows

to p pairs and to hadrons,

b$, and t?.

an enhancement

and

Note the large size of

the predicted

for pair production

m2,. The cross sections include

renormalization

from separate helicity

9 and 10 show the expected forward-backward

cross section and the asymmetries
. -

.

for e;ei

to the helicity

form of the annihilation

in the standard
polarization

isolate the contributions

and the final state, helicity

of the antiparticle

for quarks

values of the total

of each fermion
factor

resulting

species, for
from the

of c~

(a(100 GeV/cx(0))2

=

(k)“/(h)”

= 1.146 ;

recall that the definition (1.1) of the R unit involves (r(Q2 = 0).
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(3.11)

Table
pairs

3 indicates

that

of each generation

ground for experiments
<

for supersymmetry

the total

is 0.25 units

cross section

for e+e-

annihilation

to neutrino

of R. This would already pose a serious back-

searching for efe-

+

(nothing),

searches and in other contexts.

a signature

But, actually,

interesting

the background

-I

I

-

e+e- +

6 quarks

e+e- -+ p+p-

200

600
E cm.

4-88

Figure 8. Total cross section for e+e- annihilation

6003A5

to hadrons and to p pairs in the

standard model.

problems for this

signature are much worse, since the process e+e- +

proceed not only by s-channel Z-exchange but also by t-channel
In Fig.

11, we plot the total

function

of center of mass energy.

The most important

standard

v,~,

can

W exchange. L.411

model cross section for e+e-

---) YV as a

new processes which appear in e+e- reactions well above

the Z” resonance involve the pair-production
50

of weak vector bosons. The total cross

Table 3. Total cross sections (in units of R) and asymmetries
for fermion pair production in e+e- annihilation well above the Z”,
computed for sin2B, = 0.23.

otot

AFB

A PO1

U

2.13

0.60

0.34

d

1.10

0.64

0.62

e-

1.29

0.47

0.07

u

0.29

0.12

0.15

^-

1

0

-

4I
200

600

l-

t c.m.

4-88

6003A6

Figure 9. Forward-backward asymmetries for the production of p, b and t pairs, in
the standard model.
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b
t
P

-1
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E cm.

4-88

Figure 10. Polarization

6003A7

asymmetries for the production of p, b,‘and t pairs, in the

standard model.

section for this pair-production

is enormous by the standards of e+e- annihilation:

20-30 units of R. These pair-production
as dramatic

predictions

processes are interesting

of the standard

provides

particularly

interesting

in detail

in Chapter

7. For the moment,

model.

The reaction

tests of the standard

model,

backgrounds

e+e-

which

-+ W+W-

we will

discuss

though, our main concern will be that,

since these processes form a large part of the total annihilation
since they involve heavy final-state

in their own right

particles,

they provide

cross section, and
the most important

to new particle searches.

Let us begin by displaying the standard model cross sections for these processes.

As a point of reference, the cross section for e+e- -+ yy, to leading order in QJand
ignoring the electron mass, is given by
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go'
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Figure 11. Total cross section for e+e- + VL in the standard model, computed for
3 lepton generations.

du

-(
dcost?

(3.12)

where t = -%.s(l - COSI~), u = -is(l
Z”Zo

..

production

have a similar form:

dcr
e+e- -+ 2’7)
dcos8 (

=

+ cos8).

The cross sections for Z”y

and

WI

7rra2 (i - sin2 19,)~ + (sin2 0,)’
s
).(l-$)
2 sin2 8, cos2 0,
(3.13)

where t = -$(s

- mb)(l

- cod),

u = -f(s
53

- mi)(l

+ cos 6);

da

e+e- -+ ZOZO) =

-(
dcos0

ra2
-

(+ - sin2 6,)4 + (sin2 0,)4
2 sin’ 0, cos2 8,

S

(3.14)
where t = -+(.s - [s(s 7 4mg)]+ cos8) + rni,
rn;.
-

The formulae

(3.12) and (3.14) should be integrated

obtain the total cross,section.
considerably

u = -+(s

The leading-order

formula

+ [s(s - 4mb)]+ cosf9) +
only over cos0 > 0 to
for e+e- +

more complicated. [43’441We will present this formula,

W+W-

is

and dissect it,

I.0 '

1

-1

0
cos

4-88

8

6003A9

Figure 12. Differential cross sections for e+e- annihilation into vector boson pairs
at fi

= 1 TeV.

in Chapter

7. The theoretical

differential

production

processes are displayed (in units of R) in Fig. 12.
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cross sections for the four boson pair-

IO'
IO0

4
..
b

10-l

a- ~

-

.

.

z"zozo

/IF

E c.m.

6-88

f

-

w+w-z”

(GW

6043A51

Figure 13. Total cross sections for the reactions e+e- -+ W+N!-Z” and e+e- +
3Z”, in the standard model. The solid curve assumesa Higgs boson mass rnH = 300
GeV; the dashed curve assumesmH = 100 GeV.
Because of the large size of 2-boson production
pect that
W+W-Z”
tribute

3-boson reactions

cross sections, one should ex-

will sometimes be relevant.

The reactions

e+e-

and e+e- + 3Z”, in the case where one Z” decays to neutrinos,
directly

to searches for new particles

con-

which decay to weak bosons plus

missing energy. The total cross sections for these two processes as a function
energy are shown in Fig. ,13. For the situation
we would like to know the invariant
bution

of this two-boson

invariant

The distri-

1 TeV, is shown in Fig.

general, these processes make only very small background
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of

where one 2’ decays to neutrinos,

mass of the system that remains.
mass, at &=

+

contributions.

14. In

800

400
6-88
6043A60

INVARIANT

MASS M

WV)

Figure 14. Invariant mass distribution for vector boson pairs in.e+e- annihilation
to three bosons at 4 = 1 TeV: (a) W+W- mass distribution in e+e- -+ W+W-Z”,
(b) Z”Zo mass distribution in e+e- + 32’. The solid histogram is the result for mH
= 300 GeV, the dashedhistogram is the result for mH = 100 GeV.
3.4.

ANNIHILATION

REACTIONS:

All of the e+e- annihilation
potentially

SIMULATION

processes which result in hadronic final states are

serious backgrounds to new particle

events resulting

from qij production

searches. Whether

one considers

or weak boson pair production,

the detected

states have a central angular distribution
reaction,
substantial

gluon radiation
aplanarity.

and large deposited energy. In the qq

can give jets of large invariant

mass and, sometimes,

In later chapters, we will study specific particle

and detail cuts which reduce the background

from standard

searches

model annihilation

processes. In this section, though, we would like to give an introduction

to these

background events and to explain how they should appear in our model detector.
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We have explored this question by modelling
using the Lund Monte Carlo, version 6.3.PI

the hadronization

of quark pairs

We definitely need to use a parton

shower model in the 1 TeV region, rather than relying simply on exact matrix
element computations,

because even at PEP/PETRA

energies we often have more

than 4 jets in an event with a reasonable jet resolution.
model

(version

not sure that

log approximation,

effects approximated

the leading log approximation,
are not reliable.
compared

to the prediction

qqg branching

are constrained

-3
.

-

.

angular ordering.

Because of

cross sections for the hard gluon emission processes
the hard three jet event rate is overestimated,

based on the exact matrix
distribution

is modified

predicted
so that

element:

To obtain

by the exact O(a,)

the angular

is not sufficient.

If a soft gluon is emitted

and a hard one is emitted

at the second branching,

this hard gluon emission.

Therefore,

the

calculations,

and energy distributions

to be just those given by the O(cr,) exact calculation.

this modification

The

with the soft and collinear gluon

to by the parton’s

For example,

correct parton momentum
the first

the Lund shower
perfectly, [461 we are

6.3) fits --the PEP and PETRA
data almost
-predictions of this model are reliable in the 1 TeV region.

model is based on theleading
interference

Although

Of course,

at the first branching

then there is no correction

for

we should not believe that the results of the

models are exact.
The process of weak boson pair production
program

written

by a Monte

Carlo

by Kleiss, [481which includes the decay matrix elements of the W

and 2 bosons to fermions

of these heavy states.
contribute

is modelled

and correctly

accounts the Breit-Wigner

Events from the tails of the Breit-Wigner

disproportionately

of W and 2 are computed

to backgrounds
used the-Lund

line shapes
distributions

for new particle searches. The decays

fragmentation

scheme.

Our simulation assumes 6 light quarks, including a top quark of mass 40 GeV,
*

The rate of hard three jet events is underestimated by the Webber leading log parton
shower model, ref. 47. This difference might depend on the gauge used for the two models.
Although the physical quantities must be gauge invariant at infinite orders of the perturbative calculations, it is not surprising to have a different result at lower orders because the
models are based on the leading log approximation.
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Table 4. Effect of beamstrahlung

on cross sections for Standard

Model Processes.

Cross section (fb)
Process
Without Beamstrahlung
e+e- --+ w+w-

2310

e+e- --+ Z”Zo

--

-

and the idealized

corrections

detector

.

normalized

includes the effects

previously.
+

Z”y

The distributions
to an integrated

As we noted
as a part of the
shown in the
luminosity

of 10

unless it is specified otherwise.

of the produced
strahlung

hadrons.

One might expect that radiative

though, by a substantial

of mass energies, annihilating
simulation

of events in energy and in the direction

would lower the cross section for high-energy

effect is counterbalanced,

gives a distribution

through

corrections
e+e-

and beam-

annihilation.

This

number of events at lower center

the larger cross section available there. Our

of events which is roughly

flat in hadronic

invari-

ant mass, in which the events with total hadronic

invariant

account

luminosity,

and this sample is

mass. A comparison

of the effective cross

for almost

all of the nominally

enhanced by events with lower invariant
-

described

to quark pair production.

We first address the gross distribution

f
- -

4050

includes the process e+e-

figures presented below are correctly

4.

200

center of mass energy of 1 TeV. The simulation

in Section 3.2, the simulation

fb-l

-

438

of beamstrahlung

radiative

3570

127

e+e- + qq

and a nominal

With Beams t&dung

expected

sections for the major physics processes with and without
in Table 4. All annihilation
GeV are potentially
sample.

mass above 800 GeV

beamstrahlung

is given

events with effective center of mass energy above 300

useful for some physics analyses and should be kept in the data

On the other hand, we would like to discard events of very low energy,

and events with large boosts which would not be well measured by the detector.
Fig. 15(a) shows the distribution

of the reconstructed
58

hadronic

invariant

mass

I
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I

I
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(b)
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6043816

Figure 15. Distribution of the observed invariant mass for e+e- annihilation to (a)
q?j, (b) W+W-, (c) Z”Zo, at fi = 1 TeV.
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Figure 16. Distribution of the direction of the thrust axis for e+e- annihilation
events at ,/Z = 1 TeV: (a) qq, (b) W+W-.
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for a- events, showing

the effect of beamstrahlung

and detector

smearing.

The

sharp peak at the 2’ mass is due to the process, discussed in the previous section,
of radiation
c

distribution

down to the 2’ by emission of a forward

photon.

The analogous

for W pair events is shown in Fig. 15(b). This distribution

has a peak

around the mass of the W, due to events in which the other W is lost down the 10’
hole. The corresponding-distribution

for 2 pair events, shown in Fig. 15(c), shows

an even stronger peal at the 2 mass, mainly
decays to ~7, a mode-with

a 20% branching

due to events in which the other 2
fraction.

In general, the distributions

we will discuss are quite similar in appearance for W and 2 pair events; normally,
we will show only the W plot, since the 2 pair production

cross section is smaller

by almost a factor of 10.
Fig.

16 shows the distribution

of the direction

W pair events; in both cases, this distribution
backward

is strongly

axis for qq and

peaked forward

and

about the beam axis. For the qq events, the strong peaking is purely due

to radiative

corrections

contribution

in the peaking

further

of the thrust

and beamstrahlung;

for W pairs, the effect has a physics

of the differential

cross section.

analysis, we require that the measured invariant

than 200 GeV, to eliminate

the highly

the thrust

axis satisfy

measured.

Similar cuts are included

radiative

mass in the event be greater

events, and that the direction

1cos Bthrl < 0.8, to insure that
in the particle

To select events for

of

the event is indeed well

search analyses. About

70% of

the events are removed by these two cuts.
The properties
played in Figs.
plicity

of the standard

17-27.

Fig.

model events which survive these cuts are dis-

17 shows the distribution

for qq and W pair events. The average multiplicities

pair events in our sample are 42, 29, and 32, respectively.
ities are significantly

lower for the vector boson events.

between vector boson production
TRA

of charged particle

of q?j, W pair, and 2
Note that the multiplicThis reflects a similarity

at 1 TeV and r pair production

energies; in both cases, the process preserves the multiplicity

a lower energy scale. Fig. 18 gives the distribution
of angle. (This figure reflects 2 fb-’ of data.)
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multi-

at PEP and PEspectrum

from

of charged tracks as a function

Despite the lower multiplicity

of the
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Figure 17. Distribution of the observed charge multiplicity for e+e- annihilation
‘events at ,/Z = 1 TeV: (a) @, (b) W+W-. In this figure, and in all of the remaining
figures in this chapter, the events included are required to have a measured invariant
mass greater than 200 GeV and a thrust axis direction satisfying 1COS&,-1< 0.8.
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Figure 18. Density of charged tracks as a function of angle, for e+e- annihilation
events at fi=

1 TeV: (a) q~, (b) W+W-.

This figure corresponds to an event sample

of 2 fb-1.
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Figure 19. Distribution of thrust for e+e- annihilation events at 4
qq, (b) W+W-.
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=

TeV: (a)

W pairs, the tracking
for quark pair events.

requirements
Fig.

for these events are no less severe than those

19 gives the thrust

distribution.

The average thrust

of qij events is 0.79; for W and 2 pair events, the average thrust

is 0.86 and 0.83,

respectively.
The next two figures display
masses.

the properties

One possible way to obtain
--

a jet mass spectrum

into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular
the calorimetric
compute

energy deposition

of these events in terms of jet

to the thrust

in each hemisphere

the observed mass of each jet. Applying

algorithm.

(;,j)

.

shown in Fig.

20. A more

into clusters using a clustering

procedure which assigned to each pair of clusters

at a given stage a quantity y;j given by
yij

-

axis, assign all of

this procedure to the qiji, IV, and

procedure associates energy deposition
We used an iterative

the event

to the same jet, and then

2 pair events, we find the the jet mass distributions
sophisticated

is to divide

=

2E;Ej (1 - cos &j)

(3.15)

)

where the E; are cluster energies and 9;j is the angle between the two clusters.
variable is a combined measure of the opening angle and momentum
the two particles

Specifying

imbalance

of

(or clusters) i and j. At each step, one combines the two clusters

of the pair with the minimum
minimum

This

The iteration

value of yij,

value of y is reached or until

proceeds until a specified

a specified number

of clusters is formed.

that the state should be reduced to two clusters yields, for qq, IV, and
of cluster masses shown in Fig. 21. The qq events,

2 pair events, the distributions

in both the thrust and cluster analyses, give substantial jet masses, due to gluon
radiation.

The additional

peaks at zero and at the 2’ mass come from the process

e+e- -+ Z” + y, with the y reconstructed
In both jet mass distributions
mass peak is clearly visible.

to an accuracy of f15
the branching

fraction

as a zero-mass, zero-multiplicity

jet.

made for the W and 2 pair events, the boson

The efficiency

for reconstructing

the boson masses

GeV is about 40% for W and 45% for 2 events.

Since

of the W to a quark pair is about 70%, the efficiency
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Figure 20. Distribution of reconstructedjet masses,using the hemispheredefinition,
for e+e- annihilation events at 4

= 1 TeV: (a) qq, (b) W+ W-, (c) Z”Zo.
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Figure 21. Distribution of reconstructedjet masses,using the cluster definition, for
e+e- annihilation events at fi = 1 TeV: (a) q$ (b) W+W-, (c) Z”Zo.
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reconstructing

the mass of a W which has decayed hadronically

is about 57%.

Similarly, about 56% of the 2 bosons which decay to a quark or charged lepton
pair are reconstructed accurately. The decays of the W to .C produce the additional
peak in the lowest bin of the jet mass distribution.

The enhancement at low mass

in the 2 plot comes from events in which one 2’ decays to vi-i and the decay
products

of the other Z”- are reconstructed
--

as two jets.

Another way to view the jet mass distributions
reconstructed

invariant-mass

of one jet in each event relative to that of the other.

These plots are shown in Figs.
respectively,

is to form scatter plots of the

22, 23, and 24 for q?j and W and 2 pair events,

for a number of events corresponding

fb-’ in the first two cases and 10 fb-’ in the last.

to integrated

luminosities

The jet masses in these plots

were determined as the masses in hemispheres defined normal to the thrust

to events in which

one W decayed hadronically

These last clusters

and the other decayed leptonically.

mismeasured jets are scattered more uniformly
.

clusters along the axes due to 2’7

shown in Fig. 24. There, the

over the plot.: The q?j plot shows

production.

high-mass q?j jets tends to zero as both jet invariant
._

axis. In

Fig. 23, we see strong bands along the two axes corresponding

are not present in the results for 2 pair production

..__.

of 2

Notice that the distribution

of

masses become large, and that

it is already quite small when both masses are of order mw.
Fig.

25 displays the distribution

tribution,

of missing transverse momentum.

however, is not always an accurate indicator,

missing transverse
the calorimeter.
the thrust

momentum

axis. To eliminate

since the main source of

is the mismeasurement

The missing transverse momentum

This dis-

of the energy of a jet by

then points in the direction of

this source of background,

one might wish to study

the component of missing momentum perpendicular to both the beam direction
and the thrust
natively,

axis. The distribution

of this quantity

one can study the acoplanarity

determined

by the net momentum

The distribution

is shown in Fig. 26. Alter-

angle, the angle between the two planes

of each hemisphere and the beam direction.

of this angle is shown in Fig. 27. By any measure, the events

with quark pair production

are dominated
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by two-jet events, and only the tails of
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Figure 22. Scatter plot of the two jet massesin each event, for e+e- + qif events
at ,/5 = 1 TeV. The jet massesare defined as in Fig. 20. This figure correspondsto an
event sample of 2 fb-l.
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Figure 23. Scatter plot of the two jet massesin each event, for e+e- + W+Wevents at fi = 1 TeV. The jet massesare defined as in Fig. 20. This figure corresponds
to an event sample of 2 fb-I.
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Figure 24. Scatter plot of the two jet massesin each event, for e+e- -+ Z”Zo events
at ,/Z = 1 TeV. The jet massesare defined as in Fig. 20. This figure corresponds to an
event sample of 10 fb-l.
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Figure 25. Distribution of apparent missing transverse momentum, for e+e- annihilation events at fi = 1 TeV: (a) @j, (b) W+W-.
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Figure 26. Distribution of apparent missing momentum normal to both the beam
axis and the thrust axis, for e+e- annihilation events at ,/Z= 1 TeV: (a) qij’,(b) W+W-.
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Figure 27. Distribution of acoplanarity angles between the thrust vectors of the
two hemispheres,for e+e- annihilation events at fi = 1 TeV: (a) q?j, (b) Wf W-.
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distributions

simulate

the production

of high-mass

states.

The vector boson pair

events are just as highly coplanar.
3.5.

W AND 2 IDENTIFICATION

We will conclude our discussion of standard
ments on the distingqishablity

of W and Z-pair

model processes with
production

some com-

from other standard

;
I
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-iiT.-,
..
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Figure 28. Distribution of jet massesfor the full sample of events with e+e- annihilation to qTj, W+W-, and Z”Zo, corresponding to 10 fb-l of data. The jet masses
are defined as in Fig. 20.
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model processes, and the ease of identifying

<

individual

some of the most important

processes in the standard

see-many

signatures

production,

of the important

W and 2 bosons.
model, and also-as

for new particles,

Since
we will

involve W and 2 boson

it is crucial that one should be able to tag the W and 2 bosons in each

event. Since these bosons decay to hadronic states 70% of the time, one would pay
a high price in efficiency

if it were not possible to reconstruct

weak vector bosons

6000

4
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Figure 29. Distribution of jet massesfor the full sample of events with e+e- annihilation to qq, W+W-, and Z”Zo, corresponding to 10 fb-l of data. The jet masses
are defined as in Fig. 21.
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in their

hadronic

to identify

decay modes.

In hadron

W and 2 bosons through

colliders,

as is well known,

their hadronic

background from quark and gluon hard scattering.
<

the direct

analysis

of CERN

collider

one W

decays

data. [4g1 At the SSC, the situation

but, for continuum

leptonically

decays because of the large

This has been shown already in

to be even worse: Not only can one not reconstruct

W’s decay hadronically,
--

it is difficult

are swamped

is expected

W pair events in which both

W pair production,

by background.

[“I

even events where

(For the specific case

I

I

0

0

- 200
MASS

6-88
Figure 30. Distribution

400
(GeV)

of jet masses in W+W-events

6043143 1

for which the opposite jet

has a mass between 73 and 93 GeV. The jet masses are defined as in Fig. 21.
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of Ho t

W+W-,

methods have been proposed to overcome this background
W decay.[511) 1n contrast

the case of one leptonic
that the identification
at a high-energy
I

to this situation,

of weak bosons by jet analysis is completely

in

we have found
straightforward

e+e- collider, even if one takes into account beamstrahlung

and

detector smearing.
The special character of vector boson jets among the products of general stan-dard model processes is illustrated in Figs. 28 and 29. For the first of these figures,

--

I20

80
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-
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6043A32

Figure 31. Distribution of jet massesin Z”Zo events for which Ihe opposite jet has
a mass between 82 and 102 GeV. The jet massesare defined as in Fig. 21.
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all of the events from our background
tion are subjected

to the thrust

simulations

analysis described previously:

mass greater than 200 GeV and thrust
<

event is divided
is computed.

of W, 2, and quark pair produc-

into two hemispheres

direction

such that

and the invariant

For all events with
1cos &,I

< 0.8, the

mass of each hemisphere

The W stands out on this plot; the 2 is lost in the tail of the W

only because of its r%latively
the corresponding

small pair-production

cross section.

Fig.

29 shows

analysis for the cluster method of jet identification.

2000

6-88

MASS

(GeV)

Figure 32. Gaussian fit to the W boson mass peak in Fig. 30.
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To complement

this analysis, we would like to show how well the weak boson

masses are reconstructed
and smearing.
slightly.
c

by our model detector,

We can take advantage of one handle to clean up the distributions

Since weak bosons are produced

identification

Fig. 30shows

is only slightly

73 and 93 GeV from the cluster

6-88

120

-

80

-

with boson

analysis.

The

cleaner than that of Fig. 21(b), because decays of the

I

2

to W and 2

the mass of one jet in W pair events for which the

jet has a mass between

distribution

in pairs, the background

will be reduced if one chooses events which are consistent

pair production.
opposite

in the presence of beamstrahlung

I

I

MASS

(GeV

Figure 33. Gaussian fit to the Z” boson mass peak in Fig. 31.
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6043A34

W to J% are still included

in the plot.

Fig. 31 shows the mass of one jet in 2 pair

events for which the opposite jet has a mass between 82 and 102 GeV. In this case,

there is some noticeable improvement

over the simple jet analysis, because the

events in which one 2’ decays to neutrinos
33, we replot these jet mass distributions

have been eliminated.

for W and 2 in 4 GeV bins, together with

a fit of each histogram to a Gaussian distribution
The fit gives a mean-if

plus a third order polynomial.

81.6 f 0.2 GeV with a standard deviation of 5.5 GeV for

the W peak, and a mean of 91.8 f 0.5 GeV with a standard
for the Z” peak.

In Figs. 32 and

The central values compare favorably

2 mass values used in the simulation,

deviation

of 4.9 GeV

with the nominal

W and

83 and 93 GeV, respectively.

This analysis gives us confidence that we can use the new collider to study the
standard

and exotic sources of weak bosons with high efficiency.
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4. New. Quarks and Leptons

The greatest successes of e+e- colliders to date have come in the discovery of
new heavy quarks and leptons.

We might then expect that, in the higher-energy

regime that we consider here, new quarks and leptons also produce dramatic
easily interpreted

signatures.

and

In this chapter, we will present methods for detecting

new quarks and leptons and show that this is in fact quite easily done. Significant
evidence for the existence of a new quark or a new lepton can be obtained with
event samples as small as 300 R-l.
program of investigation

Once such a particle

would be launched:

for its mass and its weak and electromagnetic
involving

--.

lo3 R-l)

a broad

One should determine accurate values
couplings and search also for decays

forces outside the standard model. This extended program is in principle

straightforward
.

is identified,

to carry out at an e+e- collider, if larger event samples (of order

are available.

In the next section, we will discuss the motivation

for expecting new quarks and

leptons in the region of masses of a few hundred GeV. The new fermions which may
appear could be either members of standard sequential generations or objects with
more exotic quantum

numbers.

For definiteness,

detailed analysis of signals and backgrounds

though,

we have restricted

our

to the case of sequential generations.

We expect that these new fermions will be able to decay weakly by producing

an

on-shell W boson. The decay rate for a sequential fermion of mass AL! by real W
emission is

r(Q + W) =

aM
16 sin2 8,

where & is a weak mixing angle. Unless J$ is extremely
process completely

small (less than 10s5), this

dominates the decays. The signature of a new fermion, then, is
82

the appearance of W pairs below the full b e a m energy, accompanied by additional
quark jets or m issing neutrinos.
Though we will not present a detailed procedure for characterizing a new quark
c

or lepton, we should note that there is much additional information

at hand. F irst,

the new species should be produced with substantial forward-backward

and polar-

ization asymmetries.-_For sequential quarks and leptons, above a narrow threshold
region, these asymmetries are just those given in Table 3. Additional

information

on the spins of the produced fermions can be found from their decay angular distributions:

If f is the fraction of right-handed fermions produced into a given solid

angle, the distribution

of angles x-measured

in the fermion rest frame-between

the fermion and W directions of motion is given by

.- dl?
dcosx
4:

--

(Unlike
.

the situation

hadronization

N f(l

for light fermions,

this spin information

process, since the decay time,

smaller than a hadronization
tells us that quarkonium
large width

- cos x) + (1 - .f>(l + cos x) *

is not lost in the

the inverse of (4.1)) is here much

time. W e should note, however, this same calculation

resonances are irrelevant in this energy region, since the

(4.1) smears them beyond recognition.)

peak is well resolved by calorimetry,
fermion has additional

(4.2)

F inally,

since the W mass

one can determine directly

whether the new

decay modes involving other new particles, such as charged

Higgs bosons.

4.1.

SETTING:

MULTIPLETS,

M I-RRORS, AND FIXED POINTS

There are many reasons for suspecting that

there exist new fermions

with

masses in the general range of a few hundred GeV. The most basic reason, however,
is the considerable latitude given for such heavy species within the standard m o d e l.
As we noted in the introduction

to this report,
83

fermion

masses arise from the

fermion-Higgs

Yukawa couplings according to
mf

=

$

where (a) is the Higgs field expectation

W)

Pa> 7

value (2.3). The quark which is now the

heaviest known, the b, has a coupling &, N -2 x 10s2; a 50 GeV top quark would
have Xi N 2 x lo-I.--We

know of no reason why the couplings

Xf cannot be as

large as order 1; that being so, we recognize that there is a great deal of room for
1
new heavy quarks and leptons to appear. Such new fermions do indeed appear in
a variety of theoretical

models, with quantum

struetural

made. Let us now review a few of those models.

assumptions

numbers that depend on the exact

New heavy quarks are required in some models which explain the hierarchy
of fermion

masses as being generated by some flavor-changing

.

inter-

actions.

In such schemes, one generation of quarks and leptons may be relatively

strongly

coupled to the Higgs sector, and the Yukawa couplings of the other gen-

erations are derived from this one by the corrections
.
_ -

(horizontal)

orders of the expansion in horizontal

interactions.

which appear in successive

These schemes usually require

the new generations to have the standard quantum numbers.
A second class of models focusses on the origin of parity violation
interaction.

In the standard model, parity

by the assumption

violation

is put in from the beginning

that the coupling of weak bosons to fermions is chiral.

authors, however, have proposed that the weak interactions
are intrinsically
weak interactions

parity symmetric,

in which the grand unifying

but that the fermions with left- and right-handed

arises naturally

schemes are given

in schemes of grand unification

group is a large orthogonal

In th ese models, each conventional

opposite parity

Many

have couplings which

acquire different masses. Two representative

in Refs. 52 and 53. This structure

or O(18).

in the weak

generation

group:

0( lo),

0( 14),

has a ‘mirror’ with the

coupling to weak bosons; all of these mirrors must have masses at

most of order a few hundred GeV. The mirror
the fact that they have different production
84

fermions

can be characterized

asymmetries from ordinary fermions

by
[541

Table 5. Properties of et-e- annihilation
nonstandard weak quantum numbers.

into fermion

pairs with

utot

APB

A PO1

u

2.13

-0.60

0.34

--

d

1.10

-0.63

0.62

;

e-

1.29

-0.47

0.67

D

0.41

0

N

0.57

0

0.16

E

1.39

0

0.65

Mirror:

Vect orlike:

These asymmetries

-0.60

are listed in Table 5. Again, the factor (3.11) has been included

in the total cross sections.
A third

class of models involves new fermions

grand unification.
the minimal

protected

In such models, the group of grand unification

SU(5),

simple generation

and thus the basic multiplet

of quarks and leptons.

by symmetry

from acquiring

is 27-dimensional

also presented

expected

merits a separate discussion.
resonances separately

group is Es, the basic fermion
quark and a lepton

coupling to the W. The total cross sections

in Table 5. These fermions

This assumption

a

masses much larger than the weak scale!551

for these species (above their

weak scale if an extra neutral
also light.

more states than

and contains an extra charge (-$)

doublet with vector (rather than V-A)
and asymmetries

contains

is larger than

Some of these extra states might also be

For example, in models in which the grand unifying
multiplet

as relics of higher schemes of

are especially

threshold
likely

regions)

to survive to the

weak boson from among the generators
adds dramatic

are

of Es is

consequences to the physics and so

We will describe the physics associated with new Z”

in Chapter

6.
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In addition

to these specific scenarios which require new heavy fermions,

there

is a general consideration

which leads us to expect new heavy quarks to appear at
a specific value of the mass. As Pendleton and Ross WI and Hill1223discovered > the
renormalization

of quark-Higgs

Yukawa

couplings

involve

two competing

which might be expected, for some flavors, to come into balance.
malization

The QCD renor-

makes these couplings increase as one descends from very high energies

(for example, from th< scale of grand unification)
renormalization

a systematic

to the weak-interaction

scale. The

due .to Higgs exchange makes the couplings decrease. The balance

point is an attractive

that-this

effects

fixed point.

Bagger, Dimopoulos,

study of quark masses within

grand unified theories and have shown

fixed point pulls in all quarks with sufficiently

the grand unification

scale; the criterion

and Masso’15” have made

strong Yukawa couplings at

would correspond

masses of order 80 GeV. These considerations

more naively to quark

predict that several new generations

of quarks may appear with masses very close to this fixed point value:

mu
-

M mg

300 GeV

F3

rn’

(4.4)

.

corresponding

to a mass in the range 150-200 GeV, depending

on the number of

heavy flavors.
Finally,
fermion

we should recall one consideration

masses may be.

the the leading-order

Chanowitz,

diagrams for quark-quark

mass (and, thus, the quark-Higgs
violate

unitarity

which provides a guide to how large
Furman, and Hinchliffe WI have shown that

coupling)

scattering

grow large as the quark

is made large, and that these diagrams

when the quark mass approaches

rnQ =

4&r
-

=

550 GeV ,

~GF

This sets the mass scale at which quarks become strongly
sector.

It is not excluded

value, but in that

that

case their

quarks and leptons

behavior

would
86

coupled to the Higgs

might

be heavier than this

be modified

by these new strong

interactions,
strongly

so that

interacting

the dynamics

of these quarks would

resemble a theory

of

Higgs bosons rather than the simple picture that we are using

here. As the masses of these quarks approach 1 TeV, such models go over smoothly
into technicolor
4.2.

models of the Higgs sector.

IDENTIFICATION
--

OF A NEW QUARK

Let us now descend from these theoretical considerations and concentrate on
the simplest cases of new sequential quarks and leptons. We would like to present
data analysis methods for finding these objects at an e+e- collider and to estimate
the size of the event samples required.
be isolated with
the 30 fb-l

analysis techniques

We will show that the new fermions can

which are simple and efficient.

data samples that we eventually

envision for a working

Applied

to

collider, these

techniques would give large samples of tagged events which could be used to work
out the detailed couplings of the new species.
Let us begin by considering the case of a single new quark-, a b’, which decays
-.
-

.

to a light quark plus a W boson, and the case of a new weak doublet
will report results for the relatively

(t’, b’). We

low masses rnb = 150 GeV, mt = 200 GeV.

This should be considered as a worst case among possible new quark searches, since
the signatures of the M and t’ become more distinctive
numerical

results reflect a Monte Carlo-generated

as the mass is raised. Our

event sample corresponding

to

30 fb-’ at ECM = 1 TeV.
One can imagine two possible ways of detecting
First, one might concentrate

the reaction

b’ -+ W-

+ q.

on events in which the W bosons decay hadronically

and look for the large mass of the state in each hemisphere.

This signature leads

to a very simple analysis, with high efficiency for accepting b’ events and therefore
high statistics.

One might

worry

that

arising from light quark pair production
background

would be difficult

the method

entails

a large background

with hard gluon emission, and that this

to estimate precisely.

However, this concern can be

dealt with by tagging the W bosons from the quark decay. A second method is to
87

concentrate

on events in which one W decays leptonically.

less efficient but leads to a completely

clean signal.

I

2

cn
g
13

This method is much

I

I

I

I

IQ3
IO2

IO'

1 o”

0
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(GeV/c 2,

300

Figure 34. Smaller of the two values of the reconstructed mass in a hemisphere for
b’ and t’ pair production,

and for the major background processes.

For both of these analyses, some preliminary
reduce the large sample of peripheral

selection of events is required to

reactions and forward

We thus begin by boosting

each event along the e+e-

total measured longitudinal

momentum

W pair production.

collision

axis to set the

to zero, and then placing a cut that the

boosted thrust axis should have 1cos 81 < 0.8. We have seen in the previous chapter
that this procedure removes the large forward peak in W and 2 pair production,
reducing

the large total

cross section (20 units of R) to a manageable 3 units of R.

It is also effective in removing highly radiative,

and thus poorly

measured, light

quark pair events.
From this sample, one can straightforwardly
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divide each event into two hemi-

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
50

100

2-88
5958A23

Mass

Figure 35. Distribution

250

200

150
(GeV/c2)

sf smaller hemisphere masses from Fig. 34, plotted on a

linear scale.

spheres normal
-

.

axis and compute the mass determined by calorimetry

to the thrust

from each hemisphere.

In Figs. 34 and 35, we plot the distribution

of the smaller

of the two mass values. As we saw in Fig. 28, the W and 2 mass peaks are readily
evident in this distribution,

and beyond this point the standard model background

cuts off sharply. At large values of the mass, the dominant
light quark pair production

background comes from

events in which the quarks radiate

should assign some model-dependent

uncertainty

two gluons.

to this continuum.

shows, however, that the b’ quark appears as a distinct,

We

The figure

though rounded, peak on

this background.
To cleanly
hadronic

separate signal from

background,

we insist

that

the high-mass

systems we have found contain W bosons. It suffices to reconstruct

W boson from jets identified

in the calorimeter.

We subjected

one

the event sample

of the previous paragraph to a cluster analysis, as decribed in eq. (3.15), to form
clusters with a minimum

separation of y = (18 GeV)2. We then required the pres-

ence of at least 5 clusters, with at least 2 in each hemisphere.
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Finally,

we required

n
cu
$

1000
800

g
co

600

5
E
;

490'
200
Q
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Figure 36. Smaller of the two values of the reconstructed
b’ and t’ pair production,

250

mass in a hemisphere for

and for the major background processes, for events in which

a W boson can be identified in one hemisphere.

that the event contain one hemisphere with at least 3 clusters-in
72 and 92 GeV. The events

clusters

sum to a mass between

plotted

in Fig. 36 as a function

hemisphere.

events tabulated

of the smaller reconstructed

be greater than

are shown in numerical

cut that

the minimum

104 GeV. What

large ratio of signal to background
events are selected.

invariant

form

About

a third

hemisphere

mass for a

in Table 6.

is most impressive
but the efficiency

mass plotted

The

supplies a substantial

in Fig.

36

about this plot is not the
with

which the interesting

of the b% events, and almost half of the total

of heavy quark events, are preserved in the analysis.

procedure

these cuts are

are those which passed the cuts defined in the previous paragraph,

the additional

number

passing

Both the b’ and the t’ stand out cleanly from the background.

The results of this analysis

with

which 2 of these

Thus, this simple

sample of tagged heavy quark events for more

detailed investigations.
The second search method we had listed above was to search for isolated leptons
90

Table 6.

Background:

Results of heavy quark search using cluster analysis.

-

z”zo
-

-

603

0.005

233

0.002

Signal /
Background

-..

a!i
w+w-

Events

Overall
Efficiency

9

Total:

0.0015

845

Signals:
b’t
I

b’i? + t ‘E’

I

I

1289
5291

I

0.33

1.5

0.46

6.3

,--.

Table 7. Results of heavy quark search using isolated leptons.

Events

Overall
Efficiency

@

8.2

7 x 10-5

w+w-

2.4

2 x 10-2

A 05

8 x 1O-5

Signal /
Background

Background:

z”zo
Total:

11.1

Signals:
b%’
b% + t’?

70

0.018

6.3

286

0.025

19.5
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I
I

resulting

from heavy quark decay. To apply this analysis, we return to the sample

of events which passed the preliminary
the further

condition

selection criteria described above, and apply

that the minimum

invariant

mass in a hemisphere

than 104 GeV. We then place cuts to pick out an isolated
do this,

we define a cone around the lepton

which

is greater

muon or electron.

should be essentially

To

free of

deposited energy. To suppress background events which result from W pair events
-in which one W decays leptonically, we set both a maximum and a minimum size
for this cone, and alsslimit

the momentum

of the optimized

cuts is as follows:

then parametrize

the isolation

range of the lepton.

We insist that

The precise form

5 GeV < pe < 100 GeV. We

of the lepton by an angle 29iS, the half-angle

cone- about the lepton which encloses 1 GeV of energy deposition.
semileptonic

b’ decays produce

leptons with

accept only those events with an identified

shown in Table 7. The efficiency
the technique
(6 fb-‘)

entails essentially

Events with

29iS in the range 20-40’.

If we now

lepton in the correct momentum

for which 15’ < 29is < 45’, we find the contributions
of the procedure
no background.

of the

range

from signal and background
is unfortunately

quite low, but

An event sample 5 times smaller

would still contain the b’ signal as a 3 0 efIect; the t’ signal would be be

a 3 CYeffect even with 1.5 fb-‘.
Both of the analysis methods we described are completely
strahlung

and the limited

angular acceptance of the detector.

result of the fact that we cut out from the beginning
produced

in the forward direction

However,

some of this insensitivity

IDENTIFICATION

sequential

events with the new quarks

is due to the fact that we concentrate

on kine-

of frame.

of identifying

section, we will concentrate

a new charged lepton.

on the simplest

the analysis

remains unchanged if
92

As in the

case: A single new charged

lepton, decaying to a W boson and a neutrino.

of the neutrino;

are large there.

OF A NEW LEPTON

We now turn to the problem
previous

to beam-

In part, this is the

because the W pair backgrounds

matic variables which are independent
4.3.

insensitive

We will ignore the mass

the neutrino is massive as long

as it, is much lighter

than the TV. Once again,

to a data sample of 30 fb-l

corresponds

the

Monte

Carlo study we report

at ECM = 1 TeV, and to a new Iepton

mass of 250 GeV.

hadrons

hadrons

(b)

(4

hadrons

hadrons
03
+v

exchange graphs

2-80

5958A25

Figure 37. Final states resulting

from L+L-

(a) and (c), both W b osons decay hadronically;

and from W+W-

production:

In

in (b) and (d), one W boson decays

leptonically.

..

The decays of the new heavy lepton will produce two distinct
a charged lepton plus missing energy, second, a hadronic
(see Fig.

37).

pair production.
leptonically

Both

decay modes have associated

Heavy lepton pair production

will clearly be difficult

the background

signatures:

First,

jet plus missing energy

backgrounds

coming

from

W

events in which both leptons decay

to isolate from W pair events, since in this case

also has large missing energy. We will see that the heavy lepton
93

signal becomes quite clean when one considers decays with hadrons on one side and
improves further

for events with hadronic

should look for heavy leptons through
those of us who have studied particle
this is an excellent illustration

decays on both sides. The idea that one

their hadronic

decays seems astounding

search analyses for hadron colliders.

of how the simplicity

to

For us,

of e+e- events aids powerfully

in searching for new physics.
We consider first-the

case in which one heavy lepton decays hadronically

the other decays leptonically.

In this case, all of the visible hadrons are produced

from a W boson decay and should reconstruct
backgrounds
37(d).

We cannot discriminate
produces

missing neutrinos

the following

as shown in Fig.

W pair events with large missing energy. However,

in the heavy lepton decay produce an aplanarity

in those events

To apply this observation,

we make

cuts: We insist that each event should have a single identified

45’about

the lepton direction.

We insist, further,

lepton

energy, considered as a single jet, correspond

that the deposited

to a measured mass in the

range 72 GeV < mj < 92 GeV. Fig. 38 shows the hadronic mass distribution
the second cut is applied; the W mass peak stands out cleanly.
must be applied to remove the substantial
assume that each event corresponds
the missing neutrino
usually

the

> 50 GeV, isolated so that energy less than 1 GeV is -deposited in a cone

of half-angle
hadronic

The dominant

these events on the basis of total energy, because

which cannot be mocked up by beamstrahlung.

with pl

to the W mass.

come from W pair events of this same topology,

beamstrahlung

and

according

gives an imaginary

hypothesis,

background

cut

from W pair events:

We

value of p,,

and try to reconstruct

given in Section 7.2. This procedure

for events which

do not fit the W pair

and we keep only those events. Now use the lepton momentum

and the thrust

axis of the hadronic

system to construct

acoplanarity

angle. Fig. 39 shows the distribution

background.

For acoplanarity

heavy leptons

vector

two planes and define an

of this angle due to signal and

angles greater than 30”, the W pair background

quite small, while the heavy lepton is still contributing
If both

An additional

to W pair production

to procedure

before

decay hadronically,
94

is

substantially.

the final state contains

two well-

separated

clusters

of hadrons,

each of which

should reconstruct

This allows a much cleaner and more efficient search procedure.
calorimetry

now captures

all decay products

to a W boson.
Since the hadron

of both W bosons, the signature

of

200

50

0

40

0

6-88
6043A37
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80

INVARIANT MASS
.,

(G w

Figure 38. Invariant mass distribution of observed hadrons in L+L-

events with

an isolated lepton.

missing transverse

energy clearly distinguishes

from W pair background.

events

The new lepton signal is most easily isolated by analyzing

these events as W pair production
Specifically,

the lepton pair production

and then asking that the W bosons be acoplanar.

we apply the following

axis to balance measured longitudinal

cuts:

First,

boost the event along the thrust

momentum,
95

and remove events for which

1cos 81 < 0.8. Then divide the event into 2 hemispheres

normal

and require the measured mass of hadrons in each hemisphere

to the thrust

axis

to be in the range

72 GeV < m < 92 GeV. As we saw in our discussion of W pair production,

the

40
30
20
10

0

-0

6-88
6043A38

axis, for L+L-

of acoplanarity

150
(degrees)

ACOPLANARITY

Figure 39. Distribution
thrust

100

50

angle between the lepton and the hadronic

events (unshaded histogram)

and W+W-

events (shaded his-

togram) with one hadronic and one leptonic W decay.

W bosons form a prominent
isolated.

feature on the jet mass distribution

Once we have selected events with both hadronic

W bosons, we can recompute

the thrust

jets reconstructing

axis in each hemisphere

vectors to define two planes and an acoplanarity
96

and are readily
to

and use these two

angle. The distribution

of this

angle, for the signal and for the standard
in our Monte
essentially

Carlo simulation,

absent for acoplanarity

10000

‘\=

--

model background

is shown in Fig.

40. The W pair background

angles greater than 10’. Additional

I

I

I

n

.

processes included

l

= L+

is

background

-I

I
L-

m = Background
1000

-

F

.

-1.00

- 0.96
case

6-88

Figure 40. Distribution
hemispheres, for L+L-

processes beyond
e-l-e- +

W+W-Z”,

- 0.92

of acoplanarity

W+W-

angle between the thrust

axes in the two

events in which both W bosons decay hadronically.

those discussed in Chapter

3 come from

and vector boson pair production

We have ignored the two-photon

6043A39

e+e-

+

in two-photon

W+W-VV,
reactions.

processes because they peak at such low mass.
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The

acoplanarity

distribution

due to e+e-

--f W+W-Z”,

with

the

2’ decaying

is shown in Fig. 41. It also gives a very small contribution.

to neutrinos,

fusion process, which we take from the calculations

of Gunion and Tofighi-Niakr,

-1.
-

0”‘
=.
-CT
-

-

-

0

50

6-66
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4)

Figure 41. Distribution

ml571

-4

--

1O-2

The W

100
acop

150

tdWrees)

of acoplanarity

angle between the two W bosons in the

process e+e- + W+W-Z”,

with the Z” d ecaying to neutrinos. The results are given
in units of R per degree and include the branching ratio for the Z” decay to unobserved

states. The two curves assume two values of the Higgs boson mass: 100 GeV (dashed)
and 300 GeV (solid).

..

gives the largest of these contributions.
to the effect of the heavy lepton.
spectrum

But even this is quite

In Fig.

small compared

42, we plot the final W+W-

resulting from our analysis, and the corresponding

mass

spectrum

due to the

the event sample needed to discover a heavy lepton,

we should

e+e- --) w+w-Lo.
To estimate

98

Table 8. Results of heavy lepton search using hadronic

Signal /
Background

Overall
Efficiency

Events

decays.

Background:

2

_ 2 x 10-5

13

13 x 1o-5

era
W’W-

--

z”zo

-

16 x 1O-5

1’

w+ w-vi7

41

Total:

0.11

57

Signals:
L+L-

680

200
2-88

400

600

Mass ww

5958A27

11.9

0.11

800

1000

(GeV/c2)

Figure 42. Final invariant mass spectrum of observed W pairs from L+Lsolid curve shows the background contribution

recount the statistics

production.

The

from e+e- + W+W-ut7.

of the analysis represented by Fig. 42. Let us, then, apply the

cuts described in the previous paragraph plus the requirement
angle be greater than

10’.

This cut is very efficient
99

that the acoplanarity

for lepton

pair events but

admits

only 0.3% of the remaining

and background
outstanding;

W pair events.

The contributions

of signal

are listed in Table 8. The final ratio of signal to background

the signal would

be apparent

in any measureable

lepton pair events, even in data samples as small as 1 f’b-‘.

100

is

sample of heavy

5. Higgs Boson Searches

The next proposed particle

that

we will

discuss-the

Higgs boson-stands

much closer to the core of the standard model.

In the standard

interactions,

and gauge bosons are supplied

the masses of all quarks,

by spontaneous symmetry

breaking.

mechanism of this symmetry-breaking,

leptons,

Nothing

theory of weak

is known experimentally

about the

beyond the size of the symmetry-breaking

condensate given in eq. (2.3). W e k now of no sensible models, however, in which
arises from the dynamics of known particles.

this symmetry-breaking
particle

or new sector-the

Higgs sector-is

Some new

required.

We have already discussed in Chapter 2 the variety of possible models of this
new sector.

Some involve a new set of strong interactions

at some scale in the

TeV region; others involve numerous new particles interconnected
-

.

a fairly

arbitrary

form.

by couplings of

There is, however, a uniquely simple model of the Higgs

sector which gives precise predictions

for its experimental

properties.

This is the

model in which the Higgs sector is represented by a single elementary weak-doublet
scalar field, with a renormalizable

self-coupling:

where D, is the covariant derivative which gives the coupling to weak gauge bosons.
At the leading order of perturbation
expectation

theory in X, the field 4 acquires a vacuum

value:

in the notation of eqs. (2.1)-(2.3),
mulae listed there.

p ro d ucing masses in accordance with the for-

Three of the four real scalar components
101

of 4 are absorbed

W+

W’

V

2”
v

= igm,gp

Ho;

z”

I

I
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Figure 43. Vertices coupling Ho to the W &d

as longitudinal

components of the W+, W-

scalar field is left over as an independent
tral particle

= ig

Ho /

Z bosons.

and 2’ bosons, and only one neutral

physical state. We will refer to this neu-

as the Higgs boson H ‘. More complicated

include additional

particles with their own signatures.

either include some particle
contain strong interactions

with approximately

models of the Higgs sector
However, all of these models

the same couplings as the Ho or

at TeV energies such as the Ho would induce if it were

very heavy.
The 4 self-coupling
-

.

X is completely

the Higgs boson mass through

eq.

unknown.

Since this coupling determines

(2.1), th is mass is also not known

a priori.

A rough upper bound is set by the fact that the Higgs sector becomes strongly
interacting

when rn~ - 1 TeV. [321This gives a considerable territory

To date, all searches for the Ho have been negative.
surprising:

this is not very

The couplings of the Higgs boson to quarks and leptons are proportional

to the quark and lepton masses, according to (2.4).
boson is very difficult
conventional

But

to be explored.

This means that the Higgs

to produce if one starts from light quarks or leptons,

forms of matter.

the

This logic would lead us to expect, on the other

hand, that heavy vector bosons should readily produce Higgs bosons. In fact, (5.1)
contains the vertices shown in Fig. 43, which represent large couplings of the Ho
to the W and 2 bosons.

We have already seen that high-energy

produce vector bosons copiously;

e+e-

colliders

we should, then, expect that e+e- reactions are

also rich sources of Higgs bosons. We will see, in fact, that a high-energy e+ecollider can explore for the Ho effectively

through most of its kinematic

102

range.

(a)
e+

--

.i

e-

e-- zpip.
. -.
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Figure 44. Feynman diagrams for Higgs production at a high energy e+e- collider.

-

.

The dominant

production

mechanisms

for a neutral

energy e+e- collider are the reactions e+e- +
._

Higgs boson at a high-

Z”Ho and e+e- + UJ’, Ho. The

Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown again in Fig. 44. For e+e- center
of mass energies ,/2 which are large compared to the particle masses involved, the
cross section kW81 for e+efor e+e-

+

+

Z”Ho

decreases as s-l

u~~T~HOincreases logarithmically

with

while the cross section[5g1

s.

Numerical

these cross sections, for a range of Higgs masses, at fi
Table 9. Cross sections for standard model background
. ..

comparison.

of

= 1 TeV are given in
processes are supplied for

Table 9 also shows the effect of beamstrahlung

The cross section for e+e- +

evaluations

on these cross sections.

u,i~.,H’ is larger than that for e+e- 3 Z”Ho

by a

factor of about 17 for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV and by a factor of about four for
a Higgs mass of 500 GeV.
Because of the larger cross sections for eSe-

-+ veFeH”, we find that,

most Higgs masses, this channel gives the largest signal with
103

for

the highest signal-

Table 9. Higgs boson cross sections at an e+e- center of. mass energy
of 1 TeV, with and without the effects of beamstrahlung.

Cross Section (fb)
Process

--

Without
Beamstrahlung
12.4

35

mH = 150 GeV

12.0

25

mH = 300 GeV

9.8

13

= 500 GeV

5.6

4

mH = 50 GeV

12.7

43

mH = 100 GeV

216

163

mH = 150 GeV

147

124

mH = 300 GeV

70

53

mH = 500 GeV

23

13

mH = 50 GeV

234

196

e+e- + W+W-

2310

3570

e+e- 4 Z”Zo

127

200

e+e- + q7j

127

200

9440

8770

mH

eqe- + Z”Ho

e+e- + veveHo
-

.

-

mH = 100 GeV

With
Beamstrahlung

e+e- + e+VeW-

to-background
W*

ratio.

or the Z”.

The one exception is a Higgs with mass near that of the

Backgrounds

created by the processes e+e-

e+e- + u,F~Z’ (shown in Fig. 45(b)) are kinematically
and will dominate

+

production

e+veW-

and

similar to e+e- + v,v,H’

the signal unless advantage can be taken of the decay properties

of the Higgs. Although
e+e-

+

backgrounds

Z”Zo , shown in Fig.

to e+e- + Z”Ho

from e+e- + W+W-

and

45(a), will also be large in this mass region, this

mechanism should offer a cleaner signature than the e+e- + veTeH”

process, albeit with a smaller cross section.
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Figure 45. Feynman diagrams for background processes that appear in searches for
Higgs production
W

at a high energy efe-

bremmstrahlung

processes, (b) 7 and

processes.

Our analysis divides naturally
Higgs: We distinguish
intermediate-mass

collider: (a) annihilation

the cases of

into two segments, according to the mass of the

a

heavy Higgs (??ZH2 2mw),

Higgs (mH 2 2mw).

After presenting

from the so-called

these two analyses, we

comment on methods that may be used to enhance the effectiveness of searches for
Higgs particles

with masses near those of the W and Z”.
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5.1.

HEAVY HIGGS PARTICLES

If the mass of the Higgs exceeds twice the W mass, then the process e+e- --$
ve~JJo
<

that

will be the most favorable

source for its discovery.

With

our assumption

the top quark mass is less than the mass of the IV, the Higgs will

essentially

100% of the time to IV+&‘-

top quark is larger than mw,

and 2’2’.

decay Ho + tT will look very similar

of the top quark; thus, the alternative

to the direct decay of the Higgs to W-pairs.

of the Higgs is a final state of two W bosons which are typi-

cally not coplanar
propagators

due to the transverse

present in the production

momentum

mechanism.

angle between the two planes that each contain
Acoplanarity
site directions

of zero degrees implies
in a projection

work with momenta
of beamstrahlung,

perpendicular

because the beamstrahlung
to it.

away by’neutrinos

The topology

nate backgrounds
events in which

We define acoplanarity

in oppo-

to the beam axis in the presence
provides a boost for the event along

The basic philosophy

or other particles

and kinematics

as the

the beam axis and one jet axis.

W bosons decay to hadrons

from QCD and two-photon
a neutrino

by the W boson

to the beam axis. It is very useful to

in the plane perpendicular

is to search for events in which both

the detector.

generated

that the two jet axes are pointing

the beam axis but not perpendicular

no energy carried

We note that if the mass of the

then the decay t --+ Wb will proceed immediately,

and the W will carry most of the momentum

The signature

decay

that

of our analysis
with

little

or

are not observed in

of the signal are then used to elimiprocesses and from e+e- + W+W-

in the decay chain creates a significant

acoplanarity

angle.
. -

To analyze this method in detail, we simulate events of Higgs production
fusion and compare them to the backgrounds
the standard

detector

defined there. The simulation

cludes the effects of beamstrahlung.

of momenta

3, using always

of signal and background

in-

In all of the analyses described in this chapter,

we first boost all smeared four-vectors
all the z-components

discussed in Chapter

by W

along the z-axis until

the vectorial

sum of

is zero. A thrust analysis is then performed in
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this boosted frame, and the event is rejected if the angle between the thrust
and the beam, &h7, does not satisfy the condition
ensures that the event is well contained
processes with differential

axis

1cos t9thrl < 0.8. This procedure

in the detector

and preferentially

rejects

cross sections which are sharply peaked along the beam

axis (for example, e+e- + W+W-,

e+e- -+ Z”Zo,

and e+e- -+ aa).

A cluster analysis --is performed with the detected particles in which the clusterfinding algorithm is constrained to divide the event into exactly two clusters. The
invariant

mass and the vectorial

sum of the momenta for each cluster is calculated.

We then select events in which the acoplanarity

of these cluster momenta

than 10’ and in which the mass of the minimum-mass
94 GeV and that of the maximum-mass

To further

simulation

with 13% (FWHM)

reduce backgrounds

tion and/or

missing particles,

momentum

satisfies 1cos &issI

cluster lies between 66 and

cluster lies between 75 and 110 GeV. We

use a W mass of 83 GeV, and the detector
should be reconstructed

is greater

indicates

that

this value

resolution.

due to events with large beamstrahlung

we select events in which the direction

radia-

of the missing

< 0.9, where orniss is the angle between the beam

axis and the missing momentum

in the laboratory

frame.

We also reject events

in which the total visible energy is greater than 600 GeV. This cut removes backgrounds

but is extremely

mass of all particles
calculated

that

efficient

are detected

and shown in Fig.

GeV, respectively.

All distributions

in events that

background,

from e+e- -+ W+W-

correspond

of signal events surviving

the signal events.

The invariant

pass these requirements

is

46( a ) and 46(b) for Higgs masses of 300 and 500

The estimated

cludes contributions

for retaining

shown as a dashed histogram,

and qq and from two-photon

to an integrated

luminosity

of 30 fb-‘.

in-

processes.
The number

the cuts -is 125 for a 300 GeV Higgs and 46 for a 400

GeV Higgs; either would easily be observed above the background.
with masses above 500 GeV become more difficult
tion cross section decreases with

to observe because the produc-

mass and because the width

increases as m&.
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Higgs particles

of the Higgs itself

80
(a)
60

-

.

5

0
200
5-88

300

400
M (GeV)

Figure 46. Reconstructed mass distributions,

500

600
6042A3

after selection criteria, for (a) a Higgs

mass of 300 GeV and (b) a Higgs mass of 500 GeV. The Higgs is produced in the process
e+e- + Y~F~,HO. The dotted line corresponds to the expected background.
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5.2.

INTERMEDIATE

MASS HIGGS PARTICLES

A Higgs boson with mass less than twice mw will decay to the most massive
quark-antiquark
<

pair that is kinematically

be either a top or bottom

allowed. With our assumptions this will

pair depending on the mass of the Higgs. In either case,

the mass of each jet in the decay will be less than a vector boson mass.
The philosophy
2mw

Of our analysis of the e+e-

is to search for events that

we test this method
conditions

contain

by simulation

+

~,F,HO

two acoplanar

reaction with

mH <

low-mass jets.

of signal and background

Again,

using the standard

of Chapter 3. Some of the selection criteria are very similar to the heavy
We select events in which

Higgs analysis.

1cos f&l

< 0.7 and 1cos ernissI < 0.9

where 6thr and orniss are defined in the previous section.

We reject events if the

visible energy is less than 100 GeV or greater than 400 GeV. We do a two-cluster
analysis and select events in which the acoplanarity
10’ and in which the minimum-mass
-.

cluster has an invariant

GeV (to reject leptonic decays of the W*)
-

.

invariant

of the clusters is greater than
mass greater than 1

and the maximum-mass

cluster has an

mass less than 50 GeV.

Finally,

events are accepted only if the missing momentum

transverse to the

beam is greater than 50 GeV and the number of charged particles outside the 10”
hole around the beam axis is between 10 and 36. The reconstructed
distributions

invariant

mass

in events with a Higgs of mass 50 GeV and a Higgs of mass 120 GeV
47(a) and 47(b), respectively.

are shown in Fig.
of the type e+e-

+

The probability

that

an event

Y,TeH” will pass the above selection criteria varies between

about 35% and 50% depending on the mass of the Higgs and the decay mode of
the Higgs.

(For example, this efficiency

depends on the value chosen for the top

quark mass.)
The background
e+v,lil/T-

shown in Fig.

and its charge conjugate,

Gabrielli!601

It also contains

cesses described in Chapter

48 is dominated
which

contributions

we computed

using the formulae

from all of the standard

3, and from the reaction
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by the process e+e-

+
of

model pro-

e+e- --+ v~F~Z’, which oc-

IO00

(a)
800

--

600

400

200
s
c3"
d

0
33
!s
y 500

(b)

W

-

400

.

300
200
100
0
0

80
M

5-66

Figure 47. Reconstructed mass distributions,

160
(GeV)

6042A4

after selection criteria, for (a) a Higgs

mass of 50 GeV and (b) a Higg s mass of 120 GeV. The Higgs is produced in the process
e+e- --tv,~~H~.

10

25

I

I

I

(a)

(b)
500

-

.

5
;

400

100

0

i -

80

0

M

5-88
Figure 48. (a) Reconstructed

mass distribution

160
(GeV)

6042A5

of background events that pass all selection

criteria

used to search for the Higgs in the reaction e+e- + ~,F,HO.
This distribution
is
but includes a small contribution from the process
dominated by the process e+e- + e+y,We+e- --f vei7.Jo.

(b) Reconstructed

mass distribution

120 GeV and 150 GeV Higgs particles added.
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for background

events with signals from

curs with a cross section that is approximately
mH = mz!611 Both figures correspond
peak bin for the background

3 times the Higgs cross section at

to an integrated

distribution

contains

luminosity

of 30 fb-l.

The

about 25 to 50 times as many

events as the peak bin for the signal. It should be possible to discover a Higgs with
ImH - rnwl

> 30 GeV with no further

the visibility

of Higgs particles

resolution

from e+e- + e+v,W-

is very difficult

on the

to distinguish

~,F.JJO signal because the two processes are kinematically

is de-monstrated
W*

with masses closer to mw depends critically

of the detector.

The background
e+e- +

analysis, but as can be seen in the figure,

in Fig. 49 in which the transverse momentum

from the

similar.

distribution

This
of the

or Ho is shown. There are, however, several features of the Higgs decay that

might be exploited

to enhance the signal with respect to the background.

If it is

possible to identify

heavy quarks in the final state, then the predominance

of top

or bottom

quarks in the Higgs decay will be a powerful

addressed this issue further,
detector

near the interaction

but it is clear that the ability
point is extremely

We also note that the number of detectable
will be even for the process e+ee+v,W-

signature.

+

We have not

to place a precise vertex

desirable.
charged particles

in the final state

vegeHo, but odd for the process e+e-

since the e* in the final state will typically

-+

disappear down the beam pipe.

If we define the number of detected charged tracks in the event to be the number
outside the 10’ holes around the beam axis, then we find that approximately
‘of the signal and only
charged tracks.

10% of the background

The mass distribution

improvement

in signal-to-background

due to tracking

inefficiencies

tracks.

is shown in Fig.

This is the most optimistic

The situation

will be less favorable

created by overlap of particle

decays of charged pions and kaons, and asymmetric
We have also investigated

of

that could be expected unless it is possible

to increase the acceptance of the detector.
reality

events have an even number

for signal plus background

50 for events with an even number of detectable

90%

the production
112

photon

mechanism

trajectories,

in
the

conversions.

e+e- + Z”Ho

which has

500

(a)
400

300

(b)
800

600

Pt

5-aa

(GeV)

Figure 49. Transverse momentum (a) of the Higgs produced in the reaction e+e’ -+
vei?Jlo

and (b) of the IV* produced in the reaction e+e- -+ e+v,W-.

been previously analysed’13”41 at lower center of mass energies. The cross section
for this process is substantial

only at lower Higgs masses. (See Table 1.) The

signature for this mode is two coplanar jets, one of which has the mass of the 2’.
II?e select events in which 1cos &,,I

< 0.8 since the distribution
113.

of the angle of

0
5-68

Figure 50. Reconstructed

80

160

m

(GeV)

mass distribution

6042A7

for Higgs masses of 50 and 120 GeV

plus background for events with an even number of charged tracks outside loo holes
around the beam axis.

emission of the 2’ or Ho with respect to the beam is peaked at 90°. We reject
events if the visible energy is less than 400 GeV. We then do a two-cluster analysis
and select events in which the acoplanarity of the clusters is less than 5’. To search
for a Higgs boson with m&s less than the Z” mass, we select events in which the
mass of the maximum-mass

cluster is between 88 and 98 GeV. To search for a

Higgs boson with mass greater than the Z” mass, we select events in which the
mass of the minimum-mass

cluster is between 85 and 100 GeV. The probability

that an event of the type e+e- --+ Z"Ho
114

will pass the above selection criteria is

about 2396, 19% and 29% for a Higgs mass of 50, 100, and 120 GeV, respectively.
The invariant

mass distributions

for signal events and background

shown in Figs. 51 and 52, respectively.
6

Each figure represents an integrated

nosity of 30 fb- l. The signals in Fig. 51(a) and 51(b) correspond
of 50 and 120 GeV, respectively.
backgrounds

events are
lumi-

to Higgs masses

contains about 300 events. The

Each distribution

in Fig. 52(a) and 52(b) correspond to the selection criteria for a Higgs

mass less than the mass of the 2’ and greater than the mass of the Z”, respectively.

The backgrounds

and e+e- --+ W+W-

include

contributions

with no one dominant

from e+e-

mass range 75 to 100 GeV, the signal-to-background
As we noted previously,

the signal by identification

+

Z"Zo,

source. It is evident that outside the

mass range 75 to 100 GeV the peak signal-to-background

and one-third.

-+ qq, e+e-

ratio is about one. In the
ratio is between one-quarter

it may be possible to improve the clarity of

of the heavy quarks favored in the decay of the Higgs.

We have shown, then, that

the signal for a neutral

Higgs boson with

mass

below 500 GeV, and more than 30 GeV away from the W masss, is clear at an e+ecollider
-

.

with

a nominal

by Higgs production

center of mass energy of 1 TeV. The signal is dominated

through

the W’W-

fusion process e+e- + Y~v,H’.

For a Higgs mass near the mass of the W*,
the w+W-

fusion process from e+e-

to-background

there is a large background

--+ e+Y,W-.

ratio is about 1 : 30. However,

For ?nH = mw,

to

the signal-

there are two ways to reduce this

background:
1. Heavy quark identification
..

-

-

the Higgs will decay almost exclusively

to tt

or b;i; pairs.
2. Charged track counting
significant

reduction

The Higgs production

-

an efficient

charged track counter would provide

in the background.
mode e+e- --) Z”Ho

does not provide

very significant

signals at a 1 TeV ese- collider for most Higgs masses. However, this channel provides important

cross checks and verifications
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if the Higgs signal is seen elsewhere,

(a)
I

40
mmin
cluster

60

-

.

0
70
5-66

150

110
mmax
cluster

Figure 51. Reconstructed mass distributions,

6042A6

after selection criteria, for (a) a Higgs

mass of 50 GeV and (b) a Higgs mass of 120 GeV. The Higgs is produced in the process
e+e- + Z”Ho.
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Figure 52. Reconstructed

110
mmax
cluster

mass distributions

150
604ZA9

of background events that pass all

selection criteria used to search for the Higgs in the reaction e+e- -+ Z”Ho
mH < mz, (b) for mH > mz.
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(a) for

and will provide a visible signal if the Higgs mass is near to the mass of the W or
20.

-

.
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6. New Z” Bosom

The most dramatic

of all phenomena proposed for e+e- physics in the region

below 1 TeV is the appearance of a new 2’ boson.
miliar

Z” affects physics in the energy range about 100 GeV, a new boson would

completely
metries.

In just the way that the fa-

alter the pattern

of fermion pair-production

cross sections and asym-

On its resonance peak, the cross section for pair production

would be

enhanced by a factor of lo3 above the standard model expectation.
We have not made a complete

study of the physics program

because we do not feel that the considerations
design of a high-energy
designed strictly

collider.

of this physics should guide the

If in fact no new resonance exists,

a machine

to operate at such a resonance would not be able to carry out

any of the other experiments

listed in this report.

On the other hand, if a new

resonance is present, it will greatly enhance the physics potential
collider.

for a new Z”,

of a TeV-energy

A collider of this type, operating at the resonance peak, would be the ideal

tool to analyze the coupling of the new boson to the other elementary
and bosons, and thus to elucidate
represents.

the new force of nature that the new boson

In this section, we wold like to review the basic phenomenology

a new resonance in order to indicate
be available.

fermions

how rich a program of experiments

Our discussion will make clear that,

for the collider we are

since the experimental

will discuss could be carried out even at luminosities

program we

of 1031 cm-2sec-1

and at the resonance energy, which might be well below 1 TeV.
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would

if such a new vector boson is

discovered in the next few years, the design requirements
discussing could be scaled back considerably,

of

or less,

6.1.

SETTING:

EXTENSIONS OF GRAND UNIFICATION

There are two very different motivations

for expecting

energy range below 1 TeV, one based on theoretical
<

noring theoretical

prejudice.

of the fundamental

prejudice,

the other on ig-

On one hand, many models of the grand unification

interactions

involve large gauge groups which allow extra neu-

tral bosons, and it is-not difficult
scale.

a new 2’ boson in the

for these bosons to gain mass only at the weak

On the other hand, the experimental

constraints

on such new bosons are

very weak, since these bosons would be seen only as small corrections

to neutral

current processes. From this viewpoint,

open for a

the door is almost completely

new-resonance to appear.
Let us first discuss the current constraints
principle,

such a boson could be seen directly,

a resonance in lepton pair production
of this technique

currently

Stronger constraints
An important

as the familiar

in pi collisions.

reaches only a little

2’ has been, as

However,

the sensitivity
beyond the conventional 2 o .WI

come from the careful analysis of weak neutral current data.

part of those constraints

lower the mass of the familiar

is the requirement

out in detail by Amaldi,

that the new boson not

2” by mixing in such a way as to upset the standard

model relation between mz, GF and sin2 0,.

couplings

on a new neutral vector boson. In

These constraints

have been worked

et. al.[631 Their bounds, for various hypotheses

on the

of the new weak boson (to be explained below) are shown in Fig.

The figures make clear that,

almost independently

53.

of the nature of its couplings,

a new weak boson is freely allowed if its mass is above 250 GeV, as long as it does
not mix appreciably

with the familiar

Over the next five years, we yill
bosons, since the Tevatron
parameter

space. In Fig.

collider

2’.
learn more about the existence of new 2’
at Fermilab

reaches deeply into the possible

54, we plot the values of the mass of a new 2’ which

would correspond to 5 events of pi15+ e+ e - + X due to production
new gauge boson, in the class of models to be discussed below.
energy and luminosity

and decay of a

The two levels of

assumed are those projected for the Tevatron collider in its
120

present configuration

and with an upgrade planned for the early 1990’s. It seems

likely that we will know before the design of a new e+e- collider must be finalized

600

400

- . .

-0.2
6-88

0

0.2
8 bad)

-0.1

0.1
6043A40

Figure 53. Allowed regions for the mass of a 2’ and its mixing angle with the familiar Z”, from ref. 63: (a) for 5’U(2)~ x SU(2) R models, (b), (c), (d) for the three coupling
schemes x +, q defined at the end of this section.

The two boundaries

correspond to

two assumptions on the Higgs bosons which break SU(2) x U(1); the solid boundaries
assume Higgs doublets only.

whether

there is a new 2’ below 400 GeV. On a longer time scale, the SSC or

the LHC should map out the presence of new vector bosons to masses of 4 TeV or
above!12’
It is important

to note that the constraints
121

on a new charged vector boson are

much more severe, at least in the most natural
can mediate (V+A)

weak interactions.

the presence of (V+A)

m
' t eractions

hypothesis

that this charged boson

Direct experiments

on muon decay rule out

in that process to a level corresponding

800

to a

I

600
>8

400

.

N

200
0.8

0.4

0

sin0

4-88

6003A20

Figure 54. Mass limits for a 2’ boson producing 5 events of pjj -+ 2’ + X, 2” -+
e+e- at the Tevatrdn collider (a) for fi= 1.8 TeV, SC = 1037, (b) for & = 2 TeV,
IL = 103”, from ref. 7. The coupling scheme is that of eq. (6.1). In each region, the
upper bound assumesthat the Z’ decays only to known fermions, and the lower bound
assumesthat the Z’decay to all of the states in the 27 of Es.

boson mass of 600 GeV.[641 A stronger bound comes from the radiative
that such a boson would make in the I(‘-I-Co
known to be anomalously

mass matrix.

corrections

These corrections

are

large and lead to a lower bound on the mass of a (V+A)

charged boson of order 2 TeV. [651

While current experiments put little constraint on the presence of new neutral
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vector bosons, many theoretical
particles.

While the minimal

extensions of the standard

model cry out for such

grand unified theory, based on the group SU(5),

not have room for an extra neutral boson, the most common alternative
a grand unifying

does

choices for

group, SO( 10) and Es, have natural candidates. In these theories,

one can arrange that the extra bosons are very heavy, but it is often more natural
to place one or both at the weak scale. In grand unified theories with a left-right
symmetric
extended
exploration

sum

x

Sum

structure

weak group may survive
of superstrings

bosons; in this setting,
and in the simplest

at some scale, the extra neutral boson in this

to low energies.

has brought

new force to speculations

the grand unification

at least one extra neutral

one includes the effects of weak-interaction

In the discussion to follow, we will focus, for definiteness,
of the new Z”, set out by Langacker,

for the properties
Following

the motivation

of the previous paragraph,

boson arises from some sort of Es grand unification.
contains two new neutral
these, parametrized

about new 2’

group &3 arises in a natural

scenarios for phenomenology

boson is left massless until

The recent phenomenological

way,
vector

symmetry

on a particular

scheme
and Rosner. PI

Robinett,

we will assume that the new
This grand unifying

bosons; we will choose an arbitary

group

linear combination

by an angle 8. By varying 8, we sweep through

of

a wide class of

distinct models for the couplings of the new boson. Robinett and Rosner PI have
argued that, under some general conditions,

the coupling constant renormalization

for this new boson from the grand unification scale to the weak scale is just proportional

to the renormalization

will use this assumption

of the standard

model hypercharge

ready that this last assumption
symmetric

about coupling

constant

g’; we

to specify the coupling constant of the new boson. Finally,

we will ignore the mixing of the new boson with the familiar

of left-right

coupling

2’; we have noted al-

is required phenomenologically.

theories is excluded

from this scheme by the assumption
Generally,

renormalization.

The neutral boson

this latter

choice gives even

larger effects than those which follow from the Langacker-Robinett-Rosner scheme.
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Table 10. Quantum

numbers of the 2’7 of &.

SU(3) x SU(2)L

Y

X

1c,

(ID)

(37 2)

l/6

-1

1

(ULtdL)

(371)

-213

-1

1

CUR)

(%l>

113

3

1

m

(17 2)

-l/2

3

1

@L&

(17 1)

1

-1

1

(3

(17 1)

0

-5

1

63

(37 1)

-l/3

2

-2

PL)

-2

-2

m

-2

-2

(NL,EL)
-WRZR)

6

1)

113

(17 2)

- - .

-l/2

(17 2)
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2

-2

(191)

0

0

4

This model leads to a neutral current Lagrangian
LNC

=

e&Jj&

+

of the form

e
sin2

8,

S

Bzu

c0s2

ZPJ;
VW

+

where the new bosons Z’ couples to the charge Q’ given by

Q’ =

This charge is built
coupling

---&sin0.x

from two quantum

of each fermion

-

;g.cose.+]

.

numbers x and I/J which characterize

to the two new neutral
124

bosons of Es.

the

The values of

x and $J for a standard
10. Actually,
dimensional
numbers.

generation

the fundamental
multiplet,

of quarks and leptons are presented in Table

matter

including

multiplet

These states are also listed in Table 10.

subgroup

to this SO(10)
In addition
$@,

to the neutral

subgroup.

Th ese pure couplings

to these two cases, much attention

of superstring

schemes labelled

boson which is contained

of %s; the charge $ is-the coupling

since this linear combination

examples

is a 27-

also a number of states with exotic weak quantum

The charge x gives the coupling
the SO(10)

in E6 grand unification

to the boson orthogonal

give two special, distinct

models.

has been given to the case sin0 =

appeared as the couplings of the Z’ in the first

phenomenology.

x, $J, and q in Fig.

weak couplings to conventional

in

[701

These three cases give the coupling

53. Curiously,

the q case gives particularly

fermions and thus provides a conservative

estimate

of the effect of the Z’.
6.2.

PROPERTIES OF A NEW Z"

Let us first consider the method of search for a Z’ resonance at an e+e- collider,
and other effects of the new boson which could be measured off resonance. We will
then turn to the expected properties
The most obvious property
resonance in e+e- annihilation,

a(e+e-

---f ZO’)

=

12n
i&k

of the resonance itself.

of the new Z” is the fact that it creates an enormous
with a peak height given by
l?(ZO’ + e+e-)
hot

We will see below that the branching

=

$

sqzy’

+ e+e-) R .

(6.3)

ratio of the resonance is to e+e- is typically

about 5%, so that (6.3) predicts a peak cross section of order lo4 R. As an example
of this behavior,
annihilation
couplings

we show in Fig.

55 the predicted

to ~1 pairs and to hadrons for a Z’ with
and a mass of 600 GeV. While

locate the resonance, this is not actually

total

cross section for e+e-

the superstring-inspired

(7)

at first it appears that one must scan to
necessary. Even at a collider with definite
125

center

of mass energy, the process of radiation

of a collinear

photon followed by

at the resonance would be substantial, as we saw in Section 3 for the

annihilation

analogous effect producing the familiar
is substantially

Z ‘. Further, in a realistic

design, this effect

enhanced by beamstrahlung.

IO4

c

I

I
I

4

I

IO3
IO2
IO'
-

e+e- --+6
k1

IO0

.

200
4-88

600
400
E c.m.

Figure 55. Total cross section for e+e- annihilation

800
6003A22

to hadrons and to ~+,LJ-, in-

cluding the effects of a 2’ (with 17couplings) at a mass of 600 GeV.

Fig. 56 shows the distribution

of quark pair production

events as a function

the hadronic invariant

mass which would be measured in a calorimeter,

for the beamstrahlung

spectrum

of

computed

used in Section 3. Even at as low a mass as 400

GeV, the new Z” included in the calculation

more than 2 orders of magnitude.
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stands out above the continuum

by

Even away from

the resonance,

the 2’ has significant

on the basic asym-

effects

metries of e+e- + f?, since the relative couplings of the new Z” to left- and righthanded fermions generally differ significantly
I

photon.

The forward-backward

E

I

from those of the familiar

asymmetries

2’ and the

to leptons and to b and t quarks,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

IO4

IO2

-

.

I

IO0
0

400
E OBSERVED

200

Figure 56. Distribution
annihilation

800
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I

(GeV)

I

I
1000

5958A9

of observed hadronic invariant masses resulting from e+e-

to hadrons, including the effects of a 2’ of mass 400 GeV, computed with

the 6 = 0.26 beamstrahlung spectrum shown in Fig. 4.

which differ substantially
interfering

contributions

effects as a function

information

model, receive large,

from the new exchange. In Fig. 57, we have plotted these

of energy for a 2

the couplings to fermions.
independent

from zero already in the standard

at 600 GeV, for the three cases x, $J, q of

Note that the asymmetries to the three final states give
constraining

the 2’ couplings.
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Figure 57. Forward-backward
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asymmetries for the production

of ~1, b, and t pairs,

including the effects of a 2’ (with 7 couplings) of mass 600 GeV.

If polarized electrons are used, the polarization
states gives three additional
polarization

asymmetries,

asymmetry

measureable parameters.

to these three final

The behavior of the three

over the same range of energy, is shown in Fig. 58.

If no 2’ is found below 1 TeV, the values of the six asymmetries
ff

in e+e- +

can be used to search for a new vector boson at still higher energies.

perturbation

of the asymmetries

1.5 TeV, and, if the asymmetries
would produce a visible effect.
two of these asymmetries,
forward-backward

asymmetry,

The

by such a resonance is of order 1 for a 2’ below
can be measured to Al%,
In Figs.

any 2’ below

4 TeV

59 and 60, we plot the expectations

the lepton polarization
measured at 1

2’.
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asymmetry

for

and the t quark

TeV, as a function of the mass of the

200

400

600
F

4-88

-c.m.
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Figure 58. Polarization

asymmetries for the prbduction

800
6003A24

of cl, b, and t pairs, includ-

ing the effects of a 2’ (with q couplings) of mass 600 GeV.

Again, we emphasize that these two observables, and the other four as well, are
theoretically

independent

of.one another and so each one gives a new constraint.

Figs. 61 and 62 demonstrate

this’point

in another way by plotting

two asym-

metries against one another for the three canonical choices of the 2’ couplings.The
three cases are clearly distinguished
standard

in any regime where the deviation

from the

model is visible in the first place. It is, of course, quite likely

that a 2’

of mass below 4 TeV will first be observed at a hadron collider.
However, it is not possible in that case to measure even the coupling to leptons
without

invoking

annihilation
and possibly

extra theoretical

will complement

assumptions.

Asymmetry

experiments

in e+e-

the discovery of the resonance by pinning down some

all of the 2’ couplings to quarks and leptons.
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Figure 59. Polarization

5000

3000
asymmetry

(GeV)

for lepton pair production

6043A41

at .&

= 1 TeV,

including the effects of a heavy Z’, computed for the three coupling schemes defined at
the end of section 6.1.

6.3.

PROPERTIES

OF A NEW

Z” ON RESONANCE

If a new 2’ is found in the region where it is accessible to e+e- annihilationexperiments
. -

on resonance, those experiments

characterization
production

will provide a much more sensitive

of the couplings of the new boson. In the process of fermion pair-

at the new resonance, the standard contributions

exchange are negligible, and so the relative rates of production

from photon and Z”
reflect directly

the

couplings of the 2’ to the various species.
In the class of models presented above, the partial
given fermion species is given by
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width

of the new 2’ to a

AFB

0.6

0.5
1000

My

6-66

-

,
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Figure 60. Forward-backward

asymmetry

(GeV)

6043A42

for t quark pair production

at fi

= 1

TeV, including the effects of a heavy Z’.

r(z”’ --) fT1 = 6coJJ:o mz’ - (Q’)2
W

=

(0.78GeV).

(5o;&)

. [+&-

$/$J]’

.

(6*4)

Note that (6.4) counts left- and right-handed fermions separately; these two contributions must be added to find the observable partial width.

The total width of the

resonance depends on whether the new 2’ decays only to conventional
in models of extended grand unification,

it is not unlikely

that at least some of the

exotic states from Table 10 will be light enough to be pair-produced.
ness, though,

fermions;

For definite-

let us consider the case in which none of the exotic states appear.

For this case, the relative branching ratios for the fermions of the standard model
131

are presented

in Fig.

63, and the total

width

is graphed

as a function

of the mixing

angle 19in Fig. 64.
The enormous size of the peak cross section makes the new Z”, like the familiar
one, an outpost

at high

0.75

center

of mass energy

at which

I

I

one can perform

I

the whole

I

0.70

Is4c

0.65

6
2

w

-

x

0.60 -

I

I

0.55

0.1

0
APOL

6-88

(Q+Q-)

Figure 61. Comparison of the polarization

b quark pair production at fi

I

0.2
6043A43

asymmetry predicted for lepton and for

= 1 TeV in models with a Z’ of mass between 1 and 6

TeV. The three curves correspond to the three coupling schemes defined at the end of
-

Section 6.1.

range of e-l-e- annihilation
Z”, experiments

with large event samples. Like the familiar

at the new 2’ will provide precision tests of QCD and the elec-

troweak interactions
rate is sufficiently

experiments

and high-sensitivity

searches for new massive particles.

high that even processes forbidden
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in the limit

The

of zero mixing

-

6

0.65
0.60

-

0.55

APOL

6-88

Figure 62. Comparison of the polarization
and the forward-backward

0.2

0.1

0

asymmetry

@+a->

6043A44

asymmetry for lepton pair production

for b quark pair production,

at fi

= 1 TeV,

predicted in models with a 2’ of mass between 1 and 6 TeV.

between the new 2’ and the familiar

one may be measureable if the mixing

strictly

for the 2’ to decay to conventional

zero. In fact, the amplitudes

and to a Z” plus a Higgs boson are proportional

to the Z”-2’

mixing

is not

W pairs
angle. Dib

and Gilmanl711 have estimated

the event rates for these decays and have found

that they are quite substantial,

even for mixing angles of the size required by Fig.

53. Their results for the case of a new 2’ at a mass of 400 GeV, with q couplings,
are shown in Fig. 65.
To make a precision determination
study the asymmetries
three independent

of fermion

asymmetries.

of the various couplings of the Z’, one can

pair production.

All polarization
133

On resonance, there are only

asymmetries

are essentially equal

d,s,b
0

0

I
0.2

I
0.4

I
0.6

0.8

8

6-88
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Figure 63. Branching fractions of a Z’ to quarks and leptons, using the couplings
of eq. (6.1). The figure assumes that these are the only major decay modes.
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Figure 64. Total width of the Z’, under the assumptions of Fig. 63.
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and given

by

A pol =
The lepton forward-backward

(Qdd2 - (Q;J2
(Q:d2 + (Q;J2

asymmetry

(6.5)
-

is connected to this quantity

by the sim-

ple relation
AFB

as on the familiar

2’.

=

0.75(A,o1)~

The forward-backward

(6.6)

,

asymmetries

to b and t, given by

600

-

:. 400
t
I

W

k

b

200

0.06
4-0s

MIXING

ANGLE

Figure 65. Cross sections for e+e- ---i Z’ --+ W+Wthe resonance peak, from ref. 71.
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8,,,

6003A26

and e+e- ---f Z’ + H”Zo,

at

AFB

=

0.75

(6 7)

NQLQ;d2 + (Q~RQ;,>~,- NQ$2;R)2 + (Q;,Q;,)2)

(Q~L&;L)~
+ (Q:R&;R)~
+ (QLLQiR)I t

*

(Q&Q;J2

do provide new information.
I

In the class of models we have been considering,

the forward-backward

asym-

metry to t quarks vanishes, since the coupling of the t to the new 2’ is purely axial

I

0

A,,
-1

(e+e--+
I

bb)
-I

0
sin.0

1
4-88

Figure 66. The polarization
b quark pair production

asymmetry

6003A25

and the forward-backward

of 8. Lynn,

these asymmetries

. v [72]

two asymmetries

as

the comparison

of

and Cvetlc

have considered

general coupling

schemes of the 2’.

Stuart,

for more

As an example of their analysis, we present in Fig. 67 the comparison
quark forward-backward

for

at the Z’ resonance, for a Z’ coupling according to eq. (6.1).

for any value of 8. Fig. 66 shows the values of the reamining
a function

asymmetry

and polarization

asymmetries
136

of the b

for the various models that

they consider.
analyzing

It is clear that these asymmetries

combine into

an incisive

tool

for

the nature of the new resonance.

I
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Figure 67. Comparison
asymmetry

of the polarization

for b quark pair production

the Z’coupling

asymmetry

0.5

1.0
6026A2

and the forward-backward

at the Z’ resonance, for variety of schemes for

considered in ref. 72.
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7. W Boson Pair-Production

We have already emphasized in Section 3 that W boson pair production
prominent

process in high-energy e+e- physics, with the largest total cross section

of any single annihilation

In Sections 4 and 5, we encountered

process.

production

as a background to new physics. But it is important

production

is, in its own right, a process of great physical interest.

Generically, for

cross section violates

This phenomenon, in fact, presented a serious and longstanding

to the theory of weak interactions.
of the weak interactions
the detailed structure

were invented, and the resolution of the problem required
of weak boson coc$ings

given by the gauge theories. I731This
especially sensitive to

to the form of the W couplings, stemming either from modifications

the standard model or from radiative
It is not difficult

to understand

corrections

of

due to new heavy species.

the feature of the e+e- --+ W+W-

which leads to this sensitive dependence on the couplings.
production

problem

It was resolved only when gauge-theory models

unusual feature makes the cross section for e+e- + W+Wcorrections

W pair

to note that W pair

charged massive vector bosons, the tree-level pair production
unitarity.

is a

amplitude

At leading order, W pair

arises from the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 68. The contribution

from

the first of these diagrams, with s-channel photon exchange, is very easy to estimate; it should give roughly the standard result for scalar boson pair-production,
times a product

of polarization

vectors.

da
N g
dcosb’
in units of R, where ?(lc+)
W bosons.

and P(L)

(7.1)

sin2 0 . Ic(rC+) . E(IC-)~~ ,

are

the polarization vectors for the produced

If the W bosons are transversely
138

polarized,

their

dot product

is of

4-88
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Figure 68. Feynman diagrams contributing

to e+e- + W+W-

order 1, but massive W bosons also possess a longitudinal
polarization

in leading order.

polarization

state, with

vector

(7.2)
The Lorentz scalar product
s/m2,,

of the two longitudinal

and so the differential

proportional

polarization

cross section grows proportional

to s in absolute units.

vectors is of order
to .s2 in units of R or

This behavior violates unitarity.

In a generic

theory of W bosons, one can do nothing but watch the cross section increases until
the W bosons become a strongly-coupled
standard weak interaction

system at high energy. However, in the

gauge theory, the unitarity-violating

diagrams shown in Fig. 68 conspire to cancel exactly, producing
section which is asymptotically
corrections

magnified

a differential

cross

constant in units of R. This means that any small

to the standard model which do not obey the unitarity

have dramatically

terms in the three

effects.

cancellation

Let us now discuss how to parametrize

effects, and how to measure them.
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can
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PHENOMENOLOGYOF

7.1.

W BOSON PAIR-PRODUCTION

The cross section for e+ecomponents.
t-channel
thought

In one viey,

+

W+W-

is built

up as a composite

of several

the process is built up from the interference

of s- and

68. In another view, the process can be

exchanges, as shown in Fig.

of as the sum of the pair-production

of transverse and longitudinally

larized W bosons, with a small addition of the mixed combinations.
processes have quite different physics: The production

po-

The two major

of transversely

polarized W

bosons is quite similar to the reaction e+e- + yy and has a pronounced forward
peak due to the t-channel v exchange contribution.
nally polarized

W bosons is complicated

in the previous

paragraph

dependence, proportional
concretely,

but,

The production

by the unitarity

after this cancellation,

of longitudi-

cancellation

described

it has a smooth

angular

to sin2 6 at high energies. To discuss T/I/ pair production

we should present a formalism

which allows us to disentangle

these

contributions.

Hagiwara,

Peccei, Zeppenfeld,

of W pair production
WWy

and WWZ

arbitrary

is conveniently

vertices.

have shown that the structure

analyzed in terms of form factors for the

The contribution

of the s-channel diagrams, containing

values for the possible form factors, can be superposed on the contribution

from the neutrino
. -

and Hikasal’*’

well-studied

This latter

exchange diagram.

coupling at low momentum

physics. Let us set up the kinematics
but using the slightly

different

To begin, let us parametrize

transfer,

contribution,
is relatively

of W pair production

which involves a
insensitive

following

to new

this method,

conventions of ref. 75.

the WWV

form factors fi v. For the kinematics

vertex, for V = y or 2, in terms of

shown in Fig. 69, we write the vertex as
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t

P

4-88

-

Figure 69. Vertex functions used to define the WWV

The form factors are dimensionless
and f7 multiply

CP-violating

functions

structures

of s. The three form factors f~, ff-5,

and will be ignored from here on. The s-

channel exchanges of y and 2’ are added coherently

Fi = Qf;” +

form factors.

by defining the combinations

(13 - sin2 dW Q)

(7.4)

sin2 ew

where 13 and Q are the weak isospin and electric charge of the annihilating
In the standard

fermions.

model, at tree level,

for ez :

Fl

=

;F3

=

-1

+

(-2si;2B

+ 1)
W

s
s-m;
(7.5)

for ei :

Fl

=

;F3

=

-1

+

141

’
s-m;

*

and all other form factors are zero.
The differential
trons into W+W-

cross sections for annihilation

of polarized

electrons and posi-

are given in terms of the form factors by

da
-z
dcos0
Cm
CTL

= 2sin20 [I A1 I2 -(AIA~+A~AT)cos~+

jA212(1 +2cos26)]

= CLT =I A3 I2 (1 + cos2 0) + (A3A1; + AJA;)

cos 6sin2 8 + lAdI

sin4 8

CLL =I Ag I2 sin2 0,
(7.6)
where the subscripts

T and L denote transverse

the W bosons. Two possible states of initial
the neutrino-exchange
built

entirely

diagram

and longitudinal

polarization

does not contribute

contribute.

polarization

of

For ei + ei,

and so the coefficients

Aj are

from the F;:

A1 =/3.Fl
A2=

0

(7.7)

where ,8 is the W velocity:

,B = (1 - 4772&/s)+.
142

For ei + ez, we must add the

contribution

of the neutrino-exchange

diagram to form

P
Al

=P*F1+

2sin20

D
W

A2=

’
2 sin2 0,V
2m2,
SV >I

(7.8)
A4

=

-

2

- Fs

+

sin27wGD
W

where /? is as above and

73 = i(l

+ p2 - 2pcosq.

The various cross sections to different

W polarizations

for polarized

positrons,

electrons on unpolarized

the annihilation

first approximation.

W polarization

W pair production,

of this section.

longitudinal
hemisphere

W production

at 1 TeV

the whole angular

can also be ignored to a
of the cross section

whose forms we have described

Since the production

of longitudinal

more sensitive to the effects of new physics, it is important
section for transverse

computed

are shown in Fig. 70. Note that

This leaves as the two major components

the transverse and longitudinal
at the beginning

states,

cross sections for ei are very small throughout

range. The final states with mixed (LT)

..

U-9)

bosons is

to note that the cross

is larger over the whole angular range.

The

W pairs make up only about 25% of the cross section in the backward
and are completely

swamped in the forward
143

peak.
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Figure 70. Differential

cross sections for e+e-

boson states of definite polarization,

To separate the longitudinal

W+W-

corresponding

(as in eq. (7.6)), computed at 6

and transverse

needs to measure some additional
convenient

+

6043A56

parameter

production

= 1 TeV.

experimentally,

of the produced particles.

probe makes use of the lepton emitted

to W

in the decay W +

one

The most
5.

Let x

be the angle between the lepton momentum

and the W momentum,

the W rest frame.

The angular distribution

in x peaks about cos x = 0 for longi-

tudinally

polarized

W bosons, and at forward or backward

polarized

bosons.

Further,

the parity

the two transverse polarization
fective polarimeter.
beamstrahlung,
structed
other.

angles for transversely

of the W couplings

distinguishes

states, making the decay lepton an even more ef-

We will argue in the next section that, even in the presence of

the full kinematics

for events with a leptonic
This topology

violation

measured in

of W pair-production

and decay can be recon-

decay on one side and a hadronic

decay on the

accounts for about 40% of all W pair events and
144

so provides

a large sample for analysis.

The explicit

formula

for the x distribution

in terms of

the form factors F; is the following:

da
e+e- -b W+CT7)
d cos Bd cos x (

= g.p.BR(W-

+ e-q

. cm-(1

- f sin2 x) f 4 cos 0 sin2 61A212* cos x

+cLT-(I

+ k sin2 x) f

(2 cos 6jA~1~ + sin2 B(Aa$

+ &A:))

- cos x

(7.10)
where the Ai are the same coefficients that appeared in (7.6) and the upper (lower)
signs refer to eie$
IV-.!+v

(eiei).

The same formula

from each polarization

state.

In Fig.

gives the x distribution

in e+e- +

71, we plot the x distributions

predicted by the standard model tree level cross section at three values of cos 0. The
figure shows clearly the dominance
angles, and the increasing

of the transverse polarization

importance

of the longitudinal

state at forward

polarization

state near

cos 8 = 0.
To give an idea of the sensitivity

of the W cross section to new physics, let us

consider the effects of three modifications
model form.

As a first example,

from their gauge-theory

of the W form factors from the standard

we consider a deviation

of the WWV

couplings

form of a sort that might be generated by a W substruc-

ture. We will study one particular

case here; a more extensive analysis along these

lines has been presented in ref. 76. Let us assume that the W boson has a small
anomalous
character,

magnetic

moment,

and that this magnetic

moment

is of fundamental

so that it is visible at large Q 2. As a model of this effect, we may modify
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Figure 71. Distribution
puted at fi

of lepton decay angles x for pair produced W bosons, com= 1 TeV and three values of cos 8. Each curve is normalized to enclose a

total area of 1.

the W form factors according to

Fl

=

1
13
sin2 6,
(7.11)

F3 =

Fl-(I+?)

.

Note that we have assumed the same modification
this insures that

the amplitude

This choice is, then, a conservative

for ekei

of the photon

annihilation

one. Inserting

still

and Z” vertices;

substantially

cancels.

the expresssions (7.11) into (7.6),

we seethat the unitarity cancellation is not complete in the eiei amplitude, and so
146

the amplitude

for longitudinal

W production

is enhanced by a factor

proportional

to

(!J- 2)* -& *
This enhancement

can be substantial

(7.12)

even for small values of (g-2).

Fig. 72 shown

the size of this effect at .l TeV; the effect of the nonzero (g - 2) is both to raise
the differential

cross section and to distort

of longitudinal

W production.

The second modification
boson couplings

fermions

through

model but adds in a new generation

This situation

is especially interesting

are too heavy to be pair-produced

heavy these fermions
radiative

contributing

might

Ordinarily,

one thinks

field theory, radiative

for radiative

asymmetry

in standard

corrections

as

favorable

at an energy ,/Z due

external

legs, the radiative

only the s-channel

corrections

diagrams,

the 3-boson vertices.
at asymptotic

correcting

Though

this suppression

effect.

theory.

Except

the intermediate

these two contributions

enhancement.
147

to the
affect
and

should cancel to preserve
a unitarity

due to new heavy fermions
a!
s
-.7r m&’

amplitude

boson propagators

for s < M2, even when s >> m2,.

to W pair production

For W pair pro-

for corrections

to the W pair production

s, there is no reason to expect

among the loop corrections

is often ab-

to the W boson mass and the

weak interaction

we must take account of a further

a substantial

of radiative

corrections

corrections

duction,

corrections

However

of mass M are always suppressed by a factor (s/M~)!~’

sent. This is the situation

unitarity

collider.

here is an especially

However, in theories with chiral gauge couplings,

2’ polarization

in the case that the new

at a 1 TeV e+e-

only small effects, but the situation

to heavy particles

of heavy

be, they can affect the process of W pair production

corrections.

one. In a parity-conserving

characteristic

that we will consider is one which assumes the gauge

of the standard

quarks and leptons.

it into the sin2 8 pattern

cancellation

Thus, the radiative
should be of order
(7.13)
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Figure 72. Effect on the differential cross section for e+e- + W+W-

of an anoma-

lous magnetic moment for the W boson, introduced according to eq. (7.11). The curves
are drawn for fi=
longitudinal

to the

W form factors due to a new heavy generation have

in ref. 75. The results of this calculation

Fig. 73 shows the effect on the differential
generation.

are shown in Figs. 73-75.

cross section at cos 6 = 0 of a new heavy

We should note that, though our results are quantitative

of mass less than 400 GeV, they are only qualitative

for fermions

above that point because they

ignore the strong couplings of such heavy fermions to the Higgs sector.
they indicate
fermions

from

W bosons only.

The corrections
been computed

1 TeV, case = 0. The dotted curves show the contribution

substantial,

and approximately

mass-independent

However,

corrections,

of mass well above the value necessary to be seen directly

for

at the e+e-

collider.
For the 750 GeV curve in Fig. 73, the enhancement
cross section for cos6’ < 0.4. Since the enhancement
148

is roughly 5% of the total

(7.13) is associated with the

-

2.0

I
m = 750 GeV/

1.8

,
I
,

m = 500 GeV
1.6
1A
1.2
I

1 .o
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Figure 73. Effect on the differential
0, of an additional

1500

1000

500

(GeV)

6002A7

cross section for e+e- ---) W+W-,

generation of heavy quarks and leptons.

at cos ~9=

The heavy fermions are

assumed to be degenerate, with the indicated masses.

failure

of a unitarity

of longitudinally
orthogonal
radiative

polarized

it should act almost entirely

corrections

Fig.

on the x distribution

74 shows this effect of heavy fermion
at cos 8 = 0 and 1 TeV in the center

75 shows the effect on the differential

with 100 MeV isospin splitting;

degenerate fermions,

on the production

W bosons. Thus, the effect should also be visible, in an

way, in the x distribution.

of mass. Fig.
of fermions

cancellation,

with only some splitting

cross section of a generation

the effect is quite similar
of the threshold

to that from

peak.

The last of our three examples is another case of using measurements
to survey new phenomena
To understand

at 1 TeV

at still higher energies.

this case, one must recall that, in the Higgs mechanism,
149

the lon-

0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40

cos x

4-88

6002A9

Figure 74. Effect of a new heavy generation of fermions on the distribution
decay angles x, at 6

gitudinal

polarization

= 1 TeV and cos 6 = 0. The curves are normalized

coupled above 1 TeV, lon-

W bosons will share in these strong interactions.

of the weak-interaction
gauge theory similar

symmetry

breaking,

to the conventional

In technicolor

models

the Higgs sector is a strongly

coupled

strong interactions,

at 1.8 TeV (or lower, in more elaborate models).
in the 1=

J = 1 channel of two longitudinal

as a final-state
the conventional

as in Fig. 71.

states of massive vector bosons arise from the Higgs sector.

This means that if the Higgs sector becomes strongly
gitudinal

of lepton

with a rho resonance

This state appears as a resonance

W bosons. Including this resonance

interaction

in e+e- + W+tW-, with a mass and width scaled from
strong interactions, [781we find the effect on the differential cross

section at cos 0 = 0 shown in Fig. 76. Since the entire effect comes from the production

of longitudinal

W bosons, we might expect that this effect is also visible in
150

I

1.8

3 GeV

z

1.6
1.4
1.2
m, = 400 GeV-1
I

I

1.0 I

45

4-88

1500

1000
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6002All

Figure 75. Effect on the differential cross section for e+e- + I&‘+ W-, at cos fI = 0,
of an additional generation of heavy quarks and leptons, computed for mD = 500 GeV,
mu = 400, 500, 600 GeV.
the x distribution,

and we show that in Fig. 77. In this example and the previous

one, we can see clearly that the differential
powerful

cross section for e+e- + W+W-

tool not only for scanning downward

is a

from the center of mass energy of

an e+e- collider, but also for scanning upward to new phenomena above 1 TeV.
7.2.

DETERMINATION

OF THE W+W-

To realize the potential

DIFFERENTIAL

of the experiments

CROSS SECTION

discussed in the previous section, it

is necessary to be able to measure the W boson pair-production
rately in the presence of realistic

cross section accu-

smearing effects and substantial

beamstrahlung.

In this section, we will argue that this task is actually quite straightforward,
that

strong constraints

can be placed on the models just
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discussed with

and
a data
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Figure 76. Effect of the technicolor rho resonance, in the minimal scheme of technicolor, on the differential

cross section for e+e- *

line indicates the contribution

from longitudinally

W+W-

at cos6’= -0.5.

The dashed

polarized W bosons alone.

sample of 30 fb-l.
The analysis that we will present should be considered only a first attempt
to extract

the full information

which is available.

In principle,

one can extract

the angular distribution

for W pair production

W’s decay hadronically

or from events in which one W decays hadronically

one leptonically.
background.

The case of hadronic

It also has the important

either from events in which both

decays on both sides has slightly
disadvantage

or backward.

Since the angular distribution

peak due to conventional
power to discriminate

152

is produced

of W’s has a large forward

transverse boson production,

models if one cannot

higher

that it is not straightforward

to measure the charge of each W and thus to resolve whether the IVforward

and

distinguish

one loses some of the the
backward

from forward

1.0
&=

0.8 -

1
1 TeV

0.4 0.2 -

0
cos x

-0.5

-1 .o
6-88

0.5

1.0
6043A52

Figure 77. Effect of the presence of the technicolor rho resonance on the distibution
of lepton decay angles x, at cost9 = 0 and fi

= 1 TeV. The curves are normalized as

in Fig. 71.

production.

Our studies suggest that one can determine

the charge of each W,

making the wrong choice in only a few percent of the cases, by dividing the event
into hemispheres and counting the charge in each hemisphere. PI However, this analysis will concentrate on events with leptons on one side, for which the assignment
of the W signs is completely
cos8 distribution
information

this analysis concentrates

of W pairs; we have not attempted

to extract

on the

the additional

available in the cos x distribution.

The most important
which leads to substantial
and to arbitrary
particles

clear. In addition,

complication

in this measurement is the beamstrahlung,

smearing of the center of mass energy of annihilation,

boosts along the beam axis (which we take to be the z axis) when

of unequal energy collide.

If we did not correct for this effect, it would
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Y

Decay Axis

5-87
5783AlO

Figure 78. Transverse plane of an e+e- --+ W+W-

event with one leptonic

and

one hadronic decay. The transverse momentum of the neutrino must be chosen so that
the transverse momentum of the leptons balances that of the hadrons.

produce a severe distortion

of the measured angular distribution

To study this problem, we re-examined
to the standard

model through

lation used the beamstrahlung

the W pair events generated according

the simulation
spectrum

due to the detector was modelled

of W pairs.

described in Section 3. The simu-

with S = 0.26 shown in Fig. 4. Smearing

as described in Section 3. In this event sample,

we sought to isolate events containing

a a di-jet from the decay of one

isolated lepton and escaping neutrino

from the other

W, and an

W.

We begin by analyzing each event in the plane transverse to the beam axis. The
-

configuration

expected for a

use of & = e or /J only.

W+W- event is shown in Fig. 78. The analysis makes

An isolated lepton is required by demanding

be less than 2 GeV of additional

energy within

a 30” cone centered on the lepton.

We then perform a cluster analysis with a minimum
clusters.

that there

separation of 15 GeV between

Each cluster is required to have 1cos 81 < 0.75, and it is demanded that

there be two clusters with
mass. The invariant

a combined

invariant

mass of the leptonic
154

mass within

decay is insensitive

10 GeV of the

W

to boosts along the

z-axis; thus,

M,2v

=

ev

=

(&

Using this equation,

+

q2

-

(p&

and knowing

+

pyz)2

(pey

+

that the transverse

side must be balanced by the transverse
derive a quadratic

-

momentum

p&2

-

+ pyt)2*

(p&

momentum

of the hadronic

on the leptonic

side, one can

equation for pVZ. We reject events which give imaginary

pyZ. In cases where there are two real solutions,

we resolve the quadratic

values of
ambiguity

by choosing the smaller value of Ipyl. We then boost the event along the z-axis so
that

= 0, where the sum includes pV. Finally,

Cpi

charge, we determine

using the sign of the lepton

8 as the angle between the IV+ and the incoming

e- beam

in the center of mass frame.
This analysis
production
branching

is almost

completely

is less than 0.1%; another
fractions

of W-decay

one W decaying into hadrons

clean.

The background

0.1% comes from Z-pair

Figs.

by backgrounds.

distribution

with

The roll-off

escaping through
. -

To quantify

the simulated
the sensitivity

normalization

errors correspond

measured

fit to the theory
to a data set of 30

10’ hole in the detector.
of this analysis to new physics,

angular

a x2 between

distributions

the data and-the

that the data is consistent

differential

This

cuts to keep the angular distribution

the overall luminousity

generator used to produce the four-vectors

as expected.

in the region of interest.

of the measured points for cos0 > 0.65 is due to some particles

Carlo data to theoretical

forming

should result in

79 and 80 show the resultant

curves to compare shapes only. The statistical
fb-I.

The

and the other decaying into e or p. This analysis

fairly low efficiency is caused by the stringent

angular

quark-pair

production.

show that 25% of W’s produced

results in an efficiency of 22% to find these W-pairs

uncontaminated

from

in the region 1cos 81 < 0.65. The

contained
standard

the standard

with the input distribution

as shown in Fig.
155

79.

model only. By

model distribution,

we found

at the 90% confidence level,

The presence of a new heavy generation
cross section

we fit the Monte

Fitting

of fermions
the overall

changes the
luminousity

I
-

-Standard
---I Heavy

-

Model
Fermions

I-

b
-u

0
cos 8

.6-88 ._.
Figure 79. The reconstructed
one W decays hadronically

angular distribution

6043A47

of W pairs from events in which

and the other W decays leptonically.

the input (standard model) distribution;

The solid line shows

the dashed curve indicates the prediction

for

a new heavy fermion generation with mass 600 GeV.

normalization

calculations

of the data to curves for different

masses, given by the

of ref. 75, we were able to exclude a new heavy generation of fermions

of mass less than 700 GeV at the 95% confidence
ability

fermion

of this measurement

center of mass energy.

to detect

In a similar

the model discussed in the previous

level.

This demonstrates

masses of fermions

greater than half the

way, we fit the Monte Carlo distributions
section which

the

gave an anomalous

to

magnetic

moment for the W. We found that a value of (g - 2) of greater than 0.03 could be
excluded at the 95% confidence level using a data set of 30 fb-l.
The variation
completely

of the differential

in the contribution

cross section

of the longitudinally

with

new physics

lies almost

polarized W’s. We have argued

0
-1.0
cos 8

6-88

Figure 80. The reconstructed
one W decays hadronically
the input distribution

angular distribution

6043A48

of W pairs from events in which

and the other W decays leptonically.

The solid line shows

and the dashed curve shows the predictions

for W anomalous

magnetic moment, in the model of eq. (7.11).
in the previous

section

that the fraction

of longitudinal

W bosons in the sample is

enhanced by cutting on the decay angle x to select a region near cos x = 0. Our
preliminary
to determine
This

quantity

model.

studies show that it may be possible, by measuring the x distribution,
directly

the cross section for producing

would be of direct

interest

We regard this as an important

longitudinally

in probing

issue for further
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variations

polarized

W’s.

of the standard

investigation.

8. TeV Multiplet

Thus far in this report,
the weak-interaction

Searches I: Supersymmetry

we have been discussing

gauge theory

searches for components

or direct manifestations

of corrections

theory at high energies. However, as we made clear in Chapter

If one postulates

breaking

of the weak interaction

intricate

dynamics

report,

symmetry,

this set of forces will have their own

of new particle

of particles.

these particles

with

such an extended

states.

Supersymmetric

a fundamental

of the standard

symmetry

theories are the most highly

scenario for the Higgs sector discussed in Chapter

tion at very high energies and naturally

maintain

energy scale of this grand unification
In principle,

symmetry

2. They are the
grand unifica-

the large separation between the

and the scale of weak interaction

one can imagine a model with fundamental

is broken at the grand unification

for supersymmetry

model by the

developed examples of the

type which can incorporate

which

care how

between boson and fermion

only known models of the weak-coupling

breaking.

with

can be discovered at a 1 TeV e+e- collider.

of supersymmetry,

weak-coupling

types which might

Higgs sector and to explain

The first of our examples will be the extension
inclusion

In this case,

states. In the last two chapters of this

we would like to discuss two examples of new particle

be associated

more complex

a new set of forces which cause the spontaneous

and will produce their own spectrum

we expect a whole multiplet

to this

2, the new physics

which should appear at energies beyond the 2’ may be considerably
in character.

of

scale or the Planck

to be relevant to the Higgs problem,

symmetry

supersymmetry

scale, but in order

it must remain an exact

down to energies of order 1 TeV. Models of this type, often called models

of “low-energy

supersymmetry”,

If supersymmetry

will be our focus here.

is still essentially exact at 1 TeV, we should find a complete
158

multiplet

containing

the known elementary

particles and their supersymmetry

ners at energies below this scale. Beyond this general constraint,
is known about where the new states should be found.

part-

though, not much

Bounds from current exper-

iments imply that squarks and gluinos must be heavier than about 60 GeV, 17” and
(charged) sleptons are heavier than about 20 GeV.lBol Other limits
they are rather complicated,

since they usually depend on other assumptions,

as the existence of at least one extremely
much freedom

in the supersymmetric

supersymmetric

particles

that

it can be proved

than the 2.

the e+e-

mass

the lightest

in

neutral scalar

extension of the standard model (with
that one scalar Higgs must exist which
modified.

are made, it can be shown
models with

Higgs singlets

scalar Higgs must still have mass less than
of a Higgs boson at LEP-II

on the possible supersymmetric

parameters.

would suggest that if the “low-energy”
that

would put rather
Furthermore,

supersymmetric

the

approach

the Higgs boson should be discovered

at

we consider here if it has not already been seen at the lower

energy e+ e- colliders.
supersymmetric

at what

masses, there is one particle

assumptions

the lightest

then one is guaranteed
collider

and it is unclear

supersymmetric

Thus, the non-observation

above argument

Thus there is still

models, this result is somewhat

if a few very reasonable

constraints

is correct,

P5,261

In non-minimal

as well as Higgs doublets,

tight

supersymmetric

in a wide class of non-minimal

6(m~)!271

approach,

picture which must be rather light-

only Higgs doublets),

Nevertheless,

superpartner.

of the supersymmetric

Higgs boson. In the minimal

is lighter

light

such

will be first discovered.

Despite the uncertainty
the supersymmetric

exist, although

particles,

This fact will

also have consequences for the search for

as we shall see below.

.
Thus, the first evidence for supersymmetry

which will be discovered may well

be a light scalar Higgs boson. 1 Of course, a convincing
requires the observation

of the supersymmetric

particles.

possibilities

Three logical

exist.

discovery of supersymmetry

partners
First,

supersymmetric

have already been discovered at a lower energy collider.
particles

may be too heavy to be detected at LEP-II
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of the known elementary
particles

may

Second, supersymmetric

or the Tevatron,

but will be

observable

at 1 TeV. Finally,

supersymmetric

particles

may be still heavier (say,

on the order of 1 TeV in mass) and could only be discovered after a further

step

in energy. This suggests two possible roles for a 1 TeV collider in the investigation
,

If no evidence

of supersymmetry.

(apart

from the possible

discovery

of a light

Higgs scalar) has been uncovered at lower energy colliders,

then this machine be-

comes a tool for the possible discovery

On the other hand, if

we imagine
obtained

of supersymmetry.

that the first concrete evidence for supersymmetry

elsewhere, then the primary

the evidence for supersymmetry,
of the supersymmetric

function

has already been

of this collider would be to quantify

and begin to assemble more detailed information

parameters.

8.1. GENERAL EXPECTATIONSFORTHE SPECTRUMOF SUPERPARTICLES
The standard

picture

of “low-energy”

the last few years is as follows.
the consistent

unification

supersymmetry

P11Supersymmetry

of particle

which has emerged over

is a necessary ingredient

physics and gravity,

which takes place around

the Planck scale. In recent years, the superstring WI has attracted
theoretical
gravity

attention,

and quantum

as to the impact
eral structure
theory

as a candidate

very complicated,
gravitational

of superstrings

on low-energy

straightforward.

effective

physics,

physics.

Nevertheless,

the gen-

This Lagrangian

is in general

But if we ignore interactions
Lagrangian

simplifies

of

considerably.

contains two pieces: one piece with an exact global N = 1 super-

and a second piece consisting

If supersymmetry

of particle

At the Planck scale, the effective field

since it is non-renormalizible.
the resulting

a great deal of

to draw any detailed conclusions

is that of N = 1 supergravity.

strength,

This Lagrangian
symmetry,

It is premature

seems fairly

Lagrangian

theory for the unification

mechanics.

for

of soft supersymmetry

is relevant for explaining

then the mass parameters

breaking

the scale of electroweak

which occur in the soft supersymmetry

terms.

interactions,

breaking

terms

must be of order 1 TeV or below. The goal of any collider which hopes to discover
supersymmetry
breaking

is then to measure the coefficients

terms.
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of these soft supersymmetry

The above description

scales: the Planck

are only two relevant
complicated

tion of the appropriate

scale and the electroweak

in which various intermediate

on the phenomenology.

electroweak

must be some subgroup

gauge group.

In certain

x U(1).

such-approaches

I n addition

implied

electroweak
to implying

supersymmetry,

is the ques-

approaches

inspired

gauge group

This suggested the

the existence of additional

the existence of new fermions

separately

scales

gauge group at the TeV scale is larger

in order to fill up the Es multiplets.

has been considered

More

which will

More important

of ~!?6which is larger than rank-four.

that the appropriate

than SU(2)

scale.

theory, WI it has been argued that the “low-energy”

by superstring

possibility

assumes that there

roles. Such questions involve details of model-building,

have a minor impact

partners)

in that it tacitly

models are easily constructed,

play important
initially

is oversimplified,

in Chpater

(and their supersymmetric

The possibility
6 of this report.

we shall ignore such enlargements

Z-bosons,

of extra Z” bosons
In our analysis

of the low-energy

of

gauge group.

Clearly, the discovery of a larger low-energy gauge group will have vast implications
for the search for new physics.
We will
nomenology

take a minimalist
by working

approach

to the study

with the minimal

supersymmetric

dard mode1!831 In this model, one takes the standard
(including

the as yet undiscovered

of supersymmetric

t-quark)

extension

phe-

of the stan-

model as it is known today

and simply

adds the corresponding

supersymmetric
partners. The Higgs sector must be enlarged to two Higgs doublets[25’s41 in order to allow for the proper generation of mass for both up-type and
down-type

quarks and leptons, but no additional

Let us discuss some generalities
supersymmetric

model.

What

Higgs multiplets

of the mass spectrum

expected in a low-energy

we present below should

only be regarded

general guide. No model exists today which is so compelling
approaches.
as summarized

The basic assumption
above, is that

of the low-energy

supersymmetry

within

an order of magnitude

as a

as to rule out other

supersymmetric

is responsible

scale. This implies, very roughly, that supersymmetric

are added.

approach,

for the electroweak

particles should have masses

of the W and 2 mass. This is not a very useful
161

statement

as it stands,

improved.

We quickly

First,
#

although

survey here the various sectors of supersymmetric

consider that gaugino/higgsino

charginos and four neutralinos.
which are model-dependent
and higgsinos.
matrices

at the present time it can only be marginally

linear combinations

type quarks,

mass scales-p,

gauginos

the corresponding

M2, and Ml-and

mass

on the ratio

values of the two Higgs fields,

expectation

value of the Higgs field which couples to d-

and 02 is the analogous

supersymmetric

model,

two

are mass eigenstates

of charged and neutral

supersymmetric

depend on three unknown

where 01 is the vacuum

This consists of the gluino,

The charginos and neutralinos

In the minimal

of the vacuum expectation

sector.

particles.

quantity

Higgs mass parameter

for u-type

and A42 and Ml

quarks.

Here ,Y is a

are gaugino mass parame-

ters associated with the SU(2) and U(1) subgroups of the standard model. We will
follow the common practice of reducing the number of free parameters
that these latter two mass parameters
standard

model subgroup,

are related to the gaugino mass of the SU(3)

A43 (the gluino mass), by requiring

scales are equal at some grand unification
three mass parameters

by assuming

that all three mass

scale. Then, at the electroweak

scale, all

can be expressed in terms of one of them, which we choose

to be .A42 G M. The other two mass scales are given by

We will
partners,

assume that the lightest

which we will detail below.

tion is true over almost
neutralino

neutralino

is actually

a state we call the LSP. This assumption

phenomenology,

(8.2)

Ml - (3/5)M’ = (s’~/~~)M.

itI3 - Mj = (g,2/g2)M

has important

of all super-

consequences for

In our specific model, this assump-

the entire range of parameters.

and chargino mass matrices

the lightest

The eigenstates

are rather complicated

of the

for low values of M

and 1~1. However, in this case, these states would be discovered at SLC or LEP.
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This leads us to focus on those areas of parameter

masses are heavy, and there, as we will soon show, the form of the mass

neutralino
eigenstates
d

space where the chargino and

simplifies

immensely.

Our general procedure will be to examine the variation
of M

as a function

(with

iM’ =

This leaves two remaining
prejudice

$Mtan2

parameters:

8~

N +M

/J and tanp.

as to the value of tan p. This basically

top-quark

Thus,

mass.

a maximal

does accurately

portray

mass is an input)

Jzmw

the large top-quark
Although

arises due to the relation:

(8.3)

sin /? ’
Yukawa coupling

(Xt) and the

mass can be explained,

this argument

is clearly

in part,

by

oversimplified,

it

to favor values of tan p above 1. One might conclude that very
However, one runs into various technical

when tan ,6 exceeds some number

of order 5 or 10. As a result, typical

models tend to have tan,6 somewhere between 1 and 5. In this report,
fixed tanp

= 2. One should not draw any deep conclusion

fact, in almost

all instances,

value of tan@ chosen.

our results are extremely

Finally,

choice is a simply a matter

study.

constraints

new CP-violating

we have

from this choice.

insensitive

we remark that some arbitrary

been fixed to avoid introducing

experimental

(8.2)).

the general tendency of models (where the large top-quark

large values of tan p should be favored.
problems

to eq.

There is a slight theoretical

between the top-quark

value of sin p.

according

P-Q

At =

which expresses the relation

of the phenomenology

In

to the precise

phase choices have

phases into the theory.

This

of convenience, since at present there are no significant
on these phases for the mass range of interests

By our choices of phase, tan@ and M are positive

to our

and p can be of either

sign.
Let us now examine briefly
function

of the free parameters

the masses of the charginos

M, ~1 and tanp.

in those masses which correspond

and neutralinos

We are particularly

to charginos and neutralinos

as a

interested

which would not

have been discovered at SLC or LEP, but can be discovered at the higher energies.
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The dependence on tan ,4 is extremely

weak in the mass regions of interest,

will only show graphs corresponding
of interest,
,

the lightest

= 2. Furthermore,

of the six states is the neutral

that this state is the lightest
behaves in a detector

to tan/?

supersymmetric

like a neutrino.

tan f3=2:
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in this region

(LSP), which is stable, and

As a result,

800 -

400

state 2:.

so we

500

1000

WV)

6043A7

mass, where j$

is the lighter

of the two

in the M-,U plane for tan/3 = 2. The chargino mass (in

GeV) labels each contour.

is undetectable,

and we must search for, e.g., e+e-

evidence for neutralino

production.

~~~~ in order to detect

In the latter case, j$ decays directly

associated quark jets or a lepton pair.
region of parameter

+

to 2; and

(We will emphasize later that over a large

space, the Fi decays with nearly 100% branching
164

ratio

PI

into

FiHi,

where Hg is the lightest

Higgs scalar of the supersymmetric

can also search for e+e- -+ Ftg,,

model.)

One

since the charginos can be detected via their

decay into 2: and associated quark jets or a lepton pair. Thus, the most relevant
<

mass parameters to examine are: the mass of the lightest
sum of the masses of the two lightest

.

neutralinos
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Figure

82. Contours of constant values of the sum of the masses of gy and T$j,

where 2: and 24 are the two lightest neutralino states. Again, the contours are given in
-. -

the M-,U plane for tan/3 = 2. The sum of the two masses (in GeV) labels each contour.

as contours in Figs.
corresponds

81 and 82. On each plot, the lowest mass contour shown

to the likely

upper limit

of discovery

and the second lowest contour is the corresponding

at LEP-II.

attainable

at SLC and LEP-I,

upper limit likely to be obtained

The next three contours span the mass range that can be studied in
165

higher energy experiments,
kinematical

limit

with

for production

the highest
at fi

mass contour

corresponding

= 1 TeV. The systematics

to the

of the contours

1~1 >> mz, then zy,

at large M and 1~1 are quite simple!85’861 If 1~1 > M, with

Fi and 2: are approximately
pure gaugino states with Ty N E, 2 N %s, and
F;’ N W+. The corresponding masses are: i&y N M’ and Mg; N iMgf N M.
> M’ > I/41, with

If M

approximately

M,

M’ >> mz,

then all the aforementioned

pure higgsino states with the mass of each state roughly

with mass 1~1. (In this latter

81, high mass contour

in Fig.

intercept

quark jets or leptons.)

lines should be roughly

IpI N A+, + at large M and intercept

M

2 Mgt

rectangular,

lines should also be roughly

rectangular,

11-11-N (Mzy + M&/2

at large M

N $(M.;

deviation

we approximated

and intercept
M’ N iA4.)

M

Actually,

with

at large 11-11.In Fig.

82, high mass contour

1~1. (In the latter,

degenerate

case, j$ does remain the LSP, and there is enough

phase space for 2; and 2:: to decay into Ty and light
Thus,

states are

with
+ Mg;)

intercept
at large

in Fig. 82, one expects

from the behavior just described, in the region M > 1~1 > M’; for further

details see ref. 85. It should be noted that the term “photino”

has not been used in

the above discussion.

mass eigenstate

The photino

exists as an approximate

only

when M - M’ << mz. Using the result of eq. (8.2), this implies that M << 2mz.
This is not the parameter
there is no neutralino

region of interest to us here. In the region of larger M,

state which is approximately

We next turn to the squark/slepton
scalar partners

sector of the model. Let 7~ and 7~ be the

of the left and right-handed

fermion

arises is that f~ and f~ are not mass-eigenstates.
proportional

in strength

C m,(Au

where AD and AU are (unknown)
presumably
of order mw

of order mw.
(to within

f.

One complication
which
N N
There is f~-f~ mixing which is

to:
rnd(Ao

MiR =

a pure photino.

+ p tan ,f?), for “down’‘-type

+ p cot ,B),

for “up’‘-type

soft supersymmetry

The supersymmetric

an order of magnitude),
166

f;
f.

breaking

(8.4)

mass parameters,

Higgs mass ~1 is also presumably
and tan/? is of (3(l).

Due to the

mass in eq. (8.4)) one expects MLR to be small compared

appearance of the fermion

to the diagonal squark (and slepton) masses, with the possible exception of the topsquark, where rnt can be appreciable.
are raised, the importance
simply

neglect the mixing

Even so, as the squark and slepton masses

of the mixing

term diminishes.

Henceforth,

we shall

term, in which case the squark and slepton masses are

given by:

M& = M$ + rni + rni cos 2/?( $ - $ sin2 0~)

M&

(8.5)

= Mi + rnz + $rni cos 2/3 sin2 9~

MiL= Mi

(84

+ rni - rn$ cos 2,B( 3 - i sin2 0~)

(8.7)

M? = M$ + rni - irn$ cos 2p sin2 8~
dR

(8.8)

Mi = Mi $ $rng cos 2/3

M,& = Mi + rnz - rni cos 2/3( i - sin2 8~)

(8.10)

MzR = Mj$ + rnz - rns cos 2p sin2 8~

(8.11)

In the above equations,
Identical
metry

parameters

suppressed generational
mixing

we have used the notation

formulae can be written

breaking

are possible,

of the first generation

down for higher generations.

indices.

although

changing

neutral

to be roughly

the size of mw,

Further’complications

to within

Again,

from

167

the nonobserva-

one expects these parameters

an order of magnitude.

exercises (based on “low-energy”

(We have

such as intergenerational

there are some constraints
currents.)

fermions.

The soft supersym-

Ma, M,,J, MB, ME and MB are unknown.

tion of flavor

model-building

Gw

supergravity

From numerous
or inspired

by the

superstring),

one typically

finds:
(8.12)

with the squark masses somewhere between a factor of l-4
masses. Again, we have suppressed generational

ically,

can effect the third generation soft supersymmetry

one finds Mo3 and Mo3 reduced by a factor

supersymmetry

breaking

we can summarize

gross features of the squark/slepton
which are somewhat
three generations

spectrum

we have observed no connection

In typical

model building,

at colliders

we deduce two conclusions.

(8.2), it follows

that Mi 2 4M.

would imply

that

From Figs.

during the next decade. From this obser-

If supersymmetry

the most promising

direction

lies in the neutralino/chargino

is discovered at an earlier collider,

seen in many different
energy collider

then from eq.

squark masses to be above about 400 GeV, if no evidence

is found for supersymmetry

at a 1 TeV collider

these mass scales are inde-

could rule out values of M up to about 100 GeV.

81 and 82, it follows that LEP-II

lower energy colliders,

the squark/slepton

as being suggestive only and far from definitive.

Hence, the above inequality

This would in turn limit

between

one often finds a general trend that Mi 5 Mt.

if we make such an assumption,

supersymmetry

the

twelve degenerate squarks

masses. In principle,

We shall regard this statement

vation,

as follows:

heavier than nine degenerate sleptons; differences among the

masses and the gaugino/higgsino

M N a Mi.

effects due to a heavy

are ignored in the first approximation.

At this point,

However,

from the other soft

our expectations

indicate

group

breaking masses. Typ-

of 1-3

masses because of renormalization

top quark mass. For simplicity,

pendent.

The first two generations

to be close to being degenerate in mass. However, renormaliztion

are thought
evolution

labels.

larger than the slepton

channels.

as a precision

in finer detail in the relatively

has not been found at any
for supersymmetry
sector.

If on the other hand,

we expect that signals will be

In this case, one would

tool to measure supersymmetric
clean eSe- environment.
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detection

want to use the high
particle

properties

8.2.

NEUTRALINO AND CHARGINO PRODUCTION

As outlined

above, it is not inconceivable

energy” supersynnnetric
collider.

that squarks and sleptons of a “low-

model are too heavy to be produced

at a 1 TeV e+e-

In that case, one must look to the charginos and the neutralinos

first direct evidence for supersymmetry.
the minimal

supersymmetric

We begin by surveying parameter space in

extension of the standard model.

We then compute

all relevant cross sections and deduce some simple approximate
to evaluate the maximum
via Monte

discovery potential

Carlo the case of neutralino

forms.

In order

of the collider, we examine in detail

pair production

thereby obtain the efficiency for supersymmetric
events containing

for the

in the next section and

detection via a particular

class of

hadronic jets and large missing transverse energy. This allows us

to estimate the discovery limit

of neutralinos

as a function

of the supersymmetric

parameters.
We begin by surveying

the cross sections for:
(8.13)

(8.14)
We have computed
independently
literature

the differential

and total

cross sections for these processes

and checked them against the results which already appear in the

(see ref.

87-89).

In presenting

our results below, we shall give total

cross sections (before cuts) in units of R. We will refer to these total cross sections
a values of R for supersymmetric

Our analysis

processes.

We survey the range of possible supersymmetric
sections for the above processes as a function

parameters

proceeds as follows:
by computing

cross

of M and 1~1, at a fixed tanp.

Note

that having specified M, the value of M’ is fixed by eq. (8.2). The results presented
below are quite insensitive

to tan@.

Thus,

tan /3 = 2. As we move around in the M-p
of the neutralino

we shall only present graphs with

plane, both masses and mixing

angles

and chargino states change. The variation of masses has already
169

been exhibited

in Figs. 81 and 82. For each value of M and p, we diagonalize

chargino and neutralino
masses and mixing

and compute the corresponding

Both sets of quantities

angles.

for the various chargino
L

mass matrices numerically

appear in the Feynman

Two additional

be provided in order to complete the above program-the
These parameters

parameters

must

mass of the selectron and

must be specified because of the contribution

slepton exchange to the production
philosophy

rules

interactions. 1831All the cross sections for

and neutralino

processes (8.13) and (8.14) are then computed.

the sneutrino.

the

of charginos and neutralinos.

According

of

to our

of heavy slepton masses discussed at the end of the last section, we shall

fix MC = Mg = 500 GeV, which implies that selectrons cannot be pair-produced
at 1 TeV. The reader should be warned that the slepton mass is held fixed even
as M is varied, in the graphs presented below. Choosing the slepton mass to vary
with M (if one wished to insure a gluino mass which was smaller than the squark
mass) would lead to slightly
In Figs.

different

results.

83 and 84, we exhibit

section R as a function

contours

of M and p. The corresponding
81 and 82.

masses should be read off of Figs.
clearly

larger;

of constant

this is almost entirely

total

(normalized)

chargino

The chargino

due to the one-photon

sensitively

s-channel

In limiting

m5z)

exchange

The xyj&? cross

value of this cross section can depend

on ME, as we will show in more detail below. To gain an understanding

of these plots, we have explicitly
asymptotic

and neutralino

cross sections are

which would give R N 1 if the final state masses were neglected.
section never exceeds R = 0.6; the maximum

cross

computed

the cross sections in the following

two

limits:

I:

fis+/>>M

II:

Jo

(8.15)

(8.16)

M >> IpI

case I,

=

8

,;,‘4

1+%

ow
(

at&

”

1
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+ 21 + r,)log

(&)I)

(8.17)

800

. . . . ,. . .25
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Figure 83. Contours of constant R for e+e- -+ z?T,,

at fi

= 1 TeV. We take

tan p = 2 and itI; = 500 GeV. The total cross section, in units of R, labels each contour.

w?m =

3
32 sin2 0~ cos2 8w [

l$A

1 + re

+ 2r.f log

( >I
--k1 + r.5

(8.18)

where,

M-2
ry E 2
s ’
In limiting

case I, Xy, z%, and Ft

M-2
r, f 2

(8.19)

S

are all pure gauginos.

exchange is highly suppressed in this limit.

As a result, s-channel 2

Using r, = r, = l/4

in eqs. (8.17) and

(8.18) gives:

Interestingly,

in j$z,

q;‘g

= 1.47,

in limiting

case I.

(8.20)

R(g;z;)

= 0.24,

in limiting

case I.

(8.21)

production,

the contribution
171

due to F-exchange

(and its

800

0

-500

-1000

p

5-88

500

WV)

1000
6043A4

Figure 84. Contours of constant R for e+e- --+ z!zi,

at 6

= 1 TeV. We take

tan,B = 2 and M,- = 500 GeV. The total cross section, in units of R, labels each

contour.
interference

with y and 2 exchange), is maximally

negative near ry = l/4,

which

was chosen above.
In limiting

-

R&:x;)

case II,

= 1+

cos2Bw(l

- 4sin2 Ow) + cos2 28w(cos22ew

2 sin4 26~

sin2 2ew

fG%) =
In limiting
is highly

case II, Fl), 2,

and j$

suppressed ,and the results

+ 4 sin4Bw)

1 + (1 - 4 sin2 0~)~

4 sin4 20~

are all pure higgsinos.
are insensitive
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(8.22)

(8.23)
Thus slepton exchange

to the choice of the slepton

masses. Evaluating

c

these results numerically

gives:

R(zfF;)

= 1.38,

in limiting

case II.

(8.24)

R(X$$

= 0.57,

in limiting

case II.

(8.25)

(These values include the factor

(3.11) f rom the renormalization

of LY.) Although

IO0

-\\\ \
\
,-.-.-I-..w -4
b

Z-exchange
.-.-. A . .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-a

6043A5

s-00

Figure 85. Dependence of the cross section for e+e- --) zpzp (in units of R) on the
selectron mass, for fi

= 1 TeV. Three representative

parameter choices are shown: (a)

M = 700 GeV, p = 200 GeV, (b) M = 200 GeV, p = 160 GeV, (c) M = 300 GeV,
,u = 400 GeV. Both the total cross section and the contribution

due to Z-exchange are

shown in two of the cases. For case (a), the Z-exchange contribution
that the difference between the Z-exchange contribution
not discernable on the graph.

173

is quite small, so

and the total cross section is

the asymptotic
asymptotic

numerical

results quoted above are not that accurate

in the sub-

83 and 84, nevertheless the above numbers

ranges covered in Figs.

(with phase space corrections due to final state masses included) give a surprisingly
accurate picture

3

of the gross structure

I

c

I

I

of the cross section contour plots.

I

lllll

C

- tar+2
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-

I

I
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\

-

Z, y-exchange

0
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I
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6043A6

Figure 86. Dependence of the cross section for e+e- + z:T,
sneutrino mass, for 6

Illlll

(in units of R) on the

= 1 TeV. The results are shown for the three parameter choices

of Fig. 85. Both the total cross section and the contribution

due to Z,y-exchange

shown in two of the cases. For case (a), the ii-exchange contribution
that the difference between the Z,y-exchange

contribution

are

is rather small, so

and the total cross section is

not shown on the graph.

Next, we investigate the sensitivity to the slepton mass. From the analysis just
presented, it is clear that the sensitivity

to slepton mass is greatest for e+e- --+

Fygi in the region of parameter space in which 1~1 > M.
174

Some representative

parameter

choices are shown in Fig.

contribution

due to Z-exchange.

For comparison,

dominates

Based on this graph, one can roughly

region.
84 would

be modified

the Z-exchange

the

in the 1~1 > M

surmise how the contours

in this region of parameter

0.5

we also display

Note that even for fairly large selectron mass (say,

ME = 1 TeV), the selectron-exchange
c

85.

space as M;

varies.

of Fig.
On the

-

2

0.7

5-88

6043A7

Figure 87. Dependence of the total cross section for e+e- ---i ~~~~, in units of R,
on the center of mass energy. The results are show for the three parameter

choices of

Fig. 85. In two of the cases, curves for A!,- = 300 GeV and 1000 GeV are shown. In
case (a), there is essentially no dependence on the selectron mass, as Fig. 85 already
illustrated.

other hand, the cross section for e+emass.

This is illustrated

in Fig.

+

gfz~

is less sensitive

86 (note the linear vertical
175

to the sneutrino

scale).

In fact, the

sum-of the direct and interference

terms involving

G-exchange is negative,

the total cross section is reduced from the Z,y-exchange
in the region where M
slepton-exchange
Finally,

>> 1,~1, the charginos

are nearly pure higgsinos

we have briefly

examined

All graphs so far have corresponded

-

and the

the energy dependence of

to a center of mass energy of

l

0.5
5-88

As before,

becomes negligible.

for completeness,

the results.

contribution.

so that

0.7

2

1

6

(TeV)

6043A8

Figure 88. Dependence of the total cross section (in units of R) for e+e- -+ Tfz,
on the center of mass energy. The results are shown for the three parameter

choices of

Fig. 85. The sneutrino mass is fixed to 44: = 500 GeV. In two of the cases shown, the
contribution

due to 2,-y-exchange is shown separately.

no difference between the Z,y-contribution

In case (a), there is essentially

and the total cross section, since sneutrino

exchange is negligible for this choice of parameters.

1 TeV. In Figs. 87 and 88, we display the cross sections for ese176

+ ~~~~ and

TtF,

as a function

choices of M,

of ,/Y, for two different

and tan p = 2).
11-11,

Once again, we have plotted

cross sections R in order to indicate
once fi

is sufficiently

the scaling behavior

the normalized

of these cross sections

larger than the final state masses. In order to ascertain the

,/Z dependence on the discovery potential
the contour plot for aT(e+e-

800

choices of slepton mass (for various

--$ Fygi)

for supersymmetry,

at fi

= 600 GeV. As before, we have fixed

I

I

i
i

i
i
i
i
i

0.5

0.5

tanP=2

0
-1 000

we have recomputed

iJ
i

-500

I

500

1000
6043A9

5-88
-. -

Figure 89. Contours of constant R for e+e- + Fyz8, at fi = 600 GeV. We take
tan p = 2 and 44~ = 300 GeV. The total cross section, in units of R, labels each contour.

the selectron

mass to be Me = $6.

(Th is 1ea d s t o somewhat

the cross section in the (~1 > M region, compared
of iI& = 500 GeV.)
corresponding

The result,

plot at fi

shown in Fig.

with using the previous

89 should be compared

= 1 TeV, shown in Fig.
177

larger values of

84. In comparing

with

value
the

these two

I

I

I
tan f3=2

b

I

‘a

a

-u

0
-1

0

-0.5

.o

0.5

cos 8

5-88

Figure 90. Angular distribution

6043AlO

for e+e- + zy?i at fi

= 1 TeV, for the parameter

choices (a) and (b) of Fig. 85. In case (a), Z-exchange is negligible, and the angular
distribution

shown is characteristic

of Z-exchange.

Z-exchange, and the angular distribution

In case (b), Z-exchange dominates

shown is characteristic

plots, one should take care to note that the normalized
plotted.

In particular,

of the scalar-exchange.

cross sections R have been

the R = 0.036 contour of Fig. 89 and the R = 0.1 contour

of Fig. 84 correspond to the same total cross section in picobarns.
In addition
ferential

to the total

cross sections, we will need to make use of the dif-

cross sections and the decay rates of the charginos and neutralinos.

differential

The

cross sections can be found in ref. 87; the decay rates and branching

ratios have been studied in detail in ref. 85. All results were derived independently
for this study.

Some typical

angular distributions

The peculiar shape of the distribution
interference

of Frcl

of the T-exchange and Z,y-exchange
178

are shown in Figs.

production

90 and 91.

is due to the destructive

contributions.

The C-exchange is

1 .o

0.5

0
-1 .o

-0.5

0.5

5-88

cos

Figure 91. Angular

distribution

6043All

8

for e+e- + FtF,

1 .o

at fi

= 1 TeV, for the pa-

rameter choices (a) and (b) of Fig. 85. In case (a), ii-exchange is negligible,
angular distribution
is significant

shown is characteristic
due to Z,y-exchange.

in cos 0, and for large M; the destructive

asymmetric

cos 0 = -1.

However,

or backward

peaking

forward

(or backward)

production

the loss of efficiency

strong forward

In the region of parameter
nearly

due to

leads to a rather interesting

obser-

space of relevance to our study, we often found

100% branching

Higgs scalar of the supersymmetric

in signal detection

down the beam hole should be rather minimal.

the possible decay modes of 2

2; decayed with

exhibit

is greatest near

(unless the mass of the scalar exchanged is close to zero).

these results show that

that

interference

none of the angular distributions

Overall,

Examining

In case (b), ii-exchange

and is largest in the backwards direction, where it interferes destructively

with the contribution

vation.

of Z,y-exchange.

and the

ratio into zI)Hi,

where Hi

is the

model which must be lighter than the 2. This
179

800

0
-1000

-500

I-L WV)

5-88

6043A12

Figure 92. Three distinct regions of zi decay are exhibited as a function of h4 and
p. In the region denoted by “3-body”,
In the region “Light
than the 2, dominate.
BR@

Higgs”,

no two-body modes are kinematically

two body decays into Higgs bosons, which are lighter

In the region “Z”, three contours are shown corresponding

-+ FyZ) = 10% (dashed contour);

contour).

In addition,

allowed.

20% (dotted

contour);

to:

and 50% (dashdot

there is a very narrow region with positive p values, indicated

by the dashdot contour, where BR@

+ z:Z)

11 100%. Unmarked

areas alternate

between the first two regions described above. We have chosen tanp = 1.5, and mH+
= 500 GeV, which implies that the mass of the light scalar Higgs boson is mH; = 35.2
GeV.

is illustrated
from ref.

by the contour plot shown in Fig.
85. The contours

of Fig.

92, based on a calculation

92 have been obtained

boson mass equal to 500 GeV. (G iven mH+ and tanp,
masses in the minimal

supersymmetric

the value tan/? = 1.5 has been used.
slightly

for a charged Higgs

all the remaining

masses are fixed. [“I)

taken

Higgs

Note that in Fig. 92,

The results for tan/3 = 2 would be only

changed; the main effect being the slight decrease in the overall area of the
180

“Light

Higgs” region due to a somewhat

reduced, the “Light

ing ratio for 2

-+ x:2

is significant

is confined to the area where /J is negative and

In th e corresponding

is kinematically

allowed, the amplitude

ref. 85 for further

8.3.

Note that the region where the branch-

decays dominate.

M 75 IpI ;S M’.

rather insensitive

In general, as mR; is

Higgs” region in Fig. 92 increases in size at the expense of the

region where three-body
c

larger value of mH;.

discussion.)

area with

positive

~1, although

turns out to be rather

The region where the latter

z$! --+ j$Z

suppressed.

(See

decay is appreciable

is

to the choice of the Higgs mass.

OBSERVATION OF NEUTRALINO PAIR PRODUCTION

We now turn

to a Monte

Carlo an’alysis of neutralino

cided to focus first on neutralino

production

production.

We de-

rather than chargino production

for

a number of reasons. First, the signature for e+e- --) FyFI is expected to be quite
clean.

As explained

parameter

above, one finds that over a large region of supersymmetric

dominantly

FyHg) 21 100%. The Hi is presumed to decay

+

space, that BR(gi

into bb jets, and the primary

cape the detectors,
regions of parameter

resulting

in substantial

space (particularly

of pZ are most important.
plus hadronic

and secondary xy’s (i.e. the LSP’s) es-

jets (z

missing

transverse

energy.

In other

when A4 > lpi), direct three body decays

The majority

of these decays end up with

+ 2: + Q$. The precise ratio of hadronic

the LSP

to leptonic

states depends on the masses of the squarks and sleptons which mediate
the diagrams which contributes

to the three-body

in both cases is rather similar:

We expect to find events with

substantial

exist (where 1~1 > M) where e+e- + gyz
production

hadronic

is forbidden.

The second rea-

is kinematically

The third reason is that neutralino

parameter

section, the cross sections for FyXi production
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From

space does

allowed, but chargino
production

challenge to the power and efficiency of searches in e+e- reactions.
the previous

jets and

decay is one of phase space kinematics.

81 and 82, one sees that an area of supersymmetric

one of

decay. The signature

missing energy due to the two LSP’s which escape.

son for focusing first on neutralino
Figs.

neutralino

final

provides a

As we noted in

are quite small, with

R-values less than 0.6. Thus, we regard the neutralino
of how far we can push the supersymmetry
In constructing
<

The standard

in the generation

beamstrahlung

feature of 2:x”, production
effect of beamstrahlung

of beamstrahlung

we made use of the model detector

beamstrahlung

of background

in the generation

Since a large fraction

events.

spectrum

of Fig.

4 was

(We did not incorporate

of the signal events.

the

Since the most important

is missing transverse energy, the only possible significant
is to reduce the center of mass energy of a given event.

of all events still occurs near fi

on our signal rate is small.)

quark jets and substantial

= 2&,,,,,

the overall effect

Our analysis method

to take advantage of the basic features of neutralino

was devised

pair production:

unbalanced

missing transverse energy.

Signal events and background
following

real test

3. We assumed 10 fb-’ of data, and studied the cases of 4

= 600 GeV and 1 TeV.
employed

a

discovery limits.

our Monte Carlo simulation,

described in Chapter

Monte Carlo as

events described

below were put through

the

sets of cuts:

1. Each event is divided up into two hemispheres and a thrust axis is determined.
Let 19th~be the polar angle of the thrust

axis relative

to the beam direction.

The event is kept if I cos 6thrl < 0.6. This cut insures that the majority
hadronic

activity

2. The missing
Amiss

mass Amiss

> $fi.

undetected

is away from the forward
is computed

(and the beam hole).

for the event.

Such an event is guaranteed

particles

direction

The event is kept if

to have at least two energetic

at large angles with respect to each other.

very helpful in eliminating

of

a large part of the 22 background

This cut is

to be discussed

below.
3. The tracks

of each event are partitioned

spheres. The momenta
minus the transverse
narity

according

to their

thrust

in each hemisphere are summed vectorially,

hemi-

and 180’

angle between these two vectors is called the acopla-

(&cop = 180’ - 4~). We require that $acop > 90°, which ensures that

undetected

particles

produced

in an event are emitted
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at large polar angle

with respect to the beam direction.
4. The visible energy of the event is denoted by &is.
in which energetic undetected

Evis > O.l&.

we demand that
two-photon

particles

In order to get rid of events

are emitted

in the forward

direction,

This helps to cut out backgrounds

due to

events or events where there was a very large beamstrahlung

photon emitted.
5. The largest background
e*tyIV,

which survived
in which

the four cuts above were events due

the outgoing

to e+e-

+

direction

and hence was not detected.

e* is emitted

in the forward

Note that in such events, the number

of visible tracks which result from the W decay must be odd. On the other
hand, the gyj$! events would lead to a neutral
number

of charged tracks.

only events with
important

Thus, we add one further

an even number

to note that,

final state and hence an even

of detected

in this counting,

cut and demand that

charged tracks be kept.

It is

we ignored tracks in the 10’ hole

around the beam direction.
The most important
(the dominant

background

background

events were due to two sources:

being eSe-

+

e*vWT),

particular,

when one of the Z’s decays into a neutrino

histograms

of the total

visible mass (A&;,)

and (ii) described above, normalized
we exhibit

in Fig. 93(a)-(b)

e+e- + e*vWr

pair).

e+e-

+

fusion
22

(in

We begin by showing

of the background

to an integrated

th e d ramatic

and (ii)

(i) yW

luminosity

events of types (i)
of 10 fb-‘.

First,

effect of the cut on charged tracks on the

events. In Fig. 93(a), we display the histogram

prior to the cut on

charged tracks (cut #5 above), and Fig. 93(b) displays the same histogram

after

this cut is made. Notice the difference in vertical scale between the two histograms.
The few remaining
little

trouble

in eliminating
background

events are naturally

in the remaining
this background.

analysis.
In Fig.

events (after all cuts).

in this case is rather

clustered around MViS = mw and present
The charged track cut is clearly

crucial

93(c), we display the histogram

for 22

Note that the signal which makes it through

small and is clustered
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around

MUiS = mz.

Our conclusion

is that

under the series of cuts described

model events to get through.
beyond-the-standard-model
We next ran Monte

c
cuts.

above, it is very difficult

Thus, these cuts present a rather clean filter for

physics.
Carlo events for e+e-

In Table 11, we present a summary

studied.

are examined at both fi

through

Two particular

advertised,

histograms

choices we

parameter

choices

chose smaller values of the selectron

which resulted in slightly

Table 12, we summarize the effects of the cuts on the zyz
Typical

the same set of

= 600 and 1000 GeV; the remaining cases are all at

Note that we sometimes

mass than previously

--) FiFi

of the various parameter

(All masses are given in GeV units.)

the higher energy.

for standard

of M,;,

presented in Fig. 94(a)-(g)

larger cross sections. In

signal.

for the zyj&! events (normalized

to

10 fb-l).are

for th e seven cases listed in Tables 11 and 12. We note

that the efficiency of the cuts (i.e., the ratio of the number of events surviving the
cuts to the total number of events computed
constant-roughly

25%---over

12. Furthermore,
rather

space which was surveyed in Table

the effect of the cut on charged tracks on the ZFi

weak; about 65% of the signal was retained

supersymmetric

studied:

the parameter

from the total cross section) is fairly

parameters).

(roughly

events was

independent

of the

Case (f) corresponds to the smallest cross section

R = 0.09.. After all cuts, we end up with 21 events. The background

is estimated to be about 22 events, of which 13 are e+e- + e*vWF
e+e- -+ 22.

The e*vWr

are tightly

and 9 are

clustered around the W mass (as shown in

Fig. 93(b)) an d can be easily subtracted.

The 22 events are a little more spread

out (see Fig. 93(c)), but they can also be efficiently
signals down to R = 0.1 at an integrated

luminosity

subtracted.
of 10 lb-’

We conclude that
should be clearly

detectable.
In all cases studied above, BR(Tg + gy@?) was close to 100%. From Table
11, we see that mH; M 50 GeV, which explains the origin of the peaking of the
histograms around Mvis = 50 GeV in Fig. 94(a)-(f).

We concocted one peculiar

example (case (g)) in which the lightest scalar Higgs boson was close in mass to that
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Figure 93. The visible mass, it&id, observed in the major standard model back..

grounds to neutralino production.

In (a) and (b), e+e- --+ e*vWF

events are shown,

and in (c) e+e- ---) 22 events are shown. Events passing the first four cuts described
in the text are shown in histogram (a). Events passing all five cuts are shown in histograms (b) and (c). The effects of beamstrahlung are incorporated in all the histograms
exhibited in this figure.
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Table 11. Summary

Run

fi

of parameters

for e+e- + 2’: j$ Monte Carlo Runs.

M

p

tan p

Mgy

M2;

M;

mH+

mH;

1

600

200

160

2

66

131

200

200

51.4

2

600

300

400

2

142

262

300

300

54.0

3

1000

200

160

2

66

131

200

200

51.4

4

1000

300

400

2

142

262

300

300

54.0

5

1000

400

700

2

196

382

400

400

54.8

6

1000

500

600

2

244

460

500

500

55.2

7

1000

300

400

0.05

147

276

300

300

92.5

Table 12. Summary
10 fm-’ of data.

Run

Js

of results for e+e-

+

2: j$j Monte

Carlo runs, based on

R

Number of
Events
Before Cuts

Number of
Events After
cuts l-4

Number of
Events After
All Cuts

Efficiency

1

600

0.39

950

353

237

25%

2

600

0.10

240

69

46

19%

3

1000

0.55

480

213

139

29%

4

1000

0.26

225

79

53

24%

5

1000

0.19

162

58

39

24%

6

1000

0.09

79

31

21

27%

7

1000

0.25

216

73

49

23%
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of the 2. As a result,

Mvis peaks in the same region as the background

94(g)), and our sensitivity

for detection

this is a rather artificial
the neutralino

However,

Higgs scalar mass will have been measured by the time

search is carried out.

survey parameters for which BR@
AL&;, distribution

reduced.

choice (we had to choose tan,0 = 0.05). In any case, we

presume that the lightest
<

of a signal is somewhat

(see Fig.

One may also be concerned that we did not

-+ FyZ) is large. In such a case, the resulting

would also peak near mz.

+ 32)

92, we observe that BR(x;

However, by comparing

Figs. 84 and

2 10% in the region where R >_ 0.1. Hence,

28 decays with final state Z’s will only be truly relevant at collider energies larger
than 1 TeV. Finally,

we note that we have not yet examined

space where three-body
distribution

decays are dominant.

regions of parameter

In such a region, we expect the A&

to be peaked at even smaller masses (compared

94); this should present no special problems for isolating

to those shown in Fig.

the signal.

Given the rather constant efficiency observed in Table 12, we estimate that the
discovery limit for neutralinos
should be approximately
GeV, we can tolerate

at a 1 TeV eSe- collider (assuming

given by the R = 0.1 contour

somewhat

assuming the same integrated

luminosity

by our Monte

further

can be ascertained

two neutralinos
is presently

produced

84. At fi

= 600

as above. It remains to examine in detail

Carlo analysis,

in order to determine

(e.g., the masses and mixing

and their couplings

to standard

whether

angles of the

model particles).

This

under investigation.

We end this section with a few comments
demonstrated

of data)

smaller values of R, perhaps as low as R = 0.04,

the events isolated
information

of Fig.

10 b-l

regarding

earlier, the cross section for grg,

larger than the corresponding
suggested above, the x:X;

production

cross section for zyzi

signal is particularly

chargino production.
is typically

production.

As

5 times

Nevertheless,

as

clean; very severe cuts can be made

which eliminate almost entirely the standard model background, while reducing the
signal by about a factor of 4. The detection techniques for Ftz,

will require a little

more finesse. We have not yet completed this analysis. Nevertheless, one should
note the similarities

of the chargino search to that of a new heavy lepton.
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Figure 94. The visible mass, Muis, is plotted for e+e- + Fpzi events which pass
all five cuts described in the text.

Seven representative parameter choices, which are

summarized in Table 11, are shown here. The total number of signal events which pass
the cuts is summarized in Table 12.
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the details of the production

distribution

are likely to be somewhat

gross features of the search technique should be rather similar.
that the discovery limits

for charginos will be rather similar

a new heavy lepton in Chapter

8.4.

different,

the

Thus, we anticipate
to those obtained

for

4.

DETECTION OF SQUARKS AND SLEPTONS

If evidence for supersymmetry
to utilize

the 1 TeV e+e-

the supersymmetric

is found at other colliders, it would be desirable

collider

particle

we are considering

production.

here for a detailed

The cleaner environment

should allow one to measure masses, angular distributions,
tion, etc. with far greater precision
studies have not been completed.
be useful. From the theoretical

of et-e- physics

asymmetries,

than is possible at a hadron
Nevertheless,

a few remarks

survey of supersymmetric

study of

polariza-

collider.

These

at this point

may

masses presented above,

it seems likely that at least five (perhaps six) flavors of squarks are rather close in
mass.

Similarly,

although

we expect that the sleptons are all also close together

this mass scale may be distinct

from that of the squarks.

each squark (of charge ep in units of e) contributes
tions due to one-photon
flavors, and multiplied

exchange.

This would

by 2, counting

ieip”

As a result,

units of R in cross sec-

be summed

both L and R-type

in mass,

over all degenerate

squarks.

(For sleptons,

the color factor of 3 is removed; of course, only the charged sleptons are produced
by one-photon
modifies

exchange.)

the resulting

can be obtained

cross sections.

one must add Z-exchange,
(Explicit

in Fig.

95. The complication

arises in the decay patterns.

The simplest

The Xy is the LSP, which escapes the detectors.

which slightly

expressions for the cross sections

from ref. 89.) The 4; cross section, as a function

squark mass is illustrated
detection

In addition,

of the (common)

for squark and slepton

possible decay is q --+ ~2:.

Such a signature

is not all that

different

from that of a chargino

or a new heavy lepton which is detected

via its

hadronic

decay mode. In fact, in the case of the squark decay, which is a two-body

decay, there is greater potential

for a larger missing transverse energy which would

make the signature

cleaner.

somewhat

The complication
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in squark decay arises

when one considers other possible squark decay modes.

Depending

tive masses between the squark sector and the chargino/neutralino

on the rela-

sector, one will

have to consider possible decays into charginos and higher mass neutralino

states:

iy -+ q’g$ (j = 1,2), and ;I + q2; (j = 2,3,4). Th e p ossible number of scenarios
due to the various possible decay chains becomes large as one surveys the entire
range of parameter

space. Despite the large number of open channels, it turns out

3

0

0

200

MG (Gw

5-88
-

400

Figure 95. Total cross section for e+e-

-+ @T (in units of R) at ,/Z = 1 TeV,

summed over two generations of L and R-type (mass-degenerate)
cross section and the contribution

6043A15

due to one-photon

squarks.

exchange is plotted

The total
against the

common squark mass, Mf.

ratio for F +

qzy (averaged over one generation

that [“I

the branching

R-type

squarks) remains high (at least 50%) in the range of parameters
190

of L and
of interest

to our study.

(This should be contrasted

with gluino decay, in which the branching

ratio for the direct decay into the LSP quickly
gluino!g21) Th us, we tentatively
for the production
c

of squarks

conclude that there will be sufficient
(and sleptons),

into the LSP, to allow for their detection
long as the total normalized

drops to about 14% for the heavier

which subsequently

cross section
decay directly

and study at a 1 TeV e+e-

collider,

as

ij; cross section, summed over all degenerate species,

is of order 1 in units of R. More detailed
study.
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conclusions

await further

analysis and ,

9. TeV Multiplet

Our second example
will

be that

contexts.

Searches II: Charged Higgs Bosom

of extra

novel states associated

of charged scalar bosons.

Such particles

In theories in which the Higgs particles

the fundamental

SU(2)

x

the Higgs particles

composite

charged objects.

arise in a wide variety

are elementary,

are composite,
In technicolor

it is usually

responsible for W(2)

x

of

these states are
In theories

possible also to make

models, these states are the analogues

for the new set of strong interactions.

of charged Higgs particles

the Higgs sector

U(1) p ar t ners of the scalar Higgs boson.

in which

of 7r+ and K+

with

are crucial identifiers

The number

and masses

of the nature of the Higgs sector

U(1) breaking.

to find charged Higgs particles

at

a

But it is known that it will be very difficult
high energy hadron collider. WI In this section,

we will show that it is quite straightforward

to discover these particles

at a 1 TeV

e+e- collider.
The simplest
parametrize

models with

charged Higgs bosons, and the one we will use to

our discussion here, is a model with fundamental

Higgs bosons in two

SU(2) Higgs doublets:

m,=($),

where 4f,

&,

&!

and 4: are complex fields.

fields. The vacuum expectation

P-1)

42=(;),

values (VEV’s)

Therefore

there are initially

eight

are

(9.2)
Assuming

no CP violation,

the relative

tion values may be set to zero.

phase between the two vacuum expecta-

The effective vacuum expectation

value for this

non-minimal

model (v) is derived from the sum in quadrature

VEV’s,

hence mw

rnb/rn$

cos2 0,)

= g . v/2

= g .

(vl + v2)/2.
Since the p parameter (p =
d-=consistent with unity, (p = 1.006 f 0.008)lg41

is experimentally

the Higgs multiplets

of the individual

are likely

to be W(2)

doublets

(also any number

of SU(2)

singlets are allowed).

At 1east two Higgs doublets are necessary for “low energy”
models. Ls31W e h ave also noted that extra charged Higgs bosons ap-

supersymmetric

pear in more general models of the Higgs sector, including

technicolor

For models with two Higgs doublets, there are three physical neutral
(.I?!, II:,

H$‘) and two charged Higgs bosons (H+

and II-).

models. [281

Higgs bosons

Originally

there are

four neutral and four charged fields but one neutral field and two charged fields are
absorbed to give mass to the 2’ and to W*
eigenstates

of the physical

There are two mixing
sector do not mix.
expectation

by the Higgs mechanism.

Higgs bosons can be mixtures

The mass

of the weak eigenstates.

angles for two Higgs doublets since the charged and neutral

One of the mixing

angles is related to the ratio of the vacuum

values. In general, the physical Higgs bosons in the two doublet model

are given bylg51

H* = -4:

sin b + q$ cos b,

Hf = fi[(Req$

- 01) cos a + (Req$ - 02) sin a],
P-3)

Hi = &[ - (Be& ‘- VI) sin a + (Req$! - 02) cos a],
Hi = h[-Imq$
The mixing
arbitrary

sin b + .lm#$ cos b].

angle b is defined by tan b = v~/TJ~. The other angle a is also an

parameter.

Among the neutral
scalars, if their parities

Higgs bosons, Ht is a pseudoscalar
are defined through

precisely, if CP is a good symmetry,

their couplings

we can distinguish

HF and Hi, which are CP-even. The interactions
be determined

and the other two are

An important

constraint
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fermions.

the CP-odd

More

state Hi from

of Higgs bosons with fermions can

from the fermion mass term in the Lagrangian;

model dependent.

with

these couplings

on the Higgs couplings

are

is that flavor

changing

neutral

currents ‘(FCNC)

bosons (or at least that FCNC
allowed level).

FCNC

should not be induced

by the neutral

should be suppressed to within

Higgs

the experimentally

due to Higgs exchange are absent if fermions with the same

electric and weak charges are allowed to couple only to one of the two Higgs doublets
(only to @ or only to #j!).
The charged Higgs bosons are expected
the minimal

supersymmetric

mass is unknown.

extension of the standard mode1,[841but in general the

In the two-doublet

charged Higgs boson to fermions

model, the couplings
angle b (tan b = Q/VI).

bosons depends only on one mixing

mentioned

to be heavier than the W bosons in

are also constrained

above. There are two typical

might be induced by the neutral

of the charged Higgs
The couplings

of the

by the absence of FCNC

models which can avoid the FCNC

which

Higgs bosons:

(1) All th e f ermions couple only to one of the Higgs doublets and do not couple
to the other one. In this case, the relative ratios of the coupling
the charged Higgs boson to fermions are proportional

constants of

to the fermion

mass.

(2) Fermions with weak isospin I3 = l/2 couple only to one of the Higgs doublets
and those with
ratios

I3 = -l/2

of the coupling

expectation

couple only to the other doublet.

constants

depend on both the ratio

values and the fermion

The relative
of the vacuum

masses.

Of course, many other choices are possible.

But in general, the coupling

larger than that for Hfcs

for H*cs

and the coupling

Before we begin our analysis of searches for H*
review the present mass limits
near future.

is

is larger than for H*ud.
at this new collider,

and the further

let us

searches expected in the

Charged Higgs bosons have been looked for at the PEP and PETRA

e+e- colliders.

Most of the region up to - 19 GeV is excluded independent

of the

[l&36,96,97]

Limits below the bottom quark mass are
WI
using the b quark decays, b + c + H* or u + H*.
by the CLEO group

charged Higgs decay modes.
obtained

on the H*

H*tb

Techniques

similar to those used at PEP and PETRA

can be applied to search for

a charged Higgs boson in the mass range available to SLC and LEP.lggl
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If the charged Higgs mass cannot be reached by SLC/LEP
look for H*

II, then we could in principle
In pp collisions,

LHC).

or even by LEP-

at the large hadron

colliders

a charged Higgs boson may be produced

(SSC or

by the reaction

b+g + t+ H- (and the charge conjugate process); the cross section is typically
100 pb).lg3’ In general, though
via WW-

or ZZ-fusion

via WZ-fusion
HWZ-coupling.

the standard

neutral

be produced

model, since there is no tree-level

decay mode to look for is H-

The most promising

the QCD background

Higgs boson can be produced

processes, the charged Higgs boson cannot

processes in any Higgs doublet

0( l-

is not very high. However, the background

+ TF~, since

from the process

b+g + t + W- with just the same event signature as the signal and a much higher
cross section makes the search seem hopeless. lg3’It is even more difficult

to look for

the decay mode H+ + t $ $, because of the higher QCD background.

Therefore,

although

the cross section is not small, it seems to be very difficult

the charged Higgs bosons at hadron colliders.
On the other hand, at high energy e+eare far better

to search for

[loo] *

colliders,

the background

and the events are cleaner since there are no spectator

chapter, we will demonstrate

that it will not be difficult

conditions
jets.

In this

at all to find the charged

Higgs bosons at a 1 TeV e+e- collider of the type that we consider in this report.
9.1.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The charged Higgs bosons (H+H-)
virtual

are pair-produced

da
dcos8

=

(-!j

is given by
s

j- sin2 0,)(cos2 0,)

Il

_

(sin2

kJ(cos2

0,)

sin2 0, cos2 our
The case of charged Higgs boson production
example, g + g --+ t + t ---) bH+ + ZH-)

s

s-m:

11
2

sin2

e

(9.4)
.

from heavy quark decay at the SSC (for

is under study!1o11
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2

s-m2

sin2 Bu, cos2 9,
+

*

via

y or 2’ exchange as shown in Fig. 96(a) and 96(b). The total cross section

for the process e+e- -+ 7, Z” -+ H+H-

in e+e- annihilation

e-

H-

l-88

e-

H-

(4

(a)

5941Al

Figure 96. Feynman diagrams for charged Higgs pair production in e+e- annihilation.

where ,LI = (1 - 4Mi*/.s)i.
The cross section relative to that for standard model pair production

events at

a 1 TeV e+e- collider is
RH+H-&aarons +Rww(This formula

is about

(9.5)

does not take into account the large effects due to radiative

tions and beamstrahlung.)
ratio

0.30 * p3
M 0.01 * p3.
+RZoZo =7+20+1

After a cut on the polar angle (1 cos 01 < 0.6) the above

0.03 . p3. At PEP and PETRA

energies, the relative cross section is

RHI+H- M 0.25*,B3
x 0.063 -p3.
4
hmarons
For 1cos 01 < 0.6, the ratio is 0.10 . /33. But although
signal to background
at PETRA,
reconstruction

correc-

(9.6)

this naive estimate of the

ratio gives a smaller value at the high energy colliders than

the background

situation

is actually

better at high energy since jet

is easier there.

The possible decay modes of the charged Higgs boson are H+

+

t$, cs or

7+vT as shown in Fig. 97(a), (b), and (c). The decay process H+ --+ tb is the
196

dominant

mode for most of the parameter

space, if it is kinematically

allowed.

the mode H+ -+ t$ is not allowed, the decay rate to T+V, can be significant.

If
For

H+

---

--- H+

W+

-J
\

\

\Hp

(d)

I-88

5941A2

Figure 97. Feynman diagrams for the charged Higgs boson decay processes.

two doublet
expectation

models the branching

fraction

of Ht

The other possibility

couplings

Hf

+

neutral

For Hi

are actually

Z”Hi

Higgs bosons.

This process is important

Higgs boson may not be detected

is suppressed.

values is close to unity,

for the charged Higgs decay is H+

this decay mode in our discussion.
est neutral

at LEP-II

(the CP odd pseudoscalar
forbidden,

or from WW-

of the vacuum

+ T+V, can be as large as 30%.

where Hf is one of the physical

97(d)),

depends on the ratio

values. If the ratio of the vacuum expectation

the branching

e+e-

fraction

state),

+

HF + W+ (Fig.
We also consider
because the light-

if the ZZHf
the ZZH:

Hi cannot be produced

so that

or ZZ-fusion.

coupling

and WWH~
in the process

Thus this state may first be seen in

decay.
Note that the charged Higgs bosons do not couple to W+ + Z” at the tree level,

if they are members of SU(2) doublets.

Therefore,
197

even if kinematically

allowed,

the H+ -+ IV+ + 2’ decay mode is highly suppressed.
9.2.

SEARCH FORH+---&

We first consider the case MH& > mt +mb.

and decay is et-e- --) H+H-

of Higgs production

events then have approximately
and calculation
experimental

In this case, the dominant

of jet-jet
methods

+ t$ + b?. The charged Higgs

a four jet structure.

invariant

reaction

Reconstruction

of the jets

masses are the key points of this analysis.

which are described here are essentially

The

generalizations

of

those developed for PETRA11°2’ and for the SLC. 1”’ These methods can be applied
at higher energy colliders if beamstrahlung
beamstrahlung

spectrum

effects are not too severe. Our standard

is turns out to be perfectly

acceptable from this point of

view.
In general, the Monte Carlo studies reported

in this chapter assume the stan-

dard detector defined in Chapter 3. They also include the effects of beamstrahlung,
using spectrum

shown in Fig. 4, in computations

To reconstruct
gorithm.

the jet structure

This variable,
not identical

events, we apply a cluster aldii, which defines the ‘distance’

(or clusters):

4j = GllPJ

-p’i -~)(4kqI~I)/(lpt:I

which is standard
to the variable

yij defined in (3.15).

is forced to equal four.

Initially,

their 4-momenta.
until the number of clusters is reduced to four. 1991
problem
initial

but

clusters

each observed

Then the two clusters with the smallest

‘distance’ d$ are combined by adding vectorially

Even with

1s similar

--$ b?t$, the number of reconstructed

is assumed to be a cluster by itself.

energy constraint.

[103].

Since there are 4 jets in the

The basic scheme goes as follows.

To resolve the combinatorial

(94

+ lJ.q)2.

for the Lund cluster algorithm,

lowest order for the processes H+H-

particle

of the H+H-

This analysis is based on the variable

between two particles

of signal and background.

of pairing

state radiation
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This is repeated

clusters, we rely on the beam
and beamstrahlung

effects,

most of the events with large visible energy and with good longitudinal
balance can be reconstructed

using the beam energy constraint.

momentum

For any heavy par-

ticles which are pair produced, the event shape is little modified by beamstrahlung
and initial

state radiation

After finding

since the events cannot be produced after hard radiation.

four clusters (jl, j2, j3, j4), the energy of the clusters are calculated

assuming that the velocity

of the clusters pi is as observed,

energy Ei can be negative

The calculated

we force the total longitudinal
gies may be given incorrectly

momentum

PO21

for badly reconstructed
to be zero, the individual

by the Ei in events with significant

However, our analysis will show that this method
for the mass of the pair-produced

events.

nevertheless

Since

cluster ener-

beamstrahlung.

gives a good value

particles.

Once the E; are found, we can search for the best combinations of two clusters
for forming the H+ and H-.

Within

the three pairings of clusters (12)(34),(13)(24),

and (14)(23), th e p airing is selected which minimizes

X

2 =

(fi/2-EisEj),

+

the quantity

a

dw

The parameter CYis optimized so that the reconstructed

mass resolution is small

for H+H-

events and, simultaneously,

the mass distribution

reasonably

wide in order to maximize

the signal to background

for the background
ratio.

is

We use the

value cx = 0.25.
To enhance the H+Hand to WWoptimized

signal relative

and ZZ-background,

for a 200 GeV H*

and fi

to ordinary

multihadron

we apply the following

cuts:

= 600 GeV.)

(1) Nch > 6, where Nch is the measured charged multiplicity.
199

background,
(These cuts are

where J&i, is the total visible energy obtained

(2) Evis > 0.7 - 6,
tromagnetic

and the hadron calorimeter

(muon momenta

are added).

< 0.2, w h ere Cp, is the sum of the longitudinal

(3) ICpzI/&is

by the elec-

momenta

mea-

sured in the same way as the visible energy.
The cuts (2) and (3) re j ec t events with large momentum
direction

due to beamstrahlung

and initial

imbalance

state radiation

< 0.70, where OH& is the reconstructed

(4) 1cod&I

along the beam

effects.
polar

angle of the HA

momentum.
(5) The reconstructed

energy of each cluster

(Ei,i

= 1,2,3,4)

should exceed

30 GeV.
(6) The difference

between

the Hf

and Hr

energies must

be smaller

than

20 GeV.
(7) The difference between the two reconstructed

dijet masses must be smaller

than 40 GeV.
(8) The minimum

angle (timin)

b et ween any pair of cluster momenta

should be

greater than 50’.
The expected

@min distributions

are shown for H+H-

98(a), f or multihadron

= 150 GeV in Fig.

events in Fig.

events assuming

n/r;

98(b) and for W+W-

events in Fig. 98(c).
After

the cuts (l)-(8),

two reconstructed

the distributions

of the averaged invariant

mass of the

99(a) for H+H-

events for

Higgs bosons are shown in Fig.

MHf = 150 GeV. The assumed charged Higgs mass of 200 GeV is used for the x2
calculation

in eqn.( 1). H ence a small enhancement

but this is not a problem

for reconstructing

is seen even above 200 GeV,

the charged Higgs mass of 150 GeV.

In Fig. 99(b), (c), (d) and (e), th e same plots are shown for QCD background,
W+W-

events, for Z”Zo

distributions,

respectively.

an integrated

luminosity

for

events, and for the sum of the above three background
The numbers
of 10 fb-‘.

of events in the figures correspond

to

(Th e b in size of the plots for the background
200

(b)

.
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Figure 98. The distribution

40
J, min

of the minimum

momenta, after the cuts (l)-(7),

20

at fi

for for W+W-

= 600 GeV (a) for H+H-

events, with an integrated luminosity
of 20 fb-r.

201

100

(degrees)

l-88

--, b!ttbevents for
of 15 fb-l;

events (Lund shower model), with an integrated luminosity

with an integrated luminosity

80

angle between any pair of the cluster

MH+ = 150 GeV and ml = 60 GeV, with an integrated luminosity
multihadron

60

of 2.5 fb-l;

(b) for

of 2.5 fb-l;

(c)

(d) for Z”Zo events,

processes ((b)-(e))

is t wice as large as for the signal (a), but the integrated

of events are normalized
the figures.

correctly

distinguish
resolution

so that the plots can be compared by overlaying

The peaks in the background

because of the small statistics

plot are due to statistical

of the Monte

Carlo events.)

the charged Higgs boson production
is determined

momenta

fluctuations

It is not difficult

from the background.

by the jet energy calculation

much on the missing neutrino

numbers

to

The mass

and hence it depends very

and on the energy resolution

assumed in

our basic model of the the hadron calorimeter.
Since each H+H-

event contains four B-hadrons

which have a relatively

lifetime

(about 1 ps), we can enhance the ratio of signal to background

multi-B

events using a vertex detector.

a very sophisticated
impact

parameter

this context,

by selecting

the new collider should allow

vertex detector, but in this analysis we assumed only a modest
resolution

of 40 pm, together with a beam spot size < lpm.

we apply the following

additional

(9) At least three charged particles
1 GeV and have impact
The larger impact parameter
particles

In principle,

long

In

cut:

are required to have momentum

greater than

between 200 pm and 2 mm.

parameter

cut of 2 mm reduces the contamination

coming from KS- or A-decays.

from charged

After the cut (9), the reconstructed

Higgs

mass (defined as the average of the two dijet masses in an event) is shown in Fig.
100(a) for the case of a 150 GeV Hf.
are shown in Fig.

100(b).

The corresponding

Comparing

to Fig.

background

contributions

99, we see that the background

is

largely reduced.
In Figs.

101 and 102, we show the results of the same analysis for 2Ma* =

120 GeV and 200 GeV, respectively,
minimum

at fi

= 600 GeV. A weaker cut on the

angle cut between any pair of clusters

case of iU~lt: = 120 GeV. For fi

(+min > 40’) is applied for the

= 1 TeV, and for an H*

mass of 300 GeV, we

find the mass plot of Fig. 103(a). This figure, like all of the previous ones, assumes
a top quark mass of 60 GeV. Increasing the t mass to 120 GeV gives the mass plot
shown in Fig. 103(b). Tl le corresponding

background

202

plot is shown in Fig. 103(c).
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Figure 99. Reconstructed

l-88
5941A4

invariant mass distribution

(defined as the average of the

two dijet masses) for the events passing all the cuts except for the impact parameter

cut (9): (a) for H+H - + b&, with MHI
multihadron

= 150 GeV and mt = 60 GeV, (b) for

events (Lund shower model); (c) for W+W-

events, (d) for 2’2’

events;

(e) for the sum of(b), (c) and (d). Th e cuts are optimized for a 200 GeV charged Higgs
boson.
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Figure 100. Reconstructed
(a) for H+H-

cuts (l)-(9):

sum of qq, W+W-

I

I

I

I

0

invariant mass distribution

400
5941A5

for the events passing all the

--+ b% with MH~ = 150 GeV and mt = 60 GeV; (b) for the

and Z”Zo events. The cuts are optimized

for a 200 GeV charged

Higgs boson.

60

0
m

l-88

Figure 101. Reconstructed

(GeV)

5941A6

invariant

mass distribution at fi = 600 GeV, after
applying all the cuts: (a) for the process H +H- 4 b% with MH~ = 120 GeV and mt

= 40 GeV; (b) for th e corresponding background (sum of &CD, W+WThe cuts are optimized for MH~ = 120 GeV.
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and Z”Zo).

Since the top decays into a bottom

quark and an on shell W boson in this case,

the events do not have a four jet structure.
the efficiency
the integrated

The Higgs mass peak is broader and

is worse, but the peak is still significant.
of 10 fb -’ for both fi

luminosity

All the plots are based on

= 600 GeV and 1 TeV.

(b)

30
F
= 20
iz
IO

l-

t

m

l-88

Figure

102. Reconstructed

invariant

The cuts are optimized

(GeV)

mass distribution

applying all the cuts: (a) for the process H+H= 60 GeV; (b) for the corresponding

Ill-h

background

5941A7

at fi

= 600 GeV, after

+ b% with M&

= 200 GeV and mt

(sum of &CD,

W+W-

and 2’2’).

for MH+ = 200 GeV.

The QCD background

for all of these analyses is estimated

using the Lund

QCD shower model (version 6.3)[451This model has the uncertainties
Section 3.3.

However,

even if the QCD background

this analysis demonstrates

were a factor

discussed in
of two larger,

that we would still have no problem finding the charged

Higgs signal for the decay scheme H+ -+ t + ?;.
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Figure 103. Reconstructed

5941A8

invariant mass distribution

ing all the cuts: (a) for the process H+H-

60 GeV; (b) for the process H+H-

at 6

= 1 TeV, after apply-

+ bTt6with lWH+ = 300 GeV and mt =

+ bft$ with MH~ = 300 GeV and rnt = 120 GeV;

(c) for the corresponding background (sum of &CD, W+W-

and Z”Zo).

The cuts are

optimized for n/r,& = 300 GeV.

9.3.

SEARCHES FOR H*

If the H+ is forbidden

IN OTHER MODES
kinematically

from decaying to t$, perhaps because the

top quark is very heavy, there are a number of other processes which can be used
to discover the charged Higgs boson. In this section, we will discuss the three most
important
Let

H+H-

of these.
us first

consider

H*

decay

schemes

involving

the

T lepton:

-+ Q-+v, + sz (k) or the charge conjugate. If the H* -+
206

e+et

+

+ b decay

is kinematically

forbidden,

since the decay branching
30%.

The branching

this Y-V+ hadrons topology
for the mode H-

fraction

fraction

becomes very interesting,
--+ T-Y~ can be as large as

depends on the ratio

of the vacuum

expectation

values.
This mode has already been looked for at PETRA
cuts to those applied by JADE

at PETRA,[g61

and PEP. We can try similar

resealed for fi

= 1 TeV. These cuts

are the following:
(1) iv& > 2, where N,-h is the visible charged multiplicity,

(2) 0.30 * fi

< E&j < 6,

(3) 1 cos 6th )< 0.7, where 6th is the polar angle of the thrust

(4) &cop > 20°, where $acop is the acoplanarity
the thrust

angle of the event, defined by

axes in the two hemispheres.

(5) Each thrust

h emisphere is required to have at least one charged particle

an energy of at least 10 GeV. The invariant
one of the thrust

hemispheres

the other hemisphere
The last cut efficiently

for BR(H-

+ T-z~)

mass of the four vector sum in

M2 must be smaller than 5 GeV.

rejects W+W-

and Z”Zo

events. After all the cuts (l)-(5),

events is about 5 % for MH~ = 200 GeV and

= 0.30. The number of events expected after all the cuts is

about 15, for an integrated
r-~i,)

and

Ml must be larger than 150 GeV and that for

efficiency for the H+H-

the detection

axis,

luminosity

= 0.30. None of the background

events pass the cuts in the Monte

MHA = 200 GeV and B(H-

of 10 fb-‘,

events from multihadrons,

Carlo analysis.

W+W-

+

or Z”Zo

Because of the limited

Monte

Carlo statistics

of the background

events, the 68% C.L. upper limit

of background

events is 2. After

selecting the events, the higher one of the two

hemisphere

masses corrected by the hemisphere

m=
is plotted

in Fig.

104, where Ml

M1(&/2)/&

visible energy

,

is the larger hemisphere
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Figure 104. Plot of the corrected larger hemisphere mass (m = M+(&/2)/E+)
after all the cuts, computed for for H+Hand an integrated luminosity
CT) = 0.05, and BR(H+

+

of 10 fb-‘.

events with MH+ = 200 GeV, JIF = 600 GeV,
We take BR(H+

4 r+vT) = 0.30, BR(H+

events are survived after the cuts. Because of the limited statistics
calculation,

corresponding

-+

CT) = 0.65. In the Monte Carlo studies no background
for the background

the 68% C.L. of the background events in the plot is set to be 2.

visible.energy

in the hemisphere.

A sharp peak is seen in the plot.

We can also look for charged Higgs bosons in top quark decays, since the decay
channel t + H+ + b is fully competitive
The ratio of the two decay widths

with the main decay mode t 4

W+ + b.

is give by:[“”

..

I-‘(t + H+b) =pH+
r(t + W+b)
pi+

mi(mf - Mi+)
cot2 b,
(mf t 2m&)(mt - m2,)

(9.10)

where PH+ and pw+ are the center of mass momenta of the H+ and W+ for the
respective

decays. The cross section of t? events is greater than that for charged

Higgs boson pair production

by approximately

208

an order of magnitude.

For MHA =

200 GeV and fi

= 600 GeV, we have

a(e+ewhile

the cross section

high-mass

hadronic

H+ -+ r+z+.

+ H’H-)

M 0.3p3 R M 0.12 R ,

for tt is about

1 unit

states being produced,

The signature

charged pion with or without

of R. Since there are now other

we concentrate

accompanying

TO’S (electromagnetic

of the ordinary

top quark decay (t --+ Ws + b)

+ b + n+t;,(+?r”s)

vr + b. This probability

is, however, about a factor of five lower than the probability

to the number
ordinary

shower energy).

(e or ,u). Of course, isolated charged pions are also produced

from the chain t + W+ + b + P‘V,

e or p. Therefore,

on the decay mode

of the r from the charged Higgs decay is an isolated

On the other hand, the signature
is an isolated lepton

(9.11)

by comparing

of having an isolated

the ratio of the number of isolated charged pions

of the isolated leptons

(e’s or p’s) to the same ratio expected for

top decays into IV+. alone we can observe, in principle,

a signal for the

decayt+b+H+*
The ratio,

however, cannot be studied in the absence of the other cuts, since

the isolated leptons or isolated charged pions can also come from W+Wevents.

Therefore,

background.

the event topology

We propose the following

requirements

or Z”Zo

are also needed to reject the

set of cuts:

(1) &is > 0.5+7
(2) 1 cost&h I< 0.8, w h ere 0th is the polar angle of the thrust
(3) Each thrust
This cut efficiently

axis,

h emisphere is required to have at least three charged particles.
rejects W’W-

and 2’2’

events which contain isolated charged

particles.
(4) Mout = (&i/ Evi,) - Cpyt
of each particle

> 80 GeV, where pFt is the transverse momentum

from the plane defined by the two major sphericity

axes.

PO41

* This method was first tried for charged Higgs boson searchesin tf production at SSC.[loll
The background calculation for the QCD processesat SSC is not yet completed.
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Table 13. Comparison of number of isolated leptons and isolated
for MHlt = 150 GeV, mt = 200 GeV and s L = 10 fm-l.

Total
Events

Process

Isolated
Leptons

Isolated
7rf

charged pions,

nfpf

t-+W*orH*+b

3,436

272

171

0.629 f

0.061

t -P W* + b (no H*)

3,436

445

104

0.234 f

0.025

Light quark pair (udscb)

93,647

4.3

4.0

w+w-

65,100

48

26

3,858

7.2

5.3

z”zo

In the sample of events obtained

by the above cuts, the inclusive

isolated leptons (e’s and p’s) or isolated charged pions are counted.
condition

for the charged particle

(5) The momentum
P = d21p’;l(lp’; is the isolated

The isolation

is

must be larger than 2 GeV. The isolation
cos 8~;) must satisfy
charged particle

the isolated charged particle

numbers of

the condition

momentum

parameter PO51

p > 3.0 GeV1i2,

where

and 0~; is the angle between

i and the nearest jet J, which is defined by the

Lund jet algorithm.[1031
After the cuts, the numbers of isolated leptons or isolated charged pions are given
in Table 13. For the first row, I’(t + H+ + b) = I’(t -+ W+ + b) is assumed. The
numbers
maximum

of events are based on the cross section with initial
initial

state photon energy is 99% of fi/2)

If the background

state radiation

and beamstrahlung.

is taken into account, the ratio ( # 7r* / # J!* ) for BR(t

W+b) = 1.0 (no charged Higgs boson below top mass) is 0.276f0.026
case BR(t

+

H+b) = 0.5 the number is 0.622f0.055.

by more than five standard

deviations.

mass as long as the number of isolated
compared

with

(the

those from

t

and for the

These two numbers

differ

The ratios are not very sensitive to the top
7r* and e* from the background

is small

the top quark decays. For a 250 GeV top quark and
210

a 150 GeV Hf,

the effect is still more than four standard

H+b) = 0.5. Perfect e, p and R * identification
not many isolated

charged tracks,

reasonably

charged pion misidentification

probabilities

For example

detection

with

pion efficiency
r) =

the lepton

P(r

+

X) =

conservative

efficiency

P(e +

probability

change the result.

t) =

0.9, the charged
probability

P(K -+ 1) =

+ W+b) = 1.0 is 0.286f0.028,

H+b)

is 0.629f0.058.

are defined within

+

values of the e ,Y and

0.9, the lepton misidentification

( # T* / # t* ) for BR(t

probabilities

if BR(t

is assumed here. Since there are

do not significantly

0.01, and the pion misidentification

= 0.5 the number

deviations

P(e +

0.01, the ratio

and for the case BR(t

The efficiencies

+

and misidentification

the acceptance of our model detector.

we consider the possible decay of the charged Higgs boson into a W

Finally,

boson and a neutral

Higgs.

If there is a light neutral

Higgs boson, charged Higgs

bosons may decay into W plus this light neutral Higgs boson. For the scalar Higgs
bosons (CP even states), the decay branching fraction

of the process H+ + W+HF

(; = 1,2) may be suppressed due to the Higgs mixing.
pseudoscalar

(CP odd state Hg),

there is no such suppression

models.

This case is more interesting

produced

from the process e+e- + Z”Ht

is no tree level ZZHt-

H+ + W+HF
if H,” is light
simplicity,

BR(Hf

If the lightest

because a pseudoscalar

for two doublet
Higgs cannot be

or from WW- or ZZ-fusion
The decay branching

or WWHZ-coupling.

depends on the top mass but it can be the dominant
enough.

The dominant

= 150 GeV, BR(H’

MH&

decay mode of the Hf
-+ W+Hf)

+ b$) = 1 are assumed. B-tagging

techniques

since there
fraction

of

decay mode

is normally

= 1, MHp

Higgs is

bz. For

= 25 GeV, and

can be used to select these

events since each event contains at least four B-hadrons.
-

The most promising

process, having a distinctive

vantage of charged Higgs mass reconstruction,
and the other

H+Hrequiring
impact

W decays hadronically.

+ H,pW+ + H;oW-

event topology

is when one W decays leptonically

This gives events of the form

e+e-

+

+ b%$ i?*ve $ b$ + a$. The events are selected by

an isolated lepton from a W decay and also requiring
parameter

and the ad-

(B-tagging).
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tracks with a large

The events are selected by using the same set of cuts for the ti! selection discussed in the previous

section (cuts (l)-(4)).

required.

condition

The isolation

Since the event signature

6

two jets from W-decay),

Al so an isolated

charged lepton is

is just as in the previous section (cut (5)).

is one isolated lepton plus four jets (two Hl jets and

the selected events are forced to form four clusters after
The events must have a W boson, so one of the

removal of the isolated

lepton.

pairs of jets is required

to sum to the W mass. That

is, we place the additonal

cut:
(6) A combination

of two jets (; and j) exits and satisfies

(A&j - rnwl < 5 GeV .

After all the cuts, the higher hemisphere mass corrected by the hemisphere
energy A&1(,/Z/&)

is plotted

in Fig.

It should be noted that Hi
are so light that the W*
O(l%),

is

and H*

Since the branching

fraction

the best process to look at is e+einto H&Hi

+

r*z+

Measuring

the momentum

--+ W+W-

with

one

+ b% and the other W decaying

Since only the Hi decays hadronically

be reconstructed.

background

if both the Hi

can be found at LEP-II

can decay into HfHj!1061

W decaying subsequently
leptonically.

The corresponding

0 ne can see a clean peak of about 50 events at 150 GeV.

shown in Fig.l05(b).

is not large,

105(a).

visible

in the event the H$’ mass can

spectrum

of the H$’ allows the H*

mass to be determined.
./ -

The general conclusions

of our study of charged Higgs boson searches are the

following:
(1) With

a 1 TeV e+e- linear collider and an integrated

we can detect production

luminosity

of 10 fb-‘,

of charged Higgs bosons and determine

its mass

for H* masses of less than 80 % of the beam energy and a dominant decay
modeofH+-+t+b.
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Figure 105. Plot of the corrected larger hemisphere mass (m = M+(&/2)/E+)
after all the cuts: (a) for H+H10 fb-I,

events at fi

MHf = 150 GeV, BR(H+

b8) = 1.00; (b) th e corresponding
W+W-

and Z”Zo,

= 600 GeV with integrated luminosity

+ W+Hi)

of

= 1.00, MHz = 25 GeV and BR(H,” +

background

plot for the sum of QCD processes,

again with 10 fb-‘.

(2) If the charged Higgs boson is sufficiently

lighter than the top quark, the top

quark decays to H+ + b. We can detect the signal of the charged Higgs boson
both through

its direct pair production

and in the top quark decay.

(3) If there is a light neutral Higgs boson, a charged Higgs boson may decay into
W plus the neutral

Higgs with

a large branching

fraction.

Even if neutral

Higgs bosons cannot be produced via the process e+e- -+ Z”Hf,
ZZ-fusion

(for example, the CP odd state), the neutral

produced and detected in the decay Hf
(4) It is necessary to understand

or WW-or

higgs boson can be

-+ W*Hf.

the higher order QCD processes and to improve

the QCD shower models, and to test them at lower energies. Also processes
containing

weak vector bosons must be experimentally

(5) Beamstrahlung
the integrated

effects must be moderate.
luminosity

We have to compromise

and the beamstrahlung
213

understood.

effect.

between

But the realistic

spectrum which we assumed for our Monte Carlo studies proved to be are
perfectly acceptable for studies of charged Higgs boson production.

214

10. Conclusions

In this report,

we have presented a number of the central experiments
at a e+e- collider operating

might be conducted

1 TeV. We have discussed the the significance
of high energy physics,
be carried out with
anticipate

in the energy region 600 GeV -

of these experiments

and we have demonstrated

realistic

detectors

which

that

these experiments

and in the environment

from the collider design. We have concentrated

to the progress
can

which one might

on the most important

issue of the search for manifestations

of the Higgs boson sector and other indications

of new physics beyond the standard

model.

a rich experimental

program,

But along this line, we have sketched

with great potential

for major discoveries.

We analyzed in detail four classes of experiments

which probe for physics be-

yond the standard model. We first considered searches for new quarks and leptons;
our conclusion

here was that these objects could be identified

of a few fb- I.

We exhibited

very efficient

search procedures

from event samples
for isolating

states; this analysis suggests that one can go on to measure branching
decay parameters

model.

Outside

which can isolate the neutral Higgs boson of the

of a small range around the mass of the W, we found

that this search could be done in a completely
WW

ratios and

for these new states.

We then studied experiments
standard

these

straightforward

The technique

fusion process of Higgs production.

way by utilizing
reconstructs

the

the Higgs

boson from its major

decay modes and could be used to study the decays of the

Higgs in more detail.

This search required larger event samples, of order 30 fb-‘.

We studied searches for modifications
at high energy.
presence

of the gauge theory of weak interactions

We discussed the effect on e+e-

of a new 2’ resonance.

annihilation

processes of the

This effect is of course dramatic if the new
215

resonance lies within
effects also from

the energy range of the collider,

resonances a factor

illustrated

the use of longitudinal

diagnostic

tool.

fb-l,

of 3 higher in mass.

polarization

We discussed precision

the process e+e-

+

W+W-.

accuracy

Finally,

the standard
particles

Our analysis makes clear that
of supersymmetry

corrections

which would signal

We found that

can be isolated

a wide variety

of larger new secthe pair-production

in event samples of 10 fb-I.

of the states predicted

at this high-energy

collider.

of these states from their major hadronic

The integrated

luminosity

known feature of any point-like
with energy, proportional
designers, to construct

In this report,
worth

an e+e-

collider

This is the result of the well-

This feature presents a challenge to accelerator

machines which deliver e+ e - luminosities
is an inseparable

we have documented

problem

solving.

the experimental

remains exceptionally

in excess of 1O33

part of the challenge of e+e- physics.

We have shown that

presence of those compromises

of our results are

process that cross sections decrease dramatically

to EC,.
-’

cmb2sec- l. This problem

by direct

decays.

samples called for in this summary

large by the current standards of high energy physics.

by theories

We also found

that charged Higgs bosons can be isolated in events samples of 10 fb-I,
reconstruction

with

Higgs sector.

model.

can be discovered

in

an event sample of 30

we analyzed searches for two specific manifestations

supersymmetric

couplings

cross section for W pair production

or a strongly-coupled

tors of physics beyond
of neutral

assuming

also

beam as a sensitive

tests of the weak interaction

to be sensitive to the radiative

new heavy fermions

This discussion

of the electron

We showed that,

one can measure the differential

sufficient

but we found observable

advantages

the experimental

that make this
environment

of

clean at these high energies, even in the

in beam energy spread and access to forward

angles

which might be necessary to achieve a high luminosity.
We have, then,

seen the breadth

and clarity

processes of physics which a 1 TeV e+eto the coming era of ese-

experimentation
216

collider

of view into the fundamental
will provide.

We look forward

in this high energy regime, and to the

realization

of the great promise which this experimental

217

program

offers.
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